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Introduction: Energy, 
Finance and Change 

On the Streets of New York City

One fine autumn day in 2009, several young, enthusiastic 
green energy activists took to the streets of New York City 
to try to enlist pedestrians to the cause of decreasing the 
city’s oil consumption and generating more of its electricity 

from renewable sources. Unsurprisingly, the activists didn’t have an easy 
time persuading hurrying passersby to stop and listen. But they were 
both determined and articulate, and few would have doubted that they 
had a clear idea of the future they were fighting for. 

Yet when one pedestrian stopped to ask what energy is, the 
twentysomething activists were suddenly brought up short. There was a 
stunned silence. Finally one of them gushed, “Energy is whatever powers 
whatever we do. Energy is … so, so much. Energy is … that’s a good 
question. Energy is … is … everything!”1

Environmental activists in New York City are not alone in being floored 
by such questions. If no one asks us, many of us who were born into 
industrialized societies may feel we know perfectly well what energy 
is, at least as we experience it in our daily lives. We know we need 
energy to cook, keep warm and communicate. We need it to get around, 
light shops and homes, build things, and transport and preserve food. 
We know the companies that provide it are often very powerful, and 
businesspeople and politicians are obsessed by it. We know all about 
coal, windmills and electromagnetic radiation. We’re used to seeing 
people buy energy drinks and worry about calories. If we’ve had a little 
schooling, we can even decipher equations like E = mc2. Pressed hard, 
we can imagine what it might be like for energy to be green (it would be 
generated renewably!) or cheap (petrol would be a Euro a litre and we 
would have more to spend on other things!) or more justly distributed 
(everybody would have enough fuel and electricity for basic needs!). 
Yet we too might react with confusion if asked what energy actually is.2 
Given that we seem to know so much about the subject, what is it that 
makes the question so unsettling?

Perhaps the question is unfair or pedantic. In Charles Dickens’ novel Hard 
Times, a little girl named Sissy, whose father rides and tends to horses 
in a circus, and who has been around horses all her life, is bullied and 
accused of ignorance by the pompous utilitarian schoolmaster Gradgrind 
because she cannot define what a horse is. Is it equally unjust to ask 
environmental activists what energy is? Perhaps such questions are just 
an irritating waste of time when so much urgent action is needed to bring 
electricity to the deprived and heat to the elderly while at the same time 
preventing runaway climate change. 
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But then again, perhaps it matters if “green energy” or “energy 
democracy” campaigners find it hard to explain what energy is. There is 
an uncomfortable yet hard truth haunting all contemporary discussions 
about energy policy – namely, that today’s dominant concept of energy 
is itself a political problem. 

This concept – call it Big-E Energy3 – signifies the energy of 
thermodynamics, of electromagnetism, of the fusion of heat, motion and 
electricity in steam engines, turbines, dynamos, electric motors and electric 
grids. It stands simultaneously for photosynthesis, nuclear, solar and 
muscle power, and the force generated by the internal combustion engine. 

At first glance the idea of an “energy” that unifies all these phenomena 
may seem innocent and obvious, and what it designates neutral and 
eternal. Surely, it will be said, this “energy” is merely one aspect of the 
universe and its laws. Surely it is merely a condition of existence that, 
like food, water and shelter, everybody needs, and has always needed, 
whatever their status in society. The only question, it seems, is how to 
get however much we need and want of this energy without wrecking 
the earth and, insofar as is possible, to make sure it is shared around 
fairly among everybody.

But things are not so simple. A more nuanced perspective reveals this 
notion of “energy” to be neither innocent nor obvious, neither eternal 
nor politically or environmentally neutral. Big-E Energy is a historical 
product that emerged during a long and variegated struggle by elite and 
industrial interests against ordinary people whose activities they sought 
to regiment and exploit for profit. Although it can incidentally be used 
for a multitude of subsistence tasks, Big-E Energy is not a magical 
substance devised to relieve poverty, keep grannies warm and light up 
rural schoolrooms. It is, rather, above all a means for making labour 
more productive and for controlling and exploiting it. In a sense, this 
“energy” is fallout from a particular two-century episode in an even 
longer political story of privatization and commodification of work and 
land that continues today. Like so much else in this story, Big-E Energy’s 
dynamic is inherently destructive of soil, water and air alike.

Like witch hunts, workhouses and steam engines, Big-E Energy belongs 
to a particular historical period and to particular places and their particular 
battles. To be understood, it must be put in the context of its times – 
political, social, environmental. If it is true that – in one form or another, 
and for better or worse – Big-E Energy is not going to go away, that is not 
because it “has always been there”, any more than assembly lines or genetic 
engineering have always been there. It is merely because the materials 
created by history are what the future must work with; as the US novelist 
William Faulkner once said, the past is never dead; it is not even past.

The story of energy is a story of resistance as well as aggression, 
of accommodation and adjustment as well as exploitation. Existing 
alongside and even inside the practices of Big-E Energy that have been 
evolving since about 1800 are a galaxy of oppositional or coping practices 
without a generic name, often organized around defence of common land, 
common water, and the endless variety of activities pursued by human 
beings to support subsistence. One could say that such practices form a 
shadow to Big-E Energy. More: they are often even “anti”-Big-E Energy 
(they might even be called “little-e energies”) – except that they grow out 
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of something that is much older than Big-E Energy, and always maintain 
a presence even where Big-E Energy is absent. Telling the energy story 
means telling their story as well. Understanding Big-E Energy means 
understanding them as well.

Thus behind the vague “front story” of energy that we all know – energy 
the “labour saver”, energy the source of creature comforts, energy the 
all-pervasive background that seemed to the young New York activists 
to be “everything” – is a more complex “back story”4 full of characters 
that are not always recognized or even named as supporters or foes of 
the Big-E Energy whose development they have continually shaped. This 
“back story” has only just begun to be explored. The most the present 
report can do is suggest how big it is. Figure 1 is a stab at indicating 
the rough scope of the tale in visual form, and the next section, “Energy 
as Struggle”, sketches in a few details. But exploring what today’s 
“energy” really is – together with its shadows, precursors, successors 
and alternatives – will remain a work in progress.

Figure 1
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As the rest of this report will argue, such excursions into the past and 
the future – and into the full geographic range of energy practices  – are 
likely to be increasingly essential for effective activism about energy 
policy. Without some historically-informed conception of the political and 
ecological biases of dominant energy concepts, activists who campaign 
for “green energy” funding, or for “energy democracy”, are unlikely in 
fact to have much idea of what they are asking for. Their demand for 
“green energy” can turn out in practice to be not much more coherent 
than a demand for “green global warming”, “green pollution”, or “green 
oppression”. Their demand for “energy democracy” may become, in 
effect, a self-contradictory call for “unequal democracy” that plays straight 
into the hands of an energy establishment looking to legitimate business 
as usual. Concentrating only on the word “alternative” in “alternative 
energy plans”, while neglecting the word “energy”, can back them into a 
corner they might not want to be in, perpetuate types of oppression and 
environmental destruction they might not want to be a part of, and make 
enemies they might not want to make. As the saying goes, one should be 
careful what one asks for, lest one gets it. 

Worse, without some grasp of the back story that makes Big-E Energy 
what it is, the opposition that coevolves with it will remain invisible; 
and if that opposition remains invisible, so will most of the political 
and social power that activists need to draw on in order to succeed in 
the battle for a livable energy future. Activists may end up unwittingly 
taking sides against potential allies whose support they need – for 
example, community activists opposing giant wind developments in 
their localities, indigenous groups seeking to keep oil in the soil, or 
movements defending family farming – instead of building the necessary 
alliances with them. They may not even be aware that such groups are 
potential allies, frittering away opportunities for movement-building 
before they are even recognized. Slowing down and asking what energy 
is, then, is not a distraction from, but a prerequisite for, the careful 
alliance-construction that the current moment requires. 

Pots of Money
If discussions about how to fund a livable energy future cannot afford 
to overlook the destructive and antidemocratic dynamic contained in 
Big-E Energy itself, neither can they afford to assume that finance is 
nothing more than a politically- and environmentally-neutral pot of 
money. For sustainable energy activists to treat the problem of how to 
finance a transition away from fossil fuels as a matter of finding the 
PIN to a big bank account – and then belatedly trying to enforce a few 
“safeguards” about how the money is spent – is a recipe for political 
and environmental failure.

Politicians and corporate executives are generally eager to invite the 
oversimplified view that finance is a pot of money precisely because 
of how much economic reality it hides from view. Some insist that the 
money needed to fund a transition away from fossil fuels can come 
only from “more growth” based on those very fossil fuels. By doing so, 
they are able to disguise business’s growing structural dependence on 
coal, oil and gas as its opposite – a project for long-term environmental 
recovery. They can thus avoid concluding that the dependence calls for 
ways of tackling the issue of capital accumulation itself. 
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Others, meanwhile, claim that an energy transition can be funded only 
by increased reliance on a private sector that has “cash to invest” that the 
state lacks. Doing so enables them to continue to push the post-1970s 
trend toward increased privatization and financialization as if it were 
a way of avoiding “inefficiency” and “waste” in the welfare state and 
harnessing the comparatively superior abilities of the private sector, 
rather than what it is – a strategy of reliance on financial swindles and 
large-scale robberies from the public as a way of compensating for 
falling profits. Pressing the claims of the corporate sector to be the 
legitimate arena for decision-making and action on an energy transition 
is a neat way of ensuring that the transition – and the end to growth it 
entails5 – will never be undertaken. A multitude of reactionary political 
agendas, then, is advanced by the claim that “there just isn’t the money 
available for an energy revolution”.

The understandable retort of many environmentalists, of course, is 
“Yes, there is.” Some point to the fact that there seems to be no lack of 
money for bloated militaries of dubious usefulness, particularly in the 
US. Why, then, is there a lack of money for, say, energy conservation 
or renewable energy? Others note that in 2008 and after, the states of 
industrialized countries were quickly able to mobilize many trillions of 
dollars in tax money to rescue private banks from the disastrous results 
of reckless experiments in gambling that had resulted in no public 
benefits whatsoever – a handout that in the US alone is ultimately likely 
to come to some US$13 trillion. Why take money that could pay for a 
new, low-carbon infrastructure in the US and use it to subsidize past – 
and future – financial swindles?

Both those who say there isn’t enough money and those who say there 
is share a dangerous assumption. This is to accept the need to expand 
the supply Big-E Energy – an energy designed for endless accumulation 
of which, as will be argued in Section Two below, there can never be 
enough – as an unchallengeable given. Many environmentalists hope 
to find some way of colouring this energy “green” and “democratic”, of 
somehow imposing workable “limits” on its expansion from outside, but 
seldom ask whether this is actually possible, or question the dominance 
of this conception of energy in discussions of an energy transition.

Trillions and Trillions
A natural consequence is that much of the strategic discussion about 
energy futures on both right and left tends to revolve around the word 
“trillions”. It is said we need trillions in scarce money in order to buy 
new means of producing another scarce substance: green energy; trillions 
to “replace fossil fuels”, “improve energy efficiency in the building 
sector”, “build giant wind farms”, “solve energy poverty” and so on. 

“Trillions”: the word seeps through the revolving doors of national 
treasuries and corporate headquarters, hangs like tabooed tobacco 
smoke in the open-plan offices of environmental organizations, creeps 
uninvited into the tents of Occupy activists, and rolls down city streets 
into municipal offices and chambers of commerce. Trillions entrench 
themselves in the pronouncements of the G-20 and the reports of 
Greenpeace and the OECD. Trillions rise in a dollar-denominated 
miasma over arrays of solar panels, droop over the blades of wind 
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turbines, hover over power lines and smart grids. Trillions smart in the 
eyes of anti-austerity activists, cruelly pinch the minds of urban planners 
and gag pensioners hard-pressed by rising electricity bills. 

Two trillion dollars to “keep America’s lights on”6 – the equivalent of 
a pile of single dollar bills stacked 135,800 miles high or over halfway 
to the moon.7 Twelve trillion to build the power stations, pipelines and 
electricity grids that corporate leaders “need” to keep their economies 
expanding.8 (Make that $18 trillion if you don’t want to fry from 
global warming – six trillion extra to incorporate the climate-friendly 
features necessary to keep average global temperature increases within 
“acceptable” limits.) Trillions more to improve energy efficiency – $13 
trillion in the building sector alone.9

Still more mind-boggling are the trillions needed to ensure a supply of 
energy – energy of the kind needed for a global economy that grows by 
3-4 per cent every year – without the use of fossil fuels. By one estimate, it 
would cost $100 trillion to effect a global transition to a wholly renewable 
energy system.10 To put that figure into perspective, if you were to spend a 
million dollars a day for the next 200,000 years (just 50,000 years short of 
the time that Homo sapiens has been around as a species), you would still 
be left with a mountain of several hundred million dollars in spare change. 

So common is the word “trillions”, in fact, that to ask the question of 
what those trillions actually are would probably often draw the same 
shocked, frozen stares that the question “What is energy?” drew from 
the New York City activists. The question is unsettling. Surely, it may be 
thought, we know what dollars are! The only question is which ATM to 
get them from and how to divide them up and govern their investment.

A More Sophisticated View 
Those at the sharp end of the “asymmetric distribution of resources and 
risks”11 that afflict the global majority tend to have a different view. For 
them, a lot of the talk of “trillions” for an energy transition is worse than 
beside the point. A trillion dollars is not just an impossibly large number: 
it threatens the further entrenchment, not relief, of their marginalization, 
poverty and exploitation. The forced evictions and enclosures of forests, 
lands, rivers, seeds and fishing grounds financed by previous trillion-
dollar “development” tsunamis – such as the Green Revolution – make a 
discussion of the linkages between energy, finance, dispossession and the 
generation of poverty imperative. For many groups in the global South, 
proposals for spending further “trillions” through the usual institutions 
have to take a back seat to strategies for stopping the current “trillions” 
from wreaking further damage to subsistence and equality. For them, it 
is simply naïve to believe that the question of how to organize energy 
generation and distribution can ever be tackled separately from the issue 
of what political and economic agendas to organize around.

The Congress of South African Trade Unions, for example, is explicit 
that addressing the energy issue is not so much a matter of numbers of 
dollars, transformers and solar plants as it is a matter of political change. 
It fingers capitalist accumulation as the cause of global warming and 
insists that any energy transition must be part of a wider programme of 
social, economic and political transformation.12 A keynote address to 
the African National Congress meeting on energy as long ago as 1992 
was exemplary in keeping the central issues in clear focus: 
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“Our concern is not about the flow of electrons between 
the turbine and the switch in somebody’s house. Our 
concern is primarily about the framework of democratic 
and accountable resource allocation.”13 

From such a perspective, it will be dangerous to assume that energy 
poverty is merely a lack of access to electricity, which in turn is 
interpreted as a consequence of too few power stations, green or 
otherwise, and that its solution lies in finding the money to build new 
generating capacity, off-grid or on-grid. Such assumptions can be found 
in the lengthy low-carbon energy proposals put forward by, for example, 
Greenpeace and World Wide Fund for Nature, which tend to address 
poverty only in the context of extending electricity connections.14 Insofar 
as the impacts of energy and finance on poverty are recognised in such 
proposals, they are said to lie in the future and at the micro-level, the 
consequence of poor project implementation, a problem best addressed 
through environmental, and, to a lesser extent, human rights safeguards. 

For more politically sophisticated activists, such an approach is 
inadequate insofar as, among other things, it obscures the reasons why 
electricity is so unequally distributed in the first place – privatization, the 
withdrawal of fuel subsidies, racism, class, low wages, dispossession, 
landlessness, and the accumulation of wealth by one group at the 
expense of others, as well as the dynamics of Big-E Energy itself. Such 
an approach also tends to foreclose discussion of the structural changes 
(land reform, for example) that may be needed if poorer communities, 
whether rural or urban, are to raise finance on their terms for energy 
technologies that they chose and that are suitable to their needs. At best, 
the trajectory is towards modernizing energy poverty, with smart grids 
and gleaming solar panels replacing older generating and distribution 
systems, but with subsistence still under assault.

From such a perspective, it will be crucial for campaigners seeking finance 
for an energy transition to be as versed in the “back story” of finance as 
it is for them to have some sense of the “back story” of Big-E Energy. 
They need to grasp that finance, too, is a set of active social movements 
always committed to innovation, but of a different kind – witness the 
invention, in a few short decades, of the trillion-dollar shadow banking 
system (see “The Energy of Finance and the Finance of Energy”). They 
need to appreciate finance’s continuing support for fossil-fuelled mobility 
of production, just-in-time delivery systems, and, most important of 
all, labour control. They need to understand that they are up against 
institutions such as private equity funds that expect 20 per cent rates of 
return and will do what it takes to get them; to understand the part that 
the monetary system plays in the system of unequal exchange that keeps 
industry locked into fossil fuels; to grasp the dependence of the banking 
system on coal, oil and gas; to comprehend the dominant role private banks 
occupy in the creation of money itself; to have some sense of the over-the-
counter derivatives markets whose outstanding nominal value currently 
comes to US$707 trillion;15 to understand the “extractive” orientation of 
much current finance.16 Nor will it do for energy campaigners to have so 
little understanding of investment that they simply parrot the assertion 
of large financial institutions that “all debts have to be repaid”, even 
those pushed on Southern countries by Northern bankers awash with 
petrodollars or on indigent minorities in the US by Wall Street financiers 
hungry for market-beating “alpha” returns.17
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Without a good sense of the back story of both energy and finance 
systems, then, activists are likely to find it hard in the end to make 
sense of concepts such as “financing energy democracy” or “financing 
a green energy transition”. Just as a homely, oversimplified “front 
story” notion of energy as something that relieves poverty, keeps 
grannies warm and lights up rural schoolrooms cannot help activists 
grasp the challenges presented by an energy system that is, in fact, 
organized around the unrelenting extraction of huge surpluses from 
workers, farmers and the earth, so, too, the equally quaint “front story” 
idea of finance as a pot of money passively waiting to be spent on 
wind turbines, solar panels and picohydro installations is of little use 
in anticipating the trajectory of ravenous financial institutions whose 
very existence is inseparable from continued exploitation of coal, oil 
and gas and, increasingly, on the commodification of uncertainty. 

Uncomfortable Truths
Many environmentalists, particularly in the global North, become 
impatient or uneasy when confronted with such tough political thinking. 
Surely, they insist, it would be easier just to sidestep all this messy 
business of power politics, livelihoods, exploitation, movement-building 
and so on. Wouldn’t it save time just to concentrate directly on mobilizing 
the “trillions” that experts say are needed to keep the business sector 
growing and global warming at bay, and hope that, along the way, a bit 
more electricity might trickle through to the 1.3 billion people without 
access to it?18 Anyway, don’t we realize that the urgency of the climate 
crisis simply leaves no time for popular movements aimed at structural 
change and the serious analysis of the financial and energy systems 
that they require? Surely, the argument goes, for NGOs to offer a fast, 
acceptable, comprehensive “alternative energy plan” to business and 
bankers will bring quicker results than joining in an uncertain, drawn-
out, open-ended process of democratic mobilization, experimentation 
and exploration that forges alliances and “thinking partnerships” with 
precisely those forces that are challenging the political status quo. 

Thus some activists argue that it is the failure of NGOs to come up with 
tangible alternatives acceptable to international financial institutions, 
governments, and private investors and financiers that lies behind 
the failure to stop mega-infrastructure projects – and that the only 
way forward, given the limited time scale available, is to work with 
institutions like the World Bank to channel their billions of dollars in 
the right direction.19

Time “may not be on our side,” agree two university professors writing 
on “carbon capitalism”, if “we” do not accommodate ourselves to 
dominant financial institutions.20 Change “which comes from below 
and through resistance,” they believe (ignoring most of the lessons 
of history), “leaves untouched” the world’s “powerful interests”; for 
them, there is no way of influencing institutions without pledging 
allegiance to them. What particularly worries such observers is their 
seeming conviction that to contest, as a part of day-to-day activism, 
the current hegemony of finance and business on virtually any 
environmental issue would be equivalent to claiming that the world has 
to wait “until capitalism is ended before we halt the ecological crisis, 
or at least substantially slow it down”.21 From this perspective, most 
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grassroots activists working in defence of commons; campaigners for 
“nonreformist reforms” that seek to open up new political space at the 
same time they alter the actions of dominant political institutions;22 
and advocates of a “prefigurative politics” in which a “new political 
present” is constructed “within and alongside the old” – including 
the collective, anti-vanguard Zapatista strategy of refusing to “take 
power” and instead “creating in the present the world they want to 
see in their own autonomous municipalities”23 – are engaged in a 
composite struggle that, at best, would just take too long. Now is not 
the time, the argument goes, to probe how finance really works, what 
the role of energy is in capital accumulation, or who is to own and 
control the energy transition – and certainly not to apply the lessons 
to everyday activism. 

Not that such environmentalists are prepared to give in to every demand 
that business and finance make – far from it. Rather, they hope to take 
capital up on its motto of constant transformation and persuade it that 
certain changes it might otherwise be reluctant to undertake are in fact 
in its own interest or at any rate cannot be avoided. Thus the abuses, 
dislocations and pollution associated with fossil fuel extraction must 
be halted: so let’s campaign to stop destructive projects and insist on 
standards, safeguards and the free prior informed consent of affected 
communities. Fossil energy has no future: so let’s promote renewables. 
Historically, the World Bank and many private banks have both 
bankrolled fossil fuel developments and exacerbated poverty: so let’s 
get them out of coal and oil and make sure they don’t take a controlling 
hand in any subsequent “climate investments” either.

So far so good. But at a certain point, the tough political and 
environmental questions recur. What happens when large companies use 
their wealth and leverage to isolate communities, buy their consent, and 
prevent the enforcement of standards? Through what kind of alliances 
could all destructive extraction of fossil fuels be halted, save those based 
on an entirely different conception of energy? As for renewables, under 
what circumstances might they actually be effective in displacing fossil 
fuels, and under what circumstances do they merely supplement them, 
making global warming worse? And even if they did replace fossil 
fuels, wouldn’t a system of renewable energy formed on a fossil model 
be as destructive of the land and those who depend on it as the current 
regime – as is currently happening with agrofuels? 

Moreover, if we want to source the finance we believe we need for our 
proposed “power shift” from institutions other than the World Bank and 
the like, where are we going to find it in a financial system committed 
virtually across the board to the fantastic levels of productivity provided 
by fossil fuels and the even more otherworldly rates of return that 30 
neoliberal years of unrelenting financial alchemy have taught investors 
to crave? Is a post-fossil civilization really going to be erected on 
trillions of dollars cycled through Wall Street? And if other financial 
institutions such as the Green Climate Fund are supposed to escape from 
the imperatives driving the rest of the business system, how would that 
work exactly? How can popular movements best control the damage that 
such institutions do, and, more importantly, open up political space of 
other kinds? Many social reformers, it seems, are continuing to demand 
trillions of dollars from a financial sector that no one understands in 
order to conjure up something whose purpose few can define.
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Many would-be energy reformers, particularly in the North, are tempted 
to try again to evade such difficult issues. At this point they often go 
abstract and homiletic, asserting, as a matter of faith, that, whatever 
experience might teach, there “ought” to be ways of getting “good” 
energy from “best practice” finance without much risk of the good 
being swamped by the bad. Once again, however, the evasion doesn’t 
succeed very well: such optimism usually turns out to be based on 
highly unrealistic assumptions about energy, finance and politics alike. 

For example, activists who fancy that they might be able to lure the 
financial sector away from destructive energy simply by offering it 
advice about how to channel its trillions into “less damaging sectors”, 
cannot explain why the offer of such free advice should succeed now 
when it has failed in the past – that is, why following that advice should 
be in the financial sector’s interest, and if it is not, what sort of political 
organizing would be necessary to ensure it would be followed regardless. 
Also left unmentioned is whether there are any “alternative” sectors or 
movements in defence of subsistence that would not be damaged by 
such trillions. 

One NGO based in Germany imagines that the impoverishing, restricting 
and climatically-disastrous structure of energy finance can be swept 
away by presenting the existing financial sector with a complicated 
list of philosophical precepts for it to obey, derived from the “existing 
core principles and tools of international environmental law and 
human rights”, with their concepts of “justice and fairness”.24  It is not 
explained how these lofty “ethical principles” are to gain leverage in 
the world of Realpolitik against the corporate sector’s constitutive 
need for a type of energy uniquely adapted to facilitate exploitation of 
labour, rapid turnover and financial speculation. Nor is it explained how 
financial institutions might be prevented from using their participation 
in such discussions about abstract “principles” as a welcome cover to 
strengthen their capacity to pursue unprincipled practices. Indeed, it is 
assumed that such explanations are unnecessary: if things go wrong, it 
is implied, that could not possibly be the fault of those proposing the 
“ethical principles” and “standards” – who are just trying to make things 
a little better and “control the damage” – but only the fault of those who 
decline to implement them. 

Unwitting Damage
More than a century ago, the British writer G. K. Chesterton took note of 
the unwitting damage to people’s lives that this sort of activist innocence 
can do in his critique of what he called “idealists” or, alternatively, 
“autocrats”:

“. . . who give us generally to understand that every modern 
reform will ‘work’ all right, because they will be there to 
see. Where they will be, and for how long, they do not 
explain very clearly. I do not mind their looking forward 
to numberless lives in succession; for that is the shadow 
of a human or a divine hope. But even a theosophist does 
not expect to be a vast number of people at once. And these 
people most certainly propose to be responsible for a whole 
movement after it has left their hands. Each man promises 
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to be about a thousand policemen. If you ask them how this 
or that will work, they will answer, ‘Oh, I would certainly 
insist on this’; or ‘I would never go so far as that’; as if they 
could return to this earth and do what no ghost has ever done 
quite successfully – force men to forsake their sins. Of these 
it is enough to say that they do not understand the nature 
of a law any more than the nature of a dog. If you let loose 
a law, it will do as a dog does. It will obey its own nature, 
not yours. Such sense as you have put into the law (or the 
dog) will be fulfilled. But you will not be able to fulfill a 
fragment of anything you have forgotten to put into it.”25

Chesterton carefully does not say that no lobbyist’s efforts at “damage 
control” or reformist’s “campaigns for ethics” will ever work. He merely 
questions the notion, already widespread in his day, that for every issue 
and circumstance there will always be a constructive role for “ethical”, 
legal or technocratic kibitzers who imagine they can do good while 
remaining aloof from politics and movements for structural change. 

Somewhat more realistic are NGOs which argue that the financial sector 
must learn to turn away from fossil investments and regard them as 
“stranded assets”. Most of the remaining coal, oil and gas remaining 
in the ground, they insist, is “unburnable” due to the threat of climate 
change, and investing in its exhumation would only inflate a “carbon 
bubble” that would soon burst.26 Yet a popular alliance strong enough to 
enforce this claim of abstract “unburnability” against the accumulation 
imperative driving the corporate sector as a whole has yet to emerge, 
and most prophets of a “carbon bubble” have no movement-building 
programme that could ensure that it bursts. As of 2014, corporate and 
state planners as a whole are bent on burning every last bit of the earth’s 
supposedly “unburnable” carbon, and they are not going to be turned 
aside by scientific or economic argumentation alone.

Still other groups of activists, more closely attuned to the intimate links 
among fossil fuels, capital accumulation and modern finance, gesture 
in the direction of an “energy commons” or “finance commons” as 
a way of undermining the entire complex, pointing to a continuing 
historical pattern of resistance to coal- and oil-based economic growth 
that is often associated with traditions and experiments in non-fossil 
livelihoods. Yet divergent analyses and backgrounds, lack of awareness 
of commonalities, and limited opportunities for coordination and mutual 
learning have slowed the emergence of the needed movements.

Any attempt to find a “short cut” around the hard graft of popular 
movement-building in order to come to terms with the “urgency” of 
climate change and energy poverty, in other words, not only doesn’t work. 
In the end, it takes up even more time in dead ends and backtracks than the 
movement-building “long way around” whose prospect is so unsettling 
to many Northern activists. Tough political analysis and difficult political 
organizing, it turns out, are not a “luxury for those who have the time” 
but a necessity whether you think you have the time or not. 

This needs no spelling out for most grassroots activists in the South. 
They are wearily familiar with the damage done by well-intentioned 
“apolitical” projects or “damage control” schemes run by technocrats 
or consultants who imagine that they can avoid getting to grips with 
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power relations, and who as a result end up making interventions on the 
side of the rich and powerful.  Banks and other businesses, too, have 
always understood perfectly that ethics, regulation and the law itself 
are, among other things, raw material out of which, over time, future 
profits – and future crises – may be crafted, merely through arbitrage, 
say, or by changing the original background conditions under which the 
relevant principles were originally formulated and interpreted.

It tends to be only the people in the middle – distant from both the 
grassroots and the boardroom – who are tempted by the mirage of 
“nonpolitical” shortcuts as a response to urgent problems. That is why 
they are the most tempting targets for corporate invitations to participate 
in “damage control” exercises or programmes for action that promise 
multiple “wins” for rich and poor alike. As has been documented over 
many years, firms such as oil giant BP and public relations firm Mongoven, 
Biscoe & Duchin regard NGOs of the large, well-funded variety who 
fancy themselves as pragmatic “dealmakers” unencumbered by agendas 
for long-term structural change as patsies that are easy to “neutralize”.27

Ironically, then, it is those who are closest to the detailed workings of 
power, whether at the grassroots or in the boardroom, who are least likely 
to regard as “academic” the question of how an energy transition might 
fit into a wider, long-term political agenda. For them, the plea of some 
energy campaigners and scientists that climate change or energy poverty 
are “too urgent” for them to have to spend time working on structural 
change – indeed, to spend time on anything other than lobbying a few 
“authorities” to get “trillions” shipped to the right places – is simply 
naïve. While corporations, financial institutions, and the politicians 
and bureaucrats who work with them happily exploit this naivety, 
grassroots activists seeking allies among the Northern middle classes 
are continually frustrated by it.

Many of the standard tactics 
of conventional campaigning 
– whether preaching “ethics”, 
“science”, “human survival” and 
“economic crisis” to finance 
and business, or urging a more 
stringent “anti-imperialism” on 
Southern elites represented 
at the UN – seem currently 
to be having no more overall 
effect on the direction of global 
energy policy than, to cite a 
popular Thai saying, playing the 
violin has on a water buffalo.  

Yet when seized by a certain 
apocalyptic mood, many 

activists, convinced there is no 
time to evaluate the lessons of 
the past or present, and unable 
to think of anything else to do, 
wind up repeating tactics that 
they know will be powerless 
or worse in responding to the 
current predicament. Like rabbits 
caught in the headlights of a 
speeding car, they are so gripped 
by the urgency to do something – 
anything – that they are tempted 
simply to run straight into the 
oncoming vehicle. 

But perhaps there is another 
way. Perhaps concerned 

world rabbits have a moment 
or two, after all, in which they 
can turn their attention to 
craftier strategies. Perhaps 
there are ways of respecting 
the seriousness of the 
contemporary predicament while 
resisting the apocalypticism 
which, as analysts such as 
George Caffentzis and Erik 
Swyngedouw point out, has 
always been a trick capital uses 
in times of crisis to terrorize 
ordinary people into putting their 
brains on ice while business 
regroups and locates new 
subsidies. 

Apocalypse Thinking
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“Urgency” in the Service of Delay
The case of carbon trading – a purportedly “nonpolitical” approach to 
global warming and energy technology – is illustrative. Throughout its 
history, the argument for carbon trading has been that, as an initiative 
that “depends on prices more than politics”, it should appeal to business, 
the state and environmentalists alike – indeed, anyone looking for the 
fastest, easiest, most efficient and cost-saving solution possible. Carbon 
trading was supposed to obviate the need for structural political change 
by building incentives to tackle climate change into existing markets. 
Businesses faced with steeply rising costs of using fossil fuels were 
supposed to taper off, opening a rich new market for low-carbon 
technological innovation that other firms would rush to take advantage 
of. Private investment would be automatically redirected toward non-
fossil energy sources, with impressive results beyond the dreams of any 
20th-century socialist planner. 

Unlike traditional regulation, taxes, or state-supported infrastructure 
revamps, carbon trading was supposed to be a solution that could be 
undertaken immediately and relatively painlessly, with minimal time 
wasted in building political alliances. Even a few leftists who remained 
committed to a socialist future were for it, having persuaded themselves 
that carbon trading had the capacity to “address climate change now, 
even while global capitalism persists,”28 whereas movements aimed 
at building new commons, undercutting wage slavery or contesting 
the accumulation imperative were just too long-term to stake human 
survival on. 

It turned out, however, that making carbon trading “work” required 
not only discarding a great deal of fundamental science,29 but also 
undertaking a vast and lengthy programme of nothing other than … 
precisely the kind of painstaking political mobilization that the scheme 
was supposed to make unnecessary. For example, carbon markets could 
work only if carbon was made scarce by state-imposed emissions caps, 

As Slovenian philosopher 
Slavoj Zizek urges, it may be 
precisely times like the present 
when “slow, careful thinking”, 
rather then desperate, hasty 
measures, is most needed. If 
the water buffalo of the world’s 
financial establishment is not 
listening appreciatively to 
the music of activist violins, 
perhaps the response should 
be not to play louder, but 
to take an intermission to 
reanalyze strategies. 

One place to start might be 
simply to ask what music finance 
is responding to, and why it is so 
irresistible. Rather than flinging 
the customary impreciations 
at “barriers to change” such 
as stupidity, greed, denial, 
cowardice and so forth, it might 
be more constructive to try to 
find out out exactly what the 
historically-embedded dynamics 
are that tie modern investment 
so stubbornly to coal, oil and 
gas and the mechanisms of 

inequality that accompany their 
exploitation. 

Sources: 
George Caffentzis, In Letters of Blood 
and Fire: Work, Machines and the Crisis 
of Capitalism, PM Press, Oakland, 
2013, pp.11-57; 
Erik Swyngedouw, “Apocalypse 
Forever? Post-Political Populism 
and the Spectre of Climate Change”, 
Theory, Culture and Society, Vol. 27, 
No. 2-3, 2010, pp.213-232; 
Slavoj Zizek, “Thinking the Occupation”, 
http://www.egs.edu/faculty/slavoj-
zizek/videos/thinking-the-occupation.
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driving the carbon price up to meaningful levels. But to get states to 
mandate anything other than token caps would have required a project 
to organize powerful political blocs that carbon market proponents were 
unwilling or unable to undertake.30 After all, as anyone who grasped the 
“back story” of Big-E Energy (sketched above on p.7 and in “Energy as 
Struggle”, below) understood, the entire contemporary system of making 
profits out of labour depended absolutely on cheap fossil carbon, and 
no business sector could possibly give that up merely because of the 
threat of global warming, particularly when the political means were 
easily available to ensure that any caps set were ineffective. 

Activists who were innocent of this back story were easily lulled into 
the delusion that an impersonal, smoothly whirring, clicking carbon 
market “mechanism” would make a more broadly politicized climate 
movement – with links to progressive labour, family farming campaigns, 
and agitations for commons of all kinds – unnecessary. Sincerely 
convinced that carbon trading could address climate change in the 
absence of a much larger political agenda, they couldn’t understand why 
governments and the United Nations were so reluctant to heed scientific 
advice and engineer a high carbon price, attributing the failure of the 
system to irrationality or “denial” rather than their own fundamental 
misunderstanding of energy and a lack of grassroots organizing. 

Meanwhile, business, which understood the back story of energy a 
great deal better, shrewdly turned its attention toward a different form 
of political mobilization: one which would ensure that carbon trading 
became a delaying tactic to keep the fossil carbon flowing rather than 
a means of cutting it off. They were joined by NGOs who, perhaps all 
along, had themselves viewed carbon trading as a way of organizing 
political acquiescence in continued fossil fuel extraction. Hence the 
political organizing that did take place around carbon trading was not 
directed at making it work for climate goals, but at precisely the opposite 
objective. Lavish sums were doled out to incentivize consultants to come 
up with ingenious means of manufacturing vast numbers of saleable 
pollution licences out of the most unpromising materials – for example, 
by allowing refrigerant corporations in China to sell rights to emit 
millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide to Europe merely by promising not 
to release as many chloroflourocarbon molecules as they claimed to be 
“planning” to do. Technocrats kept climate debates focused on carbon 
price levels rather than the irrelevance of price to structural change. 
Corporations in the oil and gas, cement, chemicals, steel, aviation and 
paper industries, meanwhile, banded together to threaten governments 
with dire consequences if they tightened emissions caps. Measurement 
and legal scams of all types were organized and bankrolled. 

As a consequence, carbon trading has not only achieved no climatic 
results, but has actually set back the cause of slowing global warming. 
What was supposed to be a quick “short cut” to climate results that 
sidestepped the time-consuming tasks of understanding and mobilizing 
around the politics of energy has now monopolized well over two 
decades of global warming politics with less than zero environmental 
result. The Russian Revolution, the dismantling of the Berlin Wall, and 
a number of other events in recent political history that, by contrast, 
have had far-reaching results, were organized in a fraction of the time. 
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The Plan of this Report

The premises underlying many current campaigns seeking finance for 
a livable energy future, this report suggests, need to be reconsidered. It 
may be time to revisit questions as basic as “What is energy?”, “What 
is finance?” and “How does real change come about?”. 

Far from being too time-consuming, such re-examinations may well 
prevent a great deal of time being wasted both in attempts to square 
various political circles and in frustrating efforts to reinvent movements 
that in fact already exist. This report argues that effective movements 
seeking finance for a greener and more democratic energy future will 
look at energy and finance not as “things”, but as political processes 
in motion. How can the strongest alliances for the needed changes 
be made? Where are the destructive, currently-dominant energy and 
finance regimes most vulnerable? Both inquiries can be helped by an 
understanding of how energy and finance have been constructed and 
contested over two centuries of stormy transformations in industry, 
livelihood and exploitation.

The remainder of the report is divided into four sections: “Energy as 
Struggle”, “The Energy of Finance and the Finance of Energy”, “China 
as New Chimney of the World” and “Whose Side are You on?”

The second section, “Energy as Struggle”, invites readers to look at 
energy not as a neutral background to history – an unchanging something 
that humans always need more of – but rather as a relatively recent 
invention shaped by an ongoing power struggle waged by industrial 
elites to accumulate as much as possible from the work of ordinary 
people. “Energy”, the section argues, is what cultural critic Raymond 
Williams called a “keyword” – a slippery abstraction that trains people 
into holding certain political biases without their being aware of it. The 
bias of “energy” is that it posits an eternal scarcity of a kind that can 
be relieved only by industrial production, the destruction of commons 
and subsistence, and the rule of experts.

Repoliticizing energy means revisiting the scientific discipline that, 
more than anything else, gave it its cachet of neutrality: 19th-century 
thermodynamics. Thermodynamics, this section shows, occupied itself 
above all with formulating models for commodifying, controlling and 
intensifying industrial labour and maximizing its benefits for factory 
owners following the first age of enclosure or land privatization in 
Europe. Energy itself was defined as the capacity of a physical system 
to do work. The First Law of Thermodynamics helped untangle heat and 
mechanical, electromagnetic and chemical energy from their previous 
social and natural contexts, showing how they could be combined and 
exchanged with each other to form a single, liquid, commodifiable whole 
that could be indefinitely aggregated and subdivided. In so doing, it 
helped open business’s eyes to the possibility of flexible production that 
did not need to assume, in the words of one historian, a “fixed limit on 
the forms of energy that could generate work”. Not only the body, but 
all of nature itself, became a “machine capable of producing mechanical 
work” or “labour power”.31 
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This vision grew out of, and was embodied in, the entrenchment of 
fossil fuel-based steam engines converting heat into mechanical energy, 
electric motors converting electricity into motion, dynamos converting 
mechanical energy into electricity, reactors converting nuclear energy into 
heat and then electricity, and so on. Each such technology contributed in 
different ways to business’s project of mobilizing and disciplining labour 
and making it more abstract, calculable, manipulable and productive of 
surplus. The steam-coal combination enabled capital to concentrate labour 
at any urban location it chose, disentangle it from place and the cyclical 
time of days and seasons, make good on its perennial threat to discard 
and impoverish workers who did not come up to proper standards of 
obedience, and micromanage it at minimal cost according to the rhythm 
of the machine. Electricity, by coupling the motor more directly to the 
tool, made labour-power even more susceptible to detailed control, while 
automatic machinery rendered it still more deskilled, fragmented and 
abstract. The Second Law of Thermodynamics, meanwhile, helped focus 
industry’s awareness of the dependence of growth on both efficiency and 
endless cheap imports of high-quality energy to replace the energy whose 
capacity to do work was lost in production.

Constructing the new scientific “energy” involved the work not only of 
engineers, businesses and thermodynamic theorists, but also economists, 
machines, colonial administrators, slave traders and bureaucrats, as 
well as the labour of plants and marine life over the millions of years it 
took to create fossil fuels. Only through the gigantic, flexible, cheaply 
transportable concentrations of power in coal, oil and gas could different 
kinds of energy have been commensurated and commodified on a world 
scale, a dedicated “energy sector” developed, or the wage-labour relation 
generalized through society to such an enormous extent. Without steam 
engines, conversely, neither coal nor iron mining could have grown so 
fast. Without colonial plantations, much of the new machine capacity 
would have been meaningless. The dominance of the new energy that 
thermodynamics defined came about only through a new regime in which 
political, technical, financial and fossil elements were fused inextricably 
in novel ways of mobilizing and appropriating surpluses. 

The physical separation of energy sources from engines and other energy 
converters, and the rise of dedicated energy networks (coal transported 
by sailing ship and by railroad, oil pipelines and tankers, electricity 
grids) went hand in hand not only with more flexible production and 
the generalization of wage labour, but also with the generalization of 
consumption. Electricity networks made possible a world of consumer 
durables, and oil pipelines a world of automobiles, suburbs and plastics. 
The “cyborg labourer” – a fusion of human and machine maximizing 
productivity – was joined by the “cyborg consumer” locked into high-
energy consumption guaranteeing markets for that productivity, as well 
as by “cyborg land”, which blended soil, machinery, oil, ores and crops 
to produce feedstocks for both industry and labour.

In virtually every respect, the rise and persistence of thermodynamic 
energy – what was referred to in our first two reports as Big-E Energy – can 
be seen as a continuing, constantly-evolving struggle against commons 
worldwide. For example, thermodynamic or Big-E Energy helped to 
enclose or privatize the commons of human livelihood activity, as reflected 
in the way the notion of wage labour came to dominate the meaning of 
words for “work” in European and other language families. Big-E Energy 
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also necessitated the enclosure of fossil fuel extraction locations, transport 
networks and processing sites – an enclosure that is now becoming even 
more extensive as land-hungry “substitutes” for fossil fuels such as wind, 
solar and biofuels are increasingly sought. Such processes of enclosure 
are powered by the continuing environmentally-destructive cycle of 
unequal exchange described by anthropologist Alf Hornborg, in which 
cheap, high-quality Big-E Energy capable of yielding large quantities of 
thermodynamic work is shipped from extraction zones to production sites, 
where it is degraded to produce more expensive goods that can then be 
exchanged for even greater quantities of high-quality Big-E Energy.32 At 
the same time that the holes go deeper in one place, the towers in another 
rise ever higher. As energy mining and energy consumption climbs, added 
social critic Ivan Illich, ordinary people’s opportunities for provisioning 
for themselves, getting about independently, or learning autonomously, 
are closed out in both extraction and production zones.33 

The report’s third section, “The Energy of Finance and the Finance of 
Energy”, stresses that finance, like energy, is not a “thing” (like a pot of 
money) but rather a political process, a trajectory, a continuing social 
struggle. In considering the evolution of institutions such as the joint 
stock company, state and corporate financial institutions, including 
investment banks, the section also traces some crucial links between 
finance and thermodynamic or Big-E Energy and how the institutional 
forms that have emerged to pool and direct capital have also transformed 
capital itself, making it more mobile and intensifying its exploitative 
pressures on workers and the environment.

The connections between finance and thermodynamic or Big-E Energy 
have been intimate from the time of the first emergence of energy supply 
networks and a distinguishable “energy sector”. Today, nine of the 12 
most heavily capitalized corporations in the world are energy companies. 
Project finance, until recently the principal means of financing oil and 
gas and power projects, was born in the 1930s when a Dallas bank 
extended a nonrecourse loan to an oil and gas company seeking an 
off-balance-sheet form of finance that would enable it to develop new 
fields without placing its core assets at risk. Finance has also always 
been crucial for ensuring that enough profits from the exploitation of 
labour flow to producers of fossil fuels to keep the system going. 

Early railway expansion in the US and elsewhere, moreover, was possible 
only through sophisticated syndicated financing. As electricity pioneer 
Thomas Edison noted early on, meanwhile, easy financing is as necessary 
to the commercial success of electricity networks “as a good dynamo”. 
In the US, financial unification made possible the technical unification 
of regional and national electricity networks. From the outset, General 
Electric was a financial as well as a technical firm. Utility companies, which 
began as financial companies acquiring and consolidating existing mini-
networks, understood, meanwhile, that the construction of a grid demanded 
banker-like knowledge of complementarity of demand throughout the 
system. Huge, centralized generating plants, most particularly nuclear 
power stations, have equally huge capital needs, requiring massive 
borrowings on the financial market. For the past half-century, in addition, 
only the intervention of the World Bank and other international financial 
institutions have made possible the global South’s infrastructure for 
transferring high-quality Big-E Energy from hinterland to metropolis. 
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As the generalization of the wage relation through mechanization 
fuelled by seemingly limitless amounts of Big-E Energy opened up 
new productivity horizons, financial relations could also be scaled up, 
entrenching illusions of infinite economic growth and indefinitely-
extendable compound interest. As political scientist Elmar Altvater 
argues, one result was to conjure up a “nirvana of global financial 
speculation”.34 When the product of labour power shaped by Big-E 
Energy appears as interest-bearing capital, the stage is set for crises 
in which not only finance, but all productive sectors, are pushed 
into exaggerated forms of plunder and cannibalism in order to attain 
unrealistic rates of profit. Indeed, the relationships among investment 
in Big-E Energy, financialization and economic crisis are especially 
worthy of attention at the current moment. 

As in past crises, investment in energy has become directed not only at 
increasing productivity, but also at absorbing overaccumulations of capital. 
At the same time, financialization has encouraged private sector investors 
to look for returns of 10 to 15 per cent on large energy infrastructure 
projects; for Southern countries, the profits demanded are often twice 
that or more. That severely biases energy investment against the poor, 
against projects sensitive to local needs, and against a livable future 
climate. Key decisions relating to infrastructure investment have become 
the prerogative of a tiny, alpha-hungry elite of a few fund managers from 
120 to 150 private institutions based in a few Northern countries. 

At a time of declining profit rates in the industrial economy, energy 
finance increasingly seeks to use infrastructure investment simply to 
divert public money into private hands. Private-public partnerships 
are on the rise everywhere, together with new financial products, tax 
breaks, “pension grabs”, government gifts of land, and other mechanisms 
aimed at guaranteeing private investors’ “right to profit” at the same 
time that austerity measures eat into the livelihood security of the less 
well-off. Energy companies themselves have sought new subsidies 
from taxpayers, found new ways of stealing from energy-rich regions, 
skimped on safety, cut research and development, and plunged more 
deeply into financial games themselves, ranging from new, derivative-
based, project-securitized finance deals to commodity index funds, 
credit default swaps and plays, and institutions and devices bearing 
bizarre names like “spark spreads” and “master limited partnerships”. 
Publicly-traded debt, in which the lender has no relationship with the 
borrower, only with other lenders, has become crucial to the absorption 
of surplus capital via syndicated lending – a strategy that, by the early 
2000s, was supplying one-third of all international loan financing. An 
oil futures market launched in the wake of the nationalization of oil 
extraction by exporting countries beginning in the 1970s has helped 
shift power over energy pricing back from OPEC toward Wall Street 
and the international oil majors, linking Big-E Energy and financial 
speculation still more closely.

Structural trends in energy investment in the 2010s, in short, centre 
on accelerated larceny combined with a growing financialization of 
energy and energy infrastructure as asset classes.35 At the same time, 
due to the continuing centrality of Big-E Energy for labour productivity, 
investment in the so-called “green economy” is directed mainly at 
projects that leave fossil fuel use unaffected. According to the US Energy 
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Information Administration, the proportion of the global consumption of 
energy generated by coal, oil and gas, a little under 81 per cent in 1980, 
increased to over 86 per cent by 2006, while World Bank figures show 
that the ratio of fossil-fuelled to total energy consumption has increased 
three per cent over the last decade.36 Small-scale, decommodified energy 
projects, controlled by and for local people, are extremely unlikely in 
the current atmosphere of financialization to attract the investment of 
pension funds and other institutional investors. The most that can be 
expected is that investors will try to siphon off for their own use benefits 
from publicly-funded contracts for off-grid village electrification, 
university and hospital schemes, or companies adopting off-grid 
technologies for commodity extraction or reduced energy costs. Other 
topics explored in this third section include the importance of the 1970s 
oil crisis as a spur to financialization. 

Building on some of these themes, a short case study, “China as New 
Chimney of the World”, then explores how massive foreign direct 
investment in China from the turn of the 21st century has been aimed 
primarily at bringing together masses of cheap labour with coal-fired 
electricity in an attempt to reboot capital accumulation. This study, 
which draws heavily on the work of Swedish sociologist Andreas Malm, 
forms a transition to the report’s final section.

This section, “Whose Side Are You On?”, finds that adopting the 
previous sections’ treatment of energy and finance not as “things”, but 
rather as processes or trajectories, has useful implications for the strategy 
of campaigns for a green, democratic energy future. For example, if a 
“green” or “democratic” Big-E Energy will always be a contradiction 
in terms, perhaps for energy activists to try to separate out “good” and 
“bad” Big-E Energy is an unfruitful, potentially divisive way to start. It 
may be more constructive to begin from something like the red arrow 
on page 7 and take a more comprehensive, transformational approach. 
Viewing the emergence of Big-E Energy as one elite response to the 
defence of commons (in the manner of the arrow) helps free campaigners 
from the temptation to assume that today’s dominant approaches to 
energy derive from a misguided or shortsighted intellectual “model”. It 
implies that effective movements will not be organized around trying to 
persuade political or financial elites to adopt “alternative” intellectual 
models. Rather, they will join existing oppositional forces in a struggle 
already being waged – one that ranges over a wide variety of arenas, 
from science to feminism to labour rights. They will make common 
cause with the movements in response to which dominant interests in 
business and the state have always shaped their strategies. 

This strategy would build on the insight that there is no “inside” and 
“outside” to energy institutions and energy politics – no “revolutionary 
paradigms” pitting themselves against a “mainstream” entirely external 
to themselves, no separate red arrow outside the one on page 7 pointing 
in the opposite direction. Rather, there is one connected, evolving 
process in which bitterly antagonistic social groups are constantly 
responding and adjusting to their opponents. This vision of energy 
activism replaces the question of how to recruit allies to help implement 
abstract, elite-formulated alternative plans with a more down-to-earth 
question that takes the persistence of social conflict as a given: whose 
side are you on?
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By the same token, showing that scarce, thermodynamic Big-E Energy 
is not a human universal, but rather the result of an ongoing social 
process, helps make more visible practices that can, retrospectively and 
anachronistically, now be described, in opposition, as “little-e energies”. 
In so doing, it suggests that while effective advocates of environmental 
justice in industrialized societies necessarily must start by working with 
practices that Big-E Energy currently dominates, they need not postulate 
the impossible goal of “providing green Big-E Energy for all”, but might 
more fruitfully join with existing social movements to open more space 
in the long term for the little-e “energies” of the commons. One virtue 
of this vision is that it encourages promising alliances with a variety 
of movements that mainstream observers might dismiss as “not being 
about energy” but which, it turns out, have indeed always been about 
the struggles in which energy campaigners are also engaged.

Such a vision argues for caution about tacitly orienting energy activism 
around the assumption that a “good” international Wall Street or City of 
London might someday be coaxed out of the bad old one. The structure 
of contemporary finance, like that of contemporary energy, demands 
to be re-studied, and radically oppositional pathways recognized, 
rediscovered, respected, supported and developed. Before activists 
get too caught up in excited or “urgent” plans for tapping the financial 
sector’s “trillions” to develop “green and just energy”, they might ask 
what these trillions actually consist of and what is likely to happen if 
they are single-mindedly deployed on Big-E Energy. 
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Energy as Struggle
“Energy” as Keyword

Energy is often thought of as a physical entity that, in itself, has 
no politics. When we talk about kilowatts and fuel efficiency, 
it is said, you are talking about science, not expressing an 
ideology. You are stating facts, not conveying an outlook. 

You are describing a given reality shared by all, not taking sides in a 
social struggle. You are describing the eternal background to history, not 
using a concept that is itself a historical product. Energy might have a 
politics, the story goes – as in the phrase “the politics of energy” – but 
it itself is not political.

“Energy”, in short, is among those ubiquitous contemporary “keywords” 
that, as the British cultural critic Raymond Williams once put it, seem to 
be “mere transparencies, their correct use a matter only of education”.37 
Like many other modern abstractions such as “resource”, “nature”, 
“development”, “economy”, “services”, “work” and “education”, they 
seem neutral (see Box: “Keywords”). As long as policymakers and 
activists remember their high-school physics classes, it is assumed, any 
disagreements they might have about what energy is all about will be 
trivial, temporary or residual.

Thus most discussions of energy policy – such as how to finance a 
transition to a democratic, climate-friendly energy regime – seem 
impatient to put the definition of energy behind them as quickly as 
possible in order to pass on to the “real issues”: how energy can be 
best produced, distributed, financed, conserved; what kinds of energy 
are better, what kinds are worse. Energy is simply the “basis of 
everything”, writes energy expert Richard Heinberg in a book on the 
future of industrial society, from plant growth, car travel and home 
heating to the maintenance of “ecosystems and human economies”.38 
“Since humans were humans, we’ve used energy”, declares a recent 
graphic novel detailing possible low-carbon futures, swiftly moving 
on to describe how successive energy technologies impelled by “leaps 
of imagination” on the part of disinterested researchers have broken 
through barriers that kept “ancient empires” hobbled by slavery, slow 
communication and “inefficient” agriculture.39 Energy has always been 
there, the assumption goes. It’s just that – thank goodness – we have a 
bit more of it now.  

A more nuanced view would take seriously Raymond Williams’s caution 
that issues such as energy finance cannot be thought through, or even 
brought into clear focus, unless “we are conscious of” the slipperiness 
of words like “energy” as “elements of the problems”.40 Sensitive to 
anachronism, such a view would recognize that the concept of energy – 
and other practices associated with it – are political organizing tools with 
a bloody genealogy that cannot be erased. These practices have no more 
“always been there” than the practices associated with other keywords 
such as “the economy” or “nature”. Energy is something people continue 
to struggle “against” as well as “over”. While embedded in the everyday 
lives of billions of people and now taken for granted by actors across 
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the political spectrum, it is associated with a particular set of historical 
interests and contains inside itself a particular ideological bias. 

This ideology is one that movements for a democratic and green  
energy future need to reveal, not conceal. Effective action as well as 
clear analysis requires that the concept of energy itself be repoliticized 
and rehistoricized. 

Returning to his native Britain to 
finish his university degree after 
military service in the Second 
World War, a young soldier 
named Raymond Williams, 
who later became a celebrated 
cultural critic, found that people 
had begun to use words such 
as culture, class, democracy 
and industry in a way he could 
not recognize. Yet few seemed 
to be aware that anything had 
changed, assuming that the 
words had always been used in 
the same ways. 

Williams turned his 
bewilderment into 40 years of 
study of what fellow cultural 
critic Ivan Illich called the 
“inconstancy” of certain 
ubiquitous abstractions “on 
which his own integrity had 
rested”. Williams called these 
slippery terms “keywords”. 
More examples include 
economy, rights, production, 
progress, family, race, 
individual, human, equality, 
violence, welfare, health, 
ecology, work and sex. 

To a greater extent than 
ordinary vocabulary designating 
physical things or narrowly 
technical processes – like 
“cellphone” or “sky” – keywords 
are unavoidable terms “central 
to common life” that “give a 
moral and social interpretation 
to the sentences in which they 
occur”. Collectively, they train 
the people who use them into 
a certain “common sense” 
that seems always to have 
been there. Illich identified 

this perspective as one that 
posits eternal scarcity of a 
kind that can be relieved only 
by industrial production, the 
destruction of commons and 
subsistence, and the rule of 
experts.

The keywords natural 
resource, for example, 
introduce the view that land, 
trees, water and rock are 
a tank of raw materials for 
the use of a “society” that is 
separated from it and that, if 
not restrained and “managed”, 
will constantly strive to drain 
it, in an unending, scarcity-
creating process. Along 
similar lines, keywords such 
as transportation, education, 
development and consumption 
attribute to human beings 
of both past and present 
unbounded needs for 
quantifiable commodities that 
can be supplied only through 
professional mediation or 
governance. 

Some keywords are the result 
of “takeovers” of terms that in 
previous eras were used for 
other purposes. The keywords 
work and job, for example, 
have come to mean waged 
employment, concealing the 
fact that for centuries of the 
European past, as well as in 
most societies today, the terms 
stood for a much wider field 
of human activities. Insofar 
as the two terms conspire to 
suggest that the only “real” 
work is something you get paid 
for, Illich suggested, they put 

a “pseudo-vernacular gloss on 
engineered reality”. 

Similarly, energy is today 
defined as a physical quantity. 
In Aristotle’s hands, however, 
energia was a metaphor for 
something moving or active. 
Illich translates it as “on the 
make”, with all of the phrase’s 
sexual connotations. Even when 
the term energy entered English 
with the Elizabethans in the 16th 
century, moreover, it was used 
mainly to refer to, for example, 
the vigour of an utterance 
and, later on, the power of 
an argument or the impact of 
music. In many indigenous 
peoples’ explanations of 
relationships among people, 
animals and the earth, concepts 
typically translated as energy 
connote spiritual power, force, 
life, prestige or charisma.

Other keywords are outright 
neologisms, yet also give the 
impression of designating a 
timeless reality. The keyword 
resource, for example, goes 
back no further than the industrial 
revolution. Its Thai translation, 
sapayakorn, like thammachaat 
(nature) and other recent Thai 
concoctions, were cobbled 
together from much older, only 
tenuously-related Sanskrit-
derived terms. The neologism 
phlang ngaan (energy) is another 
member of this group of words; 
its literal meaning “work power” 
shows the influence of European 
thermodynamics. Yet all three 
terms have swiftly become a 
part of the common sense of the 

Keywords
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Repoliticizing Energy
Probably the most important emblem of the mystifications surrounding 
energy is the idea that energy is a matter of physics and that physics is 
not political. The strongest way of repoliticizing the concept, accordingly, 
may be to tackle directly the notion that the science it came from somehow 
lies outside the history of social struggle. Like all other great advances in 
knowledge, the science of energy needs to have its inherent political biases 
appreciated if its achievements are to be properly admired and celebrated. 

Although a lot that is relevant to the evolution of “energy” happened 
before and since, the key period is probably the first half of the 19th 
century. Before 1800 no one talked or did anything about energy 
in anything like the modern sense. By 1870 quite a few people did. 
This change can be represented at least partly by the development of 
thermodynamics, the archetypal energy physics. 

Closely involved were several generations of engineers, chemists, 
experimenters, doctors, lawyers and other specialists across Northern 
Europe: Sadi Carnot, Emile Clapeyron, Gaspard-Gustave Coriolis, Jean-
Victor Poncelet, Gustave-Adolphe Hirn and Marc Seguin, in France; Julius 
Robert Mayer, Rudolf Clausius, Hermann von Helmholtz and Carl von 
Holtzmann, in Germany; Ludwig Colding in Denmark; and, in Britain, 
Mary Somerville, James Joule, William Grove, Michael Faraday, Macquorn 
Rankine, James Maxwell, Willard Gibbs, and James Thomson and his 
brother William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), who belatedly coined the term 
“thermodynamics” in 1854. The fact that many of these thermodynamic 
theorists developed some of their most important key concepts independently 
hints at how widely the problems they were working on, as well as the 
channels for addressing them, had already been engraved in the minds of the 
community of technology-oriented elites to which many of them belonged.41

 

Thai educated classes and of the 
lingua franca they use to think 
with and communicate with their 
counterparts abroad. 
Keywords, then, colonize the 
past as well as the future, 
and the South as well as the 
North, in a way that conceals 
the contentiousness of the 
ideologies they represent. 
Although resource management 
is a phrase of very recent 
vintage, dating from the 1960s, 
it is routinely and unthinkingly 
used to describe, say, ancient 
Pacific fisheries or the woodland 
commons of the European 
Middle Ages, creating a fictitious 
continuity between past and 

present. Similarly, cow dung 
used for cooking in India 
becomes energy. Photosynthesis 
becomes an ecosystem service. 
So effective is keywords’ 
attribution of universality to 
a perspective characteristic 
only of industrial society 
that it is only with great 
effort that today’s university 
graduates can learn to speak 
of alternatives to development 
rather than “development 
alternatives”, or alternatives 
to energy rather than “energy 
alternatives”. The way 
keywords conceal conflict  
and physical violence can 
often only be seen from 

outside, by members of the 
global majority for whom a 
pasture, or even electricity, 
is not a “resource”, nor cow 
dung “energy”, nor imaginary 
untouched wildernesses the 
epitome of “nature”. 

Sources: 
Raymond Williams, Keywords: A 
Vocabulary of Culture and Society, 
Croom Helm, London, 1976;
Ivan Illich, Gender, Pantheon, New 
York, 1983; 
Ivan Illich, “The Social Construction of 
Energy”, New Geographies 2, 2009 
[1983], pp.11-19; 
Jean Robert, “Alternatives and the 
Technogenic Production of Scarcity”, 
New Geographies 2, 2009, pp. 134-38.
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Energy, Engines and Industrial Work
One revealing aspect of the thermodynamic theorists’ political bent was 
the extent to which they organized their new concept of “energy” around 
the emerging idea of industrial labour, especially how to control it and 
maximize its benefits for factory owners. What impelled and inspired 
theorists like Carnot, Clapeyron, Coriolis, Hirn, James Thomson, 
Poncelet and Gibbs (who were all engineers) was the study of engines 
– in particular, industrial engines at the dawn of the fossil fuel era: how 
to make them do work in conjunction with human brains and hands; 
how to make them do it better. Their predecessors and contemporaries 
were engine developers; and what got the engine developers going 
were business possibilities. “An economic point of view formed the 
root of thermodynamics,” emphasizes US historian Theodore Porter. 
“Economic and physical ideas grew up together, sharing a common 
context”.42 This history is crystallized in today’s textbook definition of 
energy as “the capacity of a physical system to do work”.

Thus the theoretical “heat 
engine” that French engineer 
Sadi Carnot worked on to 
understand better how to 
transform heat into work (in 
the diagram of Carnot’s heat 
engine at right, if Q is heat and 
T is temperature, W is work) is 
basically just an idealized steam 
engine. For Carnot in 1824, the 
steam engine was a “universal 
motor” ,  which  cou ld  be 
“substituted for animal power, 
waterfalls and air currents”.43 
Such engines included Thomas 
Newcomen’s clumsy early 18th-
century invention, which was 
used to pump water out of coal 
and other mines, but also, more 
significantly, the contraptions 
devised much later by James 
Watt, who worked closely with 

business to develop the much more efficient and versatile condensing and 
rotary engines that found so many uses in factories and transportation. 
Watt became such a capitalist icon that he, together with his business 
partner Matthew Boulton (described by diarist James Boswell as “an iron 
captain” commanding his factory-hand “troops”),44 are pictured today 
on the reverse side of the UK £50 note (together with apt quotations 
revealing the obsessiveness of both) (see below). 

For many thermodynamic theorists, in addition, control over labour was 
not merely an issue implicit in the texts of Carnot or Watt, but was even 
more up close and personal. James Thomson rubbed shoulders with 
manufacturers throughout his life and was an apprentice to a Manchester 
marine engine-building business.45 James Joule’s family owned a 
brewery in Salford, near the growing industrial city of Manchester, where 
a steam engine had been installed as early as the 1790s, and Macquorn 
Rankine was also apprenticed to engineering enterprises.46
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The question of labour was also on the minds of those thermodynamic 
theorists who, instead of occcupying themselves with steam engines, 
focused on batteries, electric motors, the conversion of electric current 
into heat and light, and the use of electric current to break chemical 
bonds. James Joule’s early work was aimed at making electric motors 
perform more “duty”, as he called it, and as early as 1839, the Journal 
of the Franklin Institute was stressing the connection between research 
into electricity and labour issues:

“If we hire a man by the day we must not allow him to be idle, 
as in that case we give our money for nothing. The current 
of his life flows on, and he must be fed and clothed or the 
stream will stop. But give us a machine which is not costly at 
first, and if it works but one hour in the twenty-four, will itself 
be a consumer in that proportion only; a machine which we 
can at any moment set to turn our lathes, our grindstones, our 
washing machines, our churns, our circular saws”.47

In that respect, “electro-magnetic propelling machinery” had an 
advantage in flexibility over steam engines, which were profitable to 
operate only at full power – not appropriate for all tasks – and had to 
be tended constantly by engineers and firemen.

Even in the early 19th century, then, scientists working on electricity, like 
those working on steam, were knee-deep in topical questions of how best 
to commodify human activity, enclose and simplify it, and disentangle 

“I sell here, Sir, what all the world desires to have – POWER.” “I can think of nothing else but this machine.” 
Two characteristic statements by steam engine developers Matthew Boulton and James Watt 

	quoted	on	the	reverse	side	of	today’s	UK	fifty-pound	note.
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it from the “unproductive” matrices in which it was embedded so that it 
could be brought under centralized ownership, circulated and amassed 
conveniently for maximum profit. In this, they were playing a part in 
a much wider, longer struggle. Wage labour, through the enclosure 
of commons, had earlier detached a potentially quantifiable “labour 
power” that could be bought and sold separately from the multitude 
of other, “unproductive” aspects of a human being’s existence. The 
putting-out system then encouraged the development of specialization 
and minute divisions of labour that made the activity of workers 
more calculable and controllable.48 Reductions in wages discouraged 
day workers who had earned their sufficiency from taking the rest of 
the week off, making them more easily “switched on” when needed. 
Employers then turned to workshops where labourers could be more 
closely supervised en masse. Labour power was amplified, disciplined, 
and further purged of “impurities” by steam power applied to workers 
assembled in factories, increasing owners’ control at the same time that 
new, “external” complications were introduced such as large-scale coal 
mining. Electricity promised to take the process one step further still 
– to distill away certain “unproductive” or “resistant” elements of this 
labour-power-plus-steam combination itself: steam engines’ dependence 
on maintenance workers, inadaptibility to variegated, delicate tasks, 
and difficulty in switching on and off quickly. The dream was to make 
labour-power even more abstract, measurable, quickly applied and 
susceptible to detailed control – even less bogged down in the messy, 
complicated, incalculable world of bodily survival and interaction 
among humans and the earth. 

During what Lord Kelvin in 1881 baptized the “epoch of energy”, the 
new science of work haltingly moved away from being so transparently 
business-focused toward being the preserve of a more aloof “elite 
scientific practitioner”49 – somebody more like the white-coated 
university physicist of today’s folklore. Over time, thermodynamics 
theorists helped make energy seem transhistorical, “devoid of its 
political, social and cultural content”, making it easier to fetishize 
as a “thing in itself with singular independent causal power”.50 Fast-
forward to 2014 and it is easy for physics students to assume that the 
thermodynamic “work” they study has nothing to do with the sweaty 
politics of layoffs, strikes and labour unions. After all, the “work” that 
appears in textbook definitions of “energy” (“the capacity of a physical 
system to do work”) is merely a physical quantity measurable as force 
times distance travelled, or the ability to lift a certain weight over a 
certain distance – mere horsepower. What could that have to do with 
the complexities of what people do in offices, shops and warehouses 
every day?

But the connections between the two made in the mid-19th century 
has in fact shaped economics and politics ever since. If the “concept 
of work had been usefully exported to thermodynamics as exemplified 
in Sadi Carnot’s analysis of the steam engine,” attempts soon followed 
to “re-import the thermodynamic concept of work back into political 
economy . . . to convert skilled labour into kilogram-metres and then to 
determine wages on this basis”.51 As intellectuals calculated the energy 
content of different kinds of coal, they also wondered what type of bread 
would give the most efficient return in human labour power measured 
in foot-pounds. Was it was more efficient to use coal fires directly in 
production, James Thomson asked, or to boil urine for fertilizer to 
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grow crops to feed human workers?52 Such inquiries reflected not only 
manufacturers’ desire to be able to calculate and improve productivity, 
and design factories with maximum of efficiency, but also their hopeful 
Cartesian fantasy of elevating themselves into an active “mind” exerting 
decisive control over a passive, dumb “body” of workers and the 
materials they manipulated. As US historian Anson Rabinbach argues, 
“the image of labour was radically transformed. It became labour power, 
a concept emphasizing the expenditure and deployment of energy as 
opposed to human will, moral purpose or even technical skill”.53 By 
the same token, thermodynamic conceptions of work provided new 
tools for dichotomizing human activity between, on the one hand, 
serious, measurable, “useful” work involving the transformation of 
passive material (“nature”) by machines and “human motors” that had 
to be maintained carefully and directed from above, and, on the other, 
open-ended interaction, negotiation and self-realization among both 
humans and nonhumans – types of activity that were likely to be thrown 
into evolving categories of idleness, recreation, waste, mysticism or 
irrelevance. In all these ways, the thermodynamics-influenced concept 
of quantifiable “labour power” provided an enduring, idealized image 
of how the unquantifiable, multifaceted, open-ended human potential 
to pursue life and livelihood could be enclosed, simplified, quantified, 
commodified, and put at the service of machinery owners.

Thermodynamics also provided useful management metaphors suitable 
for an era in which large numbers of workers had been irrevocably 
separated from the land and the subsistence guarantees of commons. 
By making them dependent on machine-owners, this separation had 
long since begun to release workers’ latent productive “energies” for 
industrial use – but only at the cost of raising risks of uncontainable 
social “explosions”. No one understood this better than Europe’s 
political elites, who for centuries had been fearfully criminalizing 
roving layabouts, vagrants and rebels who could not be tied down to a 
particular place. (A similar tension looms large in the imaginations of 
today’s development experts and “free trade” advocates, who alternate 
between celebrating dispossession in the global South as a means for 
amassing “human capital” in productive enterprises and fretting about 
the revolutionary threats posed by the “loose molecules” released in 
the process.)54 

To help formulate a response to such threats, models of the universe that 
went beyond those of Isaac Newton were useful. Earlier on, Newton 
had helped an emerging business class conceptualize their struggle 
against such nuisances as “Saint Monday” (Saint Lundi, blaue Montag) 
– commoners’ reluctance to come to work at the beginning of the week, 
an aspect of their indifference to the industrial work schedule55 – by 
postulating a non-terrestrial, non-circular, non-seasonal, non-diurnal, 
orderly, mechanical work-time. Such a centralized, universal time, and 
the God or state that governed it, helped to counter workers’ “inertia” 
and keep them in their proper orbits. By 1800, business, with the help 
of clocks, wage reductions and machines like Richard Arkwright’s 
water frame (a water-powered machine for mass-producing cotton 
yarn), had made real headway with the project of keeping labourers at 
work in workhouses and factories. Removing remaining fallbacks in the 
commons had also helped, since it forced labourers to choose between 
working and not working rather than having the option of working only 
when they needed a bit of money to make up their subsistence.56 To some 
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degree, success had been achieved in getting labourers to “renounce their 
desultory habits of work, and to identify themselves with the unvarying 
regularity of the complex automation”.57 

Now, however, especially after the 19th-century British Factory Acts 
began to limit the length of the working day, the challenge was shifting 
from creating a proletariat from scratch to intensifying its work once 
it had been established, while preventing it, in the words of energy 
scholar and activist George Caffentzis, from “blowing out the sides 
of the container”.58 Here thermodynamic images suggested a way out. 
Philosopher Amy Wendling describes one of these images when she 
remarks that: 

“. . . the problem that plagued the engineers of the era who 
were constructing steam engines was how to regulate these 
engines for maximal productivity with minimal loss of 
heat, but some heat loss was necessary so that the engines 
would not explode or self-destruct”.59 

Environmentalists are 
accustomed to demanding 
that developers and financiers 
of solar energy, biofuel or 
mini-hydro projects be made 
“accountable” to affected  
local people. 

They are less accustomed to 
demanding accountability from 
the scientists and technologists 
who develop the concepts 
and research programmes 
fundamental to such initiatives.

One reason why the energy 
science developed during 
the 19th century had such an 
anti-commons cast – and 
why current energy politics 
is leading to such unjust 
outcomes – is that the leading 
thermodynamic theorists had 
no obligations to, and little 
familiarity with, peasants, 
cottage workers or workshop 
hands. They hobnobbed not 
with factory labourers but with 
those seeking to control and 
make maximum profits out 
of them. The questions they 

asked and answered about 
heat, metals and conductivity 
were shaped overwhelmingly 
by the concerns of the 
ascendant social classes they 
belonged to or aspired to 
become members of.

Nor has this form of expert bias 
in energy research ever gone 
away. As historian David Noble 
recounts, there is no evidence 
that researchers developing 
automated machine tools at 
the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology in the mid-20th 
century ever met any of the 
thousands of machinists who 
were “most directly affected by 
the technical changes under 
development”. Instead, they 
were guided by their constant 
interaction with industrial 
managers.

Similarly, few of today’s 
alternative-energy experts 
– who tend to fall in 
unquestioningly with the 
planning agenda of industry 
and finance – have much 

contact with or loyalty to social 
movements who might have 
a more nuanced and effective 
long-term strategy for a 
transition away from fossil fuel 
dependence. 

The result in both cases  
has been a closing out of  
many pathways toward an 
equitable future.

There has never been any 
whiff of conspiracy about this. 
It cannot be countered in the 
simple ways a conspiracy 
might be countered, but only 
by the far more difficult and 
complex work of extending a 
politics of accountability and 
democratic discussion “all the 
way down” into physics and 
into the theory and practice of 
finance and technology.

Source: 
David F. Noble, Progress without 
People: New Technology, 
Unemployment, and the Message 
of Resistance, Between the Lines, 
Toronto, p.74. 

What is Accountability?
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Commensuration in Machines  
and in Thermodynamics
The new, capital accumuation-oriented vision of energy can be summed 
up in two of the big achievements of 19th-century physics: the First and 
Second Laws of Thermodynamics.

The First Law, which emerged between 1837-47, postulated a single 
abstract “force” that “could appear in electrical, thermal, dynamical, 
and many other forms, but which never, in all its transformations, 
can be created or destroyed”. From any one form, German chemist 
K. F. Mohr insisted as early as 1839, “all the others can be called 
forth”.60 After Julius Robert von Mayer in Germany and James Joule 
in Britain calculated the “mechanical equivalent of heat” in the 1840s, 
the kilogram-metre, a concept used by French railway engineers, was 
pressed into service as a common unit among various forces, which 
could now, figuratively speaking, be put in a single pile and accumulated 
indefinitely, like abstract labour or money.61 In effect, the First Law 
helped untangle heat and mechanical, electromagnetic and chemical 
energy from their previous social and natural contexts, showing how 
they could be combined and exchanged with each other to form a single, 
liquid, commodifiable whole that could be circulated, aggregated and 
subdivided. In so doing, it helped open business’s eyes to the possibility 
of a flexible production that did not need to assume, in the words of one 
historian, a “fixed limit on the forms of energy that could generate work”. 
Not only the human body, but all of nature itself, became a “machine 
capable of producing mechanical work” or “labour power”.62 Work, it 
now seemed, might be wrought from anything. 

The commensurability that thermodynamics postulated between different 
forms of what now began to be called “energy” grew partly out of, and 
was embodied in, the astonishing diversity of machines developed and 
entrenched in industrial practice during the 19th century. Politically 
speaking, the different forces were made convertible to each other not so 
much by theorists scratching equals signs on blackboards as by widespread 
and various antics involving contraptions of iron, rubber, copper wire, 
coal, gutta-percha and brick in laboratories and manufacturing sites. Just 
as devices such as the clock helped convert different kinds of activity into 
work time, 18th- and 19th-century steam engines converted the latent heat 
of the coal face into mechanical energy.63 The electric batteries described 
by Italian physicist Alessandro Volta in 1800 converted chemical energy 
into electrical energy, as British scientist Michael Faraday showed in 
1834. Dynamos – invented around 1830 but not achieving industrial 
significance until the 1870s – converted mechanical energy into electricity. 
Electric motors, also developed in the 1830s and implanted deeply into 
industrial practice with US physicist Nikola Tesla’s alternating current 
motor of 1894, converted electricity back into mechanical energy. 
From the mid-19th century onwards, the telegraph made the mutual 
convertibility of electricity and magnetism manifest worldwide. Internal 
combustion engines, first conceived before 1800 and marketed starting in 
the 1860s and 1870s, converted chemical to thermal to mechanical energy. 
Solar cells, first built in 1839 although still struggling today to become 
entrenched in industry, converted sunlight to electricity. Nuclear reactors 
then continued the process beyond thermodynamics in the 20th century by 
converting nuclear energy into heat and then, via steam, into electricity.
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The conjoined efforts of capitalists, engineers and scientists in stringing 
together such converters yielded whole series of practical equivalents, 
for example:

Thermal (heat engines) → mechanical (dynamo) → electric 
(wires) → magnetic (electric motors) → mechanical (crankshafts 

and camshafts)

Or even longer series:

Thermonuclear (sun) → electromagnetic (light) → 
biochemical (photosynthesis) → thermal (pulverized coal) → 
mechanical (boiler) → electric (turbine) → chemical (battery) 

→ electric (grid) → electromagnetic (computer screen) → 
mechanical (bicycle messenger)

The activities of engines and their makers – and not, say, the diversity of 
conventional tools in the hands of indigenous or agrarian communities 
– constituted the “micro-worlds” that made sense of emerging 
quantitative concepts and theories of energy. Later these micro-worlds 
extended their filaments everywhere. The abstract, Big-E Energy 
that resulted became a worldwide currency and bottled “fact” whose 
origins became hard to remember. The “infinite multiplicity of energetic 
forms,” George Caffentzis writes, “inspired a tremendous optimism in 
capital’s search for new workforces”.64 At the same time, the cost of 
each workforce in the new, detachable entity “energy” could now be 
compared and tabulated in a single “energy rent”. Supplementing the 
commodification of diverse human activities, the emergence of a fully 
joined-up, thermodynamic, Big-E Energy both enabled, and was enabled 
by, accelerated capital accumulation. Boosting the surplus-producing 
capacity of workers immensely, each conversion technology – and its 
combination into various types of network – contributed to business’s 
project of mobilizing and disciplining labour and making it calculable, 
cheap and manipulable. 

Thus in the 19th century, the steam-coal combination enabled capital to 
concentrate large quantities of workers at any urban location it chose, 
disentangle them from place and the cyclical time of days and seasons, 
make good on its perennial threat to discard and impoverish workers 
who did not come up to proper standards of obedience, and micromanage 
them at minimal cost according to the rhythm of the machine (see Box: 

Dynamos such as this one installed at Thomas 
Edison’s 1882 Pearl Street generating station 
near Wall Street in New York heralded 
the electric grids later to dominate all 
industrialized countries.
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“Cotton and Steam”). To an unprecedented extent, the machine became, 
in Karl Marx’s words, “not only an automaton but an autocrat”– an agent 
that allowed greatly increased control over the pace and organization 
of what workers did and thought.65 

In the early 20th century, electricity, by disentangling tools from a 
centralized power source or camshaft and coupling them directly 
to individually-controllable motors, made labour-power even more 
susceptible to detailed management, enabling a still “closer filling-up of 
the pores of the working day”.66 Between 1899 and 1929, the proportion 
of electricity in installed mechanical power in US factories jumped 
from 5 to 80 per cent, as coal fires were moved out of workplaces 
into centralized locations and electricity moved in instead, allowing 
assembly-line production to take over.67 Increasing automation 
subsequently deskilled and fragmented labour still further.68  

Nor was the disciplinary role of the new thermodynamic energy confined 
to machines that directly produced goods. The first use of gas lighting, 
for example, was not in homes or streets, but in factories,69 helping 
to abolish the dominance of seasonal cycles of light and dark over 
labour productivity. The first commercial electric lighting in the world 
illuminated Wall Street offices. Even the railways played their part in 
“sweeping away local times and introducing its own standard time”, 
with clocks synchronized with each other in each village along the line 
in order to keep schedules in order and reduce fatal accidents. “What 
the industrial worker learned on the factory floor, [the middle classes] 
learned on the station platform”.70

Around the world, campaigns 
are growing to end fossil fuel 
use and ensure that most 
remaining coal, oil and gas 
stays in the ground. Such 
campaigns understand well that 
in order to have any practical 
effect, they have to understand 
just how deeply fossil fuel 
dependence runs. They know 
that they need to avoid false or 
simplistic explanations of fossil 
fuel dominance – such as that 
it is due to a “conspiracy of oil 
companies”, an “addiction” to oil 
on the part of consumers, fossil 
fuels’ “efficiency” or “technical 
superiority” in satisfying pre-
existing, eternal human needs, 
or fossil fuels’ ability to break 
through the “limitations” of a 
biomass-based energy regime. 
One clue pointing the way 
toward better explanations lies 

in the way that fossil-fuelled 
production grew out of a pre-
existing mechanized factory or 
workshop system powered by 
water or by human or animal 
muscle. The associated division 
of labour was organized at 
least in part in order to replace 
workers’ control over when and 
if they wanted to work and how 
much to make, as well as many 
of their integrated skills, with 
the control and coordinating 
skill of the owner. In the words 
of historian Peter Kriedte: 

“[o]nly in centralized 
installations could the 
production process be 
supervised, the traditional 
irregular work rhythms be 
combated, and the producer 
be subjected to a rigorous 
work discipline. In the case 

of complete centralization, 
moreover, the turnover of 
capital could be increased and 
the transaction costs lowered.”

As with the privatization of 
commons, the aim of the new, 
pyramidal hierarchy was not 
efficiency in itself so much 
as rent-seeking and capital 
accumulation. The system was 
in place in many areas of Italy, 
Britain, France and the US – 
and had resulted in increased 
productivity – long before the 
advent of coal-fired steam 
engines. The later use of fossil 
fuels, in one sense, merely 
modified and enlarged the 
power to tame the dangerous 
or inert body of the commoner, 
making it into a container of 
commodified labour power, ruled 
by the mind of the manager or of 

Cotton and Steam

continued on next page . . .
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the worker herself.
In the early 19th century, 
steam and coal were still 
pretty much strangers to this 
system. In particular, they 
remained unpopular with the 
crucial textiles sector in the 
UK, France and the US. Water 
power was a lot cheaper, less 
prone to breakdown, and 
continually being improved on. 
In principle, water power also 
had the same potential coal 
did for relieving manufacturers’ 
dependence on what industrial 
apologist Andrew Ure called 
“muscular efforts, which by 
their nature are inconstant and 
irregular.” In a basic sense, 
water was just as good as coal 
at introducing “mechanical 
guidelines, fingers and arms 
actuated with regularity and at 
high speed by an inexhaustible 
physical force.” Even without 
steam engines, big gains in 
productivity had been achieved 
in cotton spinning, cotton 
ginning and other aspects of 
textile manufacture.

But when the struggle of 
British workers to limit the 
legal working day to 10 hours 
succeeded, the productivity of 
dispersed and far-flung water 
mills in the British countryside 
suffered. Because streams 
did not necessarily flow at the 
same rate 24/7 throughout the 
year, capitalists were hobbled 
when they could not call on 
labour whenever needed. They 
required a new instrument 
for squeezing the most out of 
workers. As Swedish sociologist 
Andreas Malm recounts, steam 
engines fired by easily-available 
and -transportable coal fit the 
bill, and were called out of the 
relative obscurity in which they 
had lain for several decades. 
Unlike waterfalls, which were 
spread out over the hills, steam 

engines could be placed in the 
middle of towns, where it was 
easier to procure masses of 
workers that were, in the words 
of one apologist for business, 
“trained to industrious habits”.

Fuelled by the “ecological fix” of 
a seemingly limitless, powerful, 
transportable fuel, steam 
machinery helped business not 
only to concentrate workers, but 
also to make their employment 
less secure, driving down wages 
and expanding opportunities for 
appropriation. No longer tied to 
particular (remote) places nor 
to the cyclic rhythms of the day 
and the seasons, machines 
became a more effective tool 
than they ever had been before 
in business’s enduring struggle 
against labour. 

For the first time, the ability to 
separate an energy converter 
and its energy source 
geographically became a 
decisive political advantage, 
catapulting coal into the 
prominent place it still enjoys 
in 2014 (see “China as New 
Chimney of the World”). As 
Malm notes, it is because fossil 
energy can be mobilized by 
capital to exploit workers virtually 
anywhere that it became the 
“general lever of surplus-value 
production” in the 19th century: 
“from the very beginning, there 
was an intimate relation between 
the rise of the fossil economy 
and the quest for cheap and 
disciplined labour power”. In fact, 
the relation was a triangular one 
among “capital, labour and a 
certain segment of extra-human 
nature, in which the exploitation 
of labour by capital is impelled by 
the combustion of this particular 
accessory.” 

For activists seeking an energy 
transition today, this history is 

a useful reminder that it is not 
merely the relatively high unit 
cost of dispersed, localizable 
renewable energy that results in 
its being suppressed in favour 
of fracking, unconventional 
oil, nuclear energy and big 
hydropower, but also its 
limitations when it comes to 
serving the project of controlling 
workers. Conversely, however 
appallingly low the energy 
returns that unconventional 
oil or fossil-fuel analogues 
such as agrofuels yield 
compared to the energy that 
goes into their production, 
they will always have the 
advantage for business of 
being comparatively effective 
weapons against labour.

Sources: 
Peter Kriedte, “Between 
Industrialization and 
Deindustrialization”, in P. Kriedte, 
H. Medick and J. Schlumbohm 
(eds.), Industrialization before 
Industrialization, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1981, 
pp.137-8; 
John Farey, A Treatise on the Steam 
Engine, Historical, Practical, and 
Descriptive, Longman, London, 1827; 
Stephen A. Marglin, “What Do Bosses 
Do? The Origins and Functions of 
Hierarchy in Capitalist Production”, 
Review of Radical Political 
Economics, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1974, 
pp.60–112, p.60; 
Jean-Claude Debeir, Jean Paul 
Deléage and Daniel Hémery, In the 
Servitude of Power: Energy and 
Civilization through the Ages, Zed, 
London, p.100; 
Andreas Malm, “The Origins of Fossil 
Capital: From Water to Steam in the 
British Cotton Industry”, Historical 
Materialism, Vol. 21, No. 1, 2013, 
pp.15–68; 
Andrew Ure, Philosophy of 
Manufactures, 1834; 
Silvia Federici, Caliban and the 
Witch: Women, the Body and 
Primitive Accumulation, Autonomedia, 
Brooklyn, 2004, p.150. 

. . . continued from previous page.
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The Role of Fossil Fuels in the 
Emergence of Thermodynamic Energy

“A factory machine . . . and other things reckoned 
as capital . . . are fetishes . . . not in their physical 
existence or concrete functions per se but in 
their reality as material forms (part-objects) of a 
distinctive type of social system.”71

William Pietz, 1993

What really cemented the abstraction that is thermodynamic energy into 
world politics, however, was the addition of fossil fuels to the mixture 
of heat engines and commodified labour. All three ingredients were 
key to an accumulation process of unprecedented scale and promise. 
The ever-evolving possibilities of converting one form of energy into 
another elegantly summarized in the First Law of Thermodynamics were 
essential to transforming the latent heat of fossil fuels into a flexible, 
universally-applicable Big-E Energy (for some of the differences 
between Big-E or thermodynamic Energy and the “little-e energies” 
from which it was assembled, see “Energy Abstracted” below.)72

Conversely, the sheer volume of latent heat transported from millennia 
of photosynthesis over vast areas of land and ocean in the geologic past 
to tiny points on the contemporary map was crucial to assembling this 
commensurated energy on a world scale. Only with fossil fuels – which 
today account for 83 per cent of global energy production – were the 
productivity increases possible that made the machine-labour-fossil fuels 
combination dominant in society. Economist Paul Bairoch remarks that 
“before the Industrial Revolution no country or region could be really 
rich”.73 Only with fossil fuels could engines and factories be released 
from dependence on far-flung watercourses or large amounts of nearby 
land growing organic fuels for them. It was not that there had always 
existed a primordial human need for more and more abstract “energy” 
that just happened to be filled one day by fossil fuels. Rather, fossil fuels 
themselves played a crucial part in creating the very concept of scarce 
Energy that we use today.

By the same token, it was the fusion of mobile, seemingly infinite 
Energy with commodified labour power – which even on its own 
was increasingly conceived as a “magic wand that could summon 
limitless growth and prosperity from raw nature”74 – that facilitated 
the rapid growth of a “technomass” of machines. Conversely, only this 
mass of steam engines, electric motors and other energy converters 
could integrate fossil fuels into a new global organization of labour, 
extending the wage-labour relationship through whole societies and 
helping to detach, on a worldwide scale, an interchangeable commodity 
of labour power from a multitude of matrices of livelihood activity.75 
Only in this way did it become possible to make so many millions of 
individual workers responsible for their own maintenance out of the 
wages for which they were dependent on employers, “outsourcing” or 
“externalizing” the costs of reproducing them and depriving them of 
any right to life independent of purchasing power.
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Such complex synergies go a long way toward explaining the 
entrenchment of thermodynamic or Big-E Energy in Europe during and 
after the industrial revolution, but not in other contexts also characterized 
by the widespread development of ingenious energy converters, such 
as that of medieval China (see Box: “Why is Energy not Old?”). They 
also help explain why fossil fuels have become such an overwhelming, 
intractable problem today – and why it is so misleading to single out, 
for example, “greedy oil companies” as the culprit. As a whole, business 
simply has no choice but to oppose serious efforts to moderate climate 
change, because there is no cheap or politically-feasible substitute 
for fossil fuels in the triple combination of fossil fuels-heat engines-
commodified labour that underpins current rates of capital accumulation. 
Contemporary production depends utterly on the commensuration and 
fusion of biological activity of different ages in unprecedented quantities. 
To meet even one-third of current energy demand without fossil fuels 
would require five per cent of the earth’s land area, while replacing oil 
as a transport fuel at current levels of use would mean enlisting half of 
all the plant metabolism on earth. With coal as a fuel, 1,000 megawatts 
of generating capacity requires 200 hectares of land; with wind, 14,500 
hectares is needed and with solar panels, 4,800 hectares. According to 
physicists Anastassia Makarieva, Victor Gorshkov and Bai-Lian Li, wind 
would never be able to match even existing hydrological dams, much 
less coal, oil or gas, and renewables as a whole could not supply more 
than 10 per cent of current energy consumption without destroying the 
delivery of “critical natural energy flows”.76 

As will be explored further in the next section, the triple combination 
of fossil fuels, heat engines and commodified labour also made finance 
what it is today. In addition to reinforcing a notion of “unlimited good” 
unrestrained by the need to consider the welfare of the community, it  
helped, in the words of Elmar Altvater, liberate compound interest from 
any “stigma of socially destructive and sinful usury”,77 giving wings 
to the delusions that are central to the workings of today’s highly-
financialized societies. On the one hand, it promised sustained profit 
– and interest – on a scale never before seen. On the other, it forced 
industry into an unprecedented spiral of expenditure on machinery, 
engendering a tendency of the rate of that profit to fall over time, with 
all the impetus toward financial and other crisis that portended.78 In other 
ways as well, it helped lay the foundations for characteristic present-day 
financial bubbles involving land, credit and rent – including through the 
invention and development of suburbia.

The contribution of fossil fuels to the emergence of thermodynamic 
energy was far from passive. If machines are frozen or “dead” labour, 
as Marx suggested, they are also what geographer Matthew Huber calls 
frozen or “dead ecologies” in the sense that they rely on the “work” of 
untold generations of past nonhuman life.79 Today, machines are able 
to supersede the circular time of the days and seasons only by burning 
up 400 years’ worth of global plant growth every year.80 Without that 
accumulation of ancient growth, they would be just a pile of junk.
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As many post-Soviet farmers have 
experienced, when there is no longer any diesel 

for a piece of agricultural machinery, it is just an 
assemblage of scrap metal. 

Long before the concept of 
energy emerged in 19th century 
Europe, people knew how to 
convert heat into motion. Two 
thousand years ago, the Greek 
engineer Hero assembled a toy 
engine that used jets of steam 
to rotate a sphere, and Chinese 
inventors may also have 
developed models of steam 
engines for carriages and boats 
very early on. 

People were also adept at 
finding ways of converting 
animal to mechanical energy, 
with ancient Chinese inventions 
such as chest and shoulder 
harnesses often leading the 
way. Long before Europe, China 
also pioneered a number of 
ingenious inventions designed 
to lift huge masses (in this case 
water) a certain height – the 
thermodynamic definition of 
work – and to convert rotational 
into longitudinal movement and 
improve the operation of pistons 
and cylinders.

Pre-19th-century societies also 
knew all about fossil fuels. Coal 
and oil were known in ancient 
times, and in both China and 
Britain, coal replaced wood 
in many uses long before the 
industrial revolution.

Nor was there ever any lack of 
interest in regimenting labour. 
Even in Pharoanic Egypt, 
elites tried to “mechanize” the 

organization of labour on a 
massive scale.

Why, then, did it take so long for 
the modern omnibus concept 
of thermodynamic energy, and 
the modern energy regime, to 
emerge?

The answers are not completely 
clear. But the existence of the 
question itself suggests that 
it was only through the fusion 
of a wide range of political, 
technical, financial and fossil-
fuel elements in a new way of 
mobilizing and appropriating 
surpluses that the Big-E Energy 
we know today emerged.

One reason Hero’s steam 
engine did not lead to a concept 
of thermodynamic energy, or 
an industrial revolution, was 
because it was not about capitalist 
work. Hero’s interests lay not 
in increasing the productivity of 
labour but in religious and artistic 
activities. Other inventions of his 
included a heat engine for opening 
temple doors and a mechanical 
theatre complete with artificial 
thunder machine. Hero could no 
more have imagined using his 
steam engine for purposes of 
capital accumulation than James 
Watt could have imagined using 
his for subsistence, comfort or just 
plain fun.

In China, meanwhile, 
thermodynamic concerns 

may never have risen to the 
fore partly because labour-
intensive rice cultivation and 
irrigated agriculture featured 
few incentives for capital 
investments in machines and 
fossil fuel or for the development 
of an “energy sector”.

In Europe, without a technocracy 
of engine-building (based partly 
on a tradition of crafting smaller 
instruments), there would have 
been no steam engines to pump 
water out of the chronically-wet 
regional coal and iron mines, and 
without the needs of the mining 
and metallurgical industries 
for pumping, hammering and 
rail transport,steam engines 
and the coal that fuelled them 
could not have become so 
widely entrenched. Similarly, 
without British “cotton plantation 
colonialism” in the Americas 
and the politically-engineered 
destruction of India’s textile export 
industry, there would not have 
been so many steam engines in 
the British Isles themselves.

Sources: 
Jean-Claude Debeir, Jean Paul 
Deléage and Daniel Hémery, In the 
Servitude of Power: Energy and 
Civilization through the Ages, Zed, 
London, 1991; 
Kenneth Pomerantz, The Great 
Divergence: China, Europe, and 
the Making of the Modern World 
Economy, Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, 2001.

Why is Energy not Old?
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The Second Law of Thermodynamics

If the First Law of Thermodynamics constituted a euphoric rallying 
cry for an emerging 19th-century industrialism, the Second Law, in 
the words of energy scholar and activist George Caffentzis, “laced this 
high with arsenic”.81 The Second Law stated that energy, in the course 
of being converted from one form to another in an engine, always lost 
some capacity to do work – or, in a revealing piece of jargon, a certain 
amount of “order”. You couldn’t take all of the waste heat given off by 
a steam engine, recycle it back into the machine, and keep it running 
forever on the same lump of coal. Once heat went from a hot to a cold 
body, it couldn’t go back. The energy expended in manufacturing could 
never be fully recovered or recycled in a way that would be useful 
for capital accumulation. Perpetual motion machines could never be 
anything but a fantasy.

The upshot was that machines could create products (like an iron bar) 
that locally represented a higher degree of order than their raw materials 
(iron ore) only at the cost of decreasing the overall amount of order (or 
available work) globally – that is, at the cost of increasing the overall 
proportion of “waste” in their environment. Machines didn’t destroy 
any energy – as the First Law stated, that was impossible – but they 
did “degrade” it. In particular, they took the “high-quality” energy of 
coal or oil and turned it into energy that was less useful for business. 
In energy terms, it turned out, “finished” products represented overall 
deterioriation – a conclusion disturbing for capitalist mythology, and 
one that required some adjustments and dressing up.   

For the overwhelming majority of past, present and future human 
societies, neither the First Law nor the Second Law are particularly 
important. The Second Law is no more terrifying than the First Law is 
thrilling. Societies that can sustain themselves with constant infusions 
of high-quality energy from an outside solar source, and that have little 
drive to commensurate all forms of energy into a mobile, commodified 
form, can reproduce themselves indefinitely without needing to fret 
about, or even formulate, either law.82 Whatever “order” they might 
need to sustain themselves is replenishable. The cycles that sustain life 
are never confused with the profit-making perpetual motion machines 
of modern European fantasy, nor the fictions of equal exchange that 
orthodox mathematical economics relies on. 

Industrial “cyborg” societies – which revolve around a “technomass”83 
constituted by fossil-fuelled engines and worker-machine, consumer-
machine and land-machine hybrids (see “Cyborg Workers”, “Cyborg 
Consumers”, and “Cyborg Plants, Cyborg Land” below) – are different. 
Such structures can reproduce themselves only through ever-accelerating 
degradation of the finite, inorganic energy sources they rely on. 
Their corporations can keep their machines running – increasing the 
productivity of labour to outcompete their rivals  – only by importing 
“order” or high-quality energy (coal, oil and gas) and degrading it into 
“disorder” in the form of carbon dioxide and other waste outputs. If, 
for these societies, survival amounts to capital accumulation, capital 
accumulation means depleting the stocks of negative entropy (or order) 
that keep the productivity of cyborg workers or “human machines” on 
the increase.84
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Such societies’ “technomass” can be sustained only by trading high-
priced manufactured goods for discount-priced high-quality energy. As 
anthropologist Alf Hornborg writes, “unequal exchange in the world 
system is what reproduces machines, and machines are what reproduce 
unequal exchange”.85 For such a system to work, a “decrease in total 
energy quality” must be matched by “increases in value” in production,86 
so that “the more resources that have been dissipated by industry 
today, the more new resources it will be able to purchase tomorrow”.87 
Economic growth via Big-E Energy thus entails a vicious cycling between 
the build-up of technological infrastructure and the capacity (through 
the symbols or ideology of prices) to make more and more claims on 
other people’s land and work. Fossil capital, sociologist Andreas Malm 
concludes, is a “process, a flow of successive valorisations, at every 
stage claiming a larger body of fossil energy to burn [that] recognises 
no end”.88 Far from being “labour-saving”, industrial machines are a 
contrivance “for outworking other populations in order to outdistance 
them in trade” (see Box: “Does Energy Really Save Labour? Is Energy 
Really a ‘Slave’?”). Instead of ecological damage being correctible by 
“proper pricing of natural resources and pollution”, profitable exchange 
depends utterly on maintaining inequality-based prices that multiply 
energy degradation and assaults on subsistence. 

Big-E Energy, then, not only exacerbated inequalities, but also 
generalized them worldwide in an ever-renewing dynamic. “Before the 
upheavals of the Industrial Revolution,” writes economist Paul Bairoch, 
“the average country in the future Third World was probably not poorer 
than a similar region in the future developed world; certainly not much 
poorer, for example not as much as 20 per cent poorer”.90 A century 
later, it was clear that “the condition for energy abundance in a small 
number of countries” was not only global ecological degradation – by 
around 1900 US elites already had a vision of “foreign rivers to be 
turned into electric power and light”91 – but also “energy scarcity for 
the majority of humanity.”92

For societies that benefited, the First Law of Thermodynamics was 
important in that it symbolized in a seemingly “nonpolitical” form the 
way plural “energies” could be disentangled from the commons in order 
to be be combined with machines to generate surplus from labour to pass 
up a pyramidal hierarchy. In the words of Swiss architect Jean Robert, 
it became a useful “Trojan horse for a contamination of common sense 
by ecologically and socially unsound representations” and a spur to 
“destructive R&D” on energy needs, resources, economies and wars; the 
transformation of individuals into “efficient and productive processes”; 
and a whole discourse on how to “optimize the relation between ‘energy 
resoucres’ and ‘energy needs’.”93 

The Second Law, meanwhile, was an essential caution against 
inferring from the interconvertibility and indestructibility of energy 
that a capitalist nirvana of limitless accumulation was in the offing that 
would not involve accelerated depletion of terrestrial stores of high-
quality fossil energy. It was a reminder of the need to be militant, for 
as long as possible, in pursuing both unequal exchange and efficiency 
in the political struggle for profit; already by the 1850s, it was clear 
that industrial supremacy would lie with the countries that not only 
possessed, but also most efficiently used, the existing supply of the 
world’s labour power and fossil-fuelled technology. “Do not waste 
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energy!”, urged German chemist Wilhelm Ostwald in 1912, while his 
British colleague Frederick Soddy proposed a new economics that took 
better account of the Second Law.94 In the later 20th century, the Second 
Law also became a reminder to capital of the need to be militant in 
defending a modified price system as a “solution” to ecological crisis. 
If “correct pricing” could be presented as a sufficient corrective for 
environmental problems, the role of price itself in the maintenance of 
unequal exchange could be ignored.

Thermodynamics delivers its messages in a form conducive to political 
myth-making. The First Law says that an omnibus, commodification-
ready Energy has always been there, waiting to be enlisted by industry. 
“Humans have always used energy – they just didn’t always know 
it,” goes the refrain, ever since the hunter-gatherers of 10,000 years 
ago collected the “energy equivalent of 1.5 barrels of oil a year from 
plants and animals”.95 There is, to cite the words of physicist R. Bruce 
Lindsay, “constancy in the midst of change”.96 Beneath the simplified 
ideological label “the conservation of energy”, thermodynamics conceals 
the violence of the historical processes of enclosure that made Big-E 
Energy a palpable reality. 

Similarly, while the Second Law does not deny the destructiveness 
of an exploitative energy system that exacerbates inequalities in the 
course of creating accelerating scarcities of thermodynamic work, it 
depoliticizes and decontextualizes those scarcities by casting them as 
merely one facet of the entire universe’s tragic yet inevitable trajectory 
toward an ultimate running-down or “heat death”. This vision of a 
seemingly-inexorable breakdown of cosmic order, against which all 
human efforts of amelioration are mere stopgaps, appealed to many 
19th-century European and North American intellectuals’ taste for 
melodrama – and their desire to justify the effects of the growing 
industrial system. The universal “heat death” envisioned by the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics was similar to the apocalypse portended by 
the mythical “vast hordes” of Malthusian population increase.97 Both 
mythologies concealed the historically-specific nature of the social 
arrangements that had – only fairly recently – created energy scarcity and 
a sharp, supposedly eternal opposition between “society” and “nature”.

Sectoralization of Energy
One concrete sign of the emergence of thermodynamic or Big-E 
Energy (together with the new combination of heat engines, fossil 
fuels and generalized wage labour) was the birth of an identifiable, 
autonomous industry or sector specializing in generalized power 
sources rather than in products such as textiles, metals, carriages or 
agricultural crops. 

A distinct “energy sector” had not existed in preindustrial times. Farms 
had their animals, ironworks had their charcoal fires, sailing ships had 
their prevailing winds. “Energy” had not yet been disentangled from 
muscles, fire, wind and water currents employed for particular purposes 
in particular locations. In Europe, the multipurpose rotary power that 
water mills could supply for grain milling, ore hammering or textile 
manufacture – often under the control of feudal powers – might be said 
to have marked a hazy beginning to what would later be characterized 
as an “energy industry”. Also significant was the increasingly extractive 
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The ability of fossil fuel-
powered engines and 
machines to perform immense 
amounts of thermodynamic 
“work” has often thrown 
intellectuals into a kind of 
delirium. 

On the one hand, figures such 
as early 19th-century British 
engineer John Farey have tried 
to calculate how much such 
machines add to, or compete 
with, the existing labour force. 
In 1827, Farey reckoned that 
750 people in a mechanized 
cotton mill could spin as much 
thread as 200,000 people 
on their own. French utopian 
socialist Charles Fourier 
claimed that in Britain alone, 
the work done by “various 
mechanical inventions” – 
“patient, obedient, submissive, 
from whom no rebellion need 
be feared” – already equalled 
that done by “two hundred 
millions to four hundred millions 
of working adults”. Both at the 
time and afterwards, workers 
worried about being temporarily 
or permanently thrown out 
of work by technological 
advances powered by 
fossil-fuelled engines, while 
traditional aristocrats fretted 
about their power and status 
being usurped by industrial 
upstarts armed with the latest 
mechanical devices. Long 
before Arnold Schwarzenegger 
arrived on the scene, the flip 
side of the image of machines 
as docile servants was 
the image of machines as 
malignant Terminators.

Others, meanwhile, looked at 
the issue from a different angle, 
trying to calculate how much 
human toil and drudgery might 
be “saved” by fossil-driven 
machines. Two centuries ago, 
astronomer William Herschel 
enthused that a mere two 

pounds of coal could lift you 
to the summit of Mont Blanc, 
while the coal it took to supply 
a foundry for only one week 
could raise the Great Pyramid. 
Later on, brilliant intellectuals 
such as John Maynard 
Keynes assumed as a matter 
of course that fossil-driven 
machines eventually ought 
to lighten the load of labour. 
This assumption persists 
today in the catch-phrase 
“labour-saving device” and 
the belief that drudgery and 
suffering in the global South 
can be relieved by “transfers” 
of the right kind of technology 
(hydroelectric dams or solar-
powered washing machines) or 
by crash programmes ensuring 
“energy for all”. As recently 
as 1995, US author Jeremy 
Rifkin claimed that advances in 
technology would finally make 
real the “age-old utopian dream 
of substituting machines for 
human labour, finally freeing 
humanity to journey into a post-
market era” in which people 
worked reduced hours in a 
non-profit or volunteer sector. 

Energy Slaves

The two threads – of machines 
outdoing humans and 
machines serving humans – 
are commonly woven together 
in the claim that the industrial 
revolution has supplied millions 
of nonhuman “slaves” which 
both add to the labour force 
and relieve everyone’s toil, 
through the use of increasing 
amounts of high-quality energy 
per labourer. A 1915 General 
Electric advertisement put 
pictures of the “slaves of 
yesterday” (downtrodden 
toilers erecting pyramids) 
alongside those of the “slaves 
of today” (dynamos, turbines, 
trains). Shortly afterwards, the 
radiochemist and alternative 

economist Frederick Soddy 
pointed out how fast “science” 
was augmenting these “patient 
armies of inanimate slaves”. 
By the time that futurist 
Buckminster Fuller coined 
the term “energy slave” in 
the early 1940s, he was able 
to claim that approximately 
36,850,000,000 inanimate 
slaves were toiling away on 
behalf of civilization. 

In the 1950s, the theme was 
taken up by US Admiral Hyman 
Rickover, who told fellow 
citizens that each of them 
was the “master of an army 
of mechanical slaves”. Every 
US industrial worker, Rickover 
estimated, had the equivalent 
of 244 men at their service 
in the factory, while at least 
2,000 pushed each car along 
on the road and another 33 
served as faithful household 
helpers. Each locomotive 
engineer commanded the 
equivalent of 100,000 slaves, 
each jet pilot 700,000. 
The message was that US 
workers lived like kings; as 
anthropologist Joseph Tainter 
now puts it, while a Roman 
family might have commanded 
half a dozen human slaves, 
an average North American 
family employs 400. Robert 
L. Bradley, a former Enron 
executive now doing research 
for oil corporation ExxonMobil, 
similarly celebrates the fact that 
the proportion of industrial work 
performed by human hands in 
the US has gone down from 90 
to 8 per cent in a century.

The notion that energy and 
human slaves might be 
substitutes for each other 
was also advanced by early 
20th-century journalist 
Hendrik Willem van Loon, who 
declared that the “amount of 
mechanical development will 

Does Energy Really Save Labour?  
Is Energy Really a ‘Slave’?

continued on next page . . .
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always be in inverse ratio to the 
number of slaves at a country’s 
disposal”. Physicist Alfred Rene 
Ubbelohde, meanwhile, thought 
that slavery had probably 
prevented the steam engine 
from being developed further 
in ancient times. More recently, 
environmental journalist Andrew 
Nikiforuk, while he concedes that 
“mechanical slaves, powered 
first by coal and later by oil” 
in many cases made human 
“conditions worse for decades,” 
insists that they nevertheless 
eventually eliminated the “need” 
[sic] for “widespread human 
slavery and serfdom”. 

Other proponents of the “slave” 
metaphor use it more as a 
warning that owners of energy 
slaves are likely to degrade 
themselves as much as do 
owners of human slaves. In 
1974, for example, Ivan Illich 
warned that in high-energy 
societies such as the US, “man 
[sic] is born into perpetual 
dependence on slaves which he 
must painfully learn to master.” 
Once the “voracious hordes of 
energy slaves outnumber people 
by a certain proportion”, he 
wrote, the result is ubiquitous 
“inequity, harriedness and 
impotence”:

“The energy crisis focuses 
concern on the scarcity of 
fodder for these slaves. I 
prefer to ask whether free 
men need them . . . no society 
can have a population that is 
hooked on progressively larger 
numbers of energy slaves 
and whose members are also 
autonomously active.”

For even a few classes of people 
to be able to attain speeds 
of even 15 miles per hour, 
Illich added, already begins to 
undermine possibilities of equality 
and to increase “time scarcity 
related to traffic”. 

Questioning the Slave 
Comparison

The idea that energy is a 
servant or slave – that it can 
replace human work – was 
encouraged by the energetic 
model of labour associated with 
19th-century thermodynamics. 
But, as energy scholars Jean-
Claude Debeir, Jean Paul 
Deléage and Daniel Hémery 
point out, work is “far from 
being a mere expenditure of 
energy”: the “energy rent” is a 
mere addition to the “surplus 
produced by labour in its 
different historical forms”. To 
geologist Earl Cook in the 
1950s, as to anthropologist 
David Graeber in the 2010s, 
it was less accurate to say 
that the industrial energy 
regime replaced slavery than 
to say that it was based on it. 
Both were structures, Cook 
observed, “in which primary 
energy flow was controlled so 
that a surplus was assured for 
the managers”. Long before 
either writer, Karl Marx had 
wryly observed in Capital that: 

“If someone says that 100 
million people would be 
required in England to spin 
with the old spinning-wheel the 
cotton that is now spun with 
mules by 500,000 people, this 
does not mean that the mules 
took the place of those millions 
who never existed. It means 
only that many million workers 
would be required to replace 
the spinning machinery. If, on 
the other hand, we say that 
in England the power-loom 
threw 800,000 weavers onto 
the streets, we do not refer to 
existing machinery that would 
have to be replaced by a 
certain number of workers, but 
to an actually existing number 
of workers who were in fact 
replaced or displaced by the 
looms”.

Historically speaking, energy-
intensive industrialism has 
seldom shown many signs of 
“saving labour”, much less 
eliminating work or even 
slavery, in its nearly two 
centuries of existence. Every 
time a “labour-saving” energy 
advance has been introduced 
in the workplace, the result has 
generally been new kinds of 
toil. Indeed, as philosopher Amy 
Wendling points out in her study 
of technology and alienation, 
in 19th-century capitalism, 
machines tended to appear as 
the sign of the “introduction of 
labour’s more barbarous forms, 
not the progressive elimination 
of labour”.This is because the 
function of machines was never 
simply to replace or substitute 
for labour, but rather to increase 
the productivity that could be 
appropriated. With machines, 
each worker employed could 
produce more under intensified 
working conditions; and those 
whose labour was “saved” 
in the sense of losing their 
jobs could join the ranks of 
the unemployed and, by thus 
depressing wages, contribute 
their own bit toward making 
businesses more productive 
per unit outlay. Along the way, 
workers’ struggles could be 
countered with new types 
of threat, discipline and 
centralization. For example, as 
Debeir, Deléage and Hémery 
emphasize, the 19th-century 
spread of steam engines:

“. . . was not designed to 
make the labour of weavers 
lighter, but simply to enable 
the owners of factories or 
workshops to produce more, 
faster and at lower costs. 
This first converter of thermal 
energy into mechanical 
energy had the effect, if not 
the goal, of establishing the 
domination of capital over 
labour”.

. . . continued from previous page.
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Just as the centralized water 
mill had replaced the hand mill 
in medieval times not because it 
was “labour-saving”, but rather 
because a monopoly on milling 
helped feudal lords extract 
more surplus from peasants, so 
too the steam engine replaced 
the water mill not because it 
offered technical “wins” equally 
to everybody involved, but 
because it enhanced employers’ 
power and increased their share 
of the product (see Box: “Cotton 
and Steam”). 

The vast expansion of energy 
provision in China at the 
beginning of the 2000s, by the 
same token, was aimed not 
at lightening the burden on 
industrial labour but at exploiting 
it as cheaply and massively 
as possible (see “China as a 
New ‘Chimney of the World’” 
below). Similarly, computers 
and robots have not heralded a 
new age of leisure, but merely 
a new age of labour. Clerks 
armed with Microsoft word 
processors and advanced 
photocopiers turn out hundreds 
more documents per day than 
19th-century copyists working 
with pen and ink, but do not 
necessarily work shorter hours. 
As historian Moishe Postone 
sums it up, the “enormous 
increase in productivity under 
capitalism . . . does not result 
in a corresponding reduction 
of labor time and a positive 
transformation of the nature  
of work”.

In addition, increased use of 
thermodynamic or Big-E Energy 
in machines in one place 
typically means an increase in 
toil and a degradation of work 
elsewhere. In 19th-century 
Britain, supposedly “labour-
saving” machinery in the 
textiles industry could be kept 
running profitably only with 
raw materials provided by an 

army of enslaved or brutally 
exploited workers on plantations 
in the Americas. Sometimes the 
connections were geographically 
even closer. As historian Peter 
Linebaugh relates, with the 
sugar plantations introduced to 
Guyana during British rule came 
steam-powered mills which 
“saved” labour in the mills only 
by intensifying it in adjacent 
fields; hence, “more slavery, not 
less”.

The supposedly “labour-
saving” use of Big-E Energy in 
manufacturing and households 
has also historically increased 
drudgery in coal mines and oil 
fields and, no less importantly, 
degraded the livelihoods 
of the peoples displaced 
or contaminated by energy 
extraction worldwide. Few could 
argue that oil extraction by Shell 
in Nigeria, Texaco in Ecuador, or 
BP in the Canadian tar sands, 
or the flooding of arable and 
forest land in Asia, Africa and 
Latin America by hydroelectric 
dams, has in any way “saved 
the labour” or increased the 
leisure time of the indigenous 
residents. On the contrary, it 
has generally forced them into 
more precarious, impoverished 
and harried existences, on 
resettlement sites, in slums and 
reservations, and in the world of 
unfulfilling, low-paid labour. As 
social scientists such as Stephen 
Bunker and Alf Hornborg have 
argued, this is not an accidental 
aspect of today’s energy 
economy, to be rectified by 
improved standards or “damage 
control”, but is a necessary part 
of its structure. As in the 19th 
century, to quote Linebaugh’s 
words, “expropriation from the 
commons and the mechanization 
of labour [work] upon each other 
as in a feedback loop”.

The widespread mechanization 
of labour that thermodynamic 

energy made possible has 
also involved continual efforts 
to routinize human livelihood 
activity in highly industrialized 
countries in ways that remain 
in tension with its playful, 
solidarity-directed, commons-
infused aspects of interaction 
(with humans and non-humans), 
attempting to substitute for them 
a maximally-productive ideal of 
“transformation” of an imaginary 
set of passive “natural” 
materials. The huge gouts of 
energy that became available in 
the age of fossil fuels, in other 
words, have entailed perpetually-
redoubled and re-improvised 
efforts to enclose the commons 
of everyday workplace activity 
in the North as well as the 
commons of land, forests and 
water described by historians 
such as Karl Polanyi and E. P. 
Thompson and the commons of 
independent mobility described 
by critics such as Ivan Illich.

These efforts have never 
succeeded except partially, and 
it is impossible to imagine how 
they could. Indeed, capital’s 
mechanization of livelihood 
works to the extent that it does 
only through the presence of 
oppositional reworkings of its 
logic, ranging from the enduring 
reluctance of early industrial 
labourers to be subjected to the 
time discipline of the workshop 
or factory to the continual efforts 
of workers today to humanize 
and continually re-humanize 
manufacturing and office work 
by engaging in “gaming”, 
“making out”, “re-commoning” 
or otherwise outwitting or 
subverting management and 
its efforts to get workers to 
police themselves through Total 
Quality Control and other fads. 
The persistence and ubiquity of 
commons-grounded “refusals 
of work” of all shapes and sizes 
in the central metropolises 
of a fossil-fuelled age are 

continued on next page . . .
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themselves evidence of the 
sheer sentimentality of claims 
that thermodynamic energy 
is someday going to liberate 
ordinary people from toil.

A final refutation of the notion 
that Big-E Energy relieves 
toil takes as its starting point 
the corporate imperative to 
build up an increasing mass 
of energy-hungry, productivity-
boosting machinery in order to 
outcompete other corporations. 
Other things being equal, 
the more such machinery 
corporations buy, the more 
that recovering its costs will 
eat into profits, especially 
when the pace of competition 
in technological development 
makes it impossible to get 
the maximum use out of each 
machine before it becomes 
obsolete. One of the many 
ways of making up for that 
tendency for the rate of 
profit to drop, aside from 
economic depression, war, 
or other processes of capital 
destruction, is to find more 
workers to squeeze as well 
as ways of squeezing old 
types of worker harder or new 
types of worker in different 
ways. As energy scholar 
George Caffentzis points out, 
“the computer requires the 
sweatshop” and as Slovenian 
philosopher Slavoj Zizek quips, 
the US working class is not 
“disappearing”, but to a large 
extent merely happens now to 
have a Chinese address. 

Nuclear power stations and 
high-tech trading systems 
in one place demand that 
business “increase the 
total pool of surplus labour, 
help depress wages, and 
tremendously expand the 
labour market” elsewhere, 
instituting new labour-
exploitation zones around the 
world, enclosing new lands, 
trying to appropriate free labour 
of consumers, and attempting 
to seize more rights over ideas 
and life forms. Moreover, in 

order to maintain an average 
rate of profit throughout the 
system, “branches of industry 
that employ very little labor 
but a lot of machinery must . . 
. have the right to call on the 
pool of value that high-labor, 
low-tech branches create”. 
That includes the oil sector: 
ten percent of global gross 
domestic product goes to a 
petroleum sector that provides 
jobs for less than 0.1 percent 
of the world’s population. 
Governments have traditionally 
played a key part in helping 
transfer part of the profits 
from other businesses to oil 
companies via tens of billions 
of dollars per year in subsidies 
ultimately gleaned from 
workers. 

Insofar as fossil fuels are 
integral to this continuing 
rescue via productive labour, 
business as a whole cannot 
let go of them, whatever 
climate catastrophes or other 
distractions may ensue. 
Hence it is not only big, bad 
oil and car companies, or 
manufacturers that make 
especially heavy direct use of 
fossil fuels, that have a vested 
interest in resisting a transition 
away from fossil fuels. So too 
do corporations across the 
board, even those dependent 
on supposedly “immaterial” 
intellectual property, as well 
as the states whose budgets 
and, often, survival depend 
on how well they can adjust 
themselves to this business 
imperative. The official hysteria 
that invariably greets any 
serious popular effort to keep 
remaining fossil fuels in the 
ground – from the repression 
of students in Ecuador who 
oppose the exploitation of 
Yasuni National Park to the 
strident “drill, baby, drill” 
campaigns of the US – is a 
good index of how much is at 
stake for a business sector 
dependent on shares in the 
surplus derived from workers. 
So is the 30-year insouciance 

on the part of virtually all 
governments regarding the 
increasingly dire warnings of 
climate scientists about the 
future of the planet. On the 
global scale as well as the 
workshop scale, it is always 
“contact with living labor” 
in sufficient quantity which 
“resuscitates the value of 
the dead labor congealed 
in past products”, whether 
industrial machinery, personal 
computers, or the fossil fuels 
that power them.
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treatment of forests that became widespread during the “proto-industrial” 
era in which some rural areas, especially mountainous and forested 
ones,98 became dependent on mass production for distant markets. But it 
was not until the age of coal-fired steam engines that a term like “energy 
sector” begins to become appropriate. Even in China, where techniques of 
harnessing water, wind, muscle and fossil power for agriculture, transport 
and metallurgy – including camshafts, coking and dual-action pistons 
and cylinders – had been far in advance of those of Europe since ancient 
times,99 and where there had long been hydraulic bureaucracies, nothing 
resembling an autonomous “energy sector”, energy companies, energy 
bureaucracies, energy technocracies, or concept of Big-E Energy emerged 
until the age of the steam engine and thermodynamics.100

In 1784, James Watt, significantly, portrayed his machine not “as an 
invention for a particular purpose, but as an agent universally applicable 
in industry”, whether silk, cotton or metallurgy; by 1851, Watt and 
Boulton’s firm was sending “steam engines of colossal size for ocean 
steamers” to the Great Exhibition in London.101 With easily-transportable 
coal, steam engines became mobile prime movers “of universal technical 
application” across all sectors,102 making coal – and whatever equivalent 
could be contrived for it – an apt candidate for a major sector of its own. 

From the beginning of the fossil fuel era, fuel companies were 
also international transport companies, integrating “upstream” and 
“downstream” in the supply chain. In Europe, transporting pinewood only 
a few kilometres on carts or 10-16 kilometres on inland waterways had 
doubled its price,103 making a wide-ranging wood-fuel trade improbable, 
but coal, with its high energy concentration, could be economically traded 
across whole oceans even by sailing ship, and more so following the 
advent of the steam transport that coal itself made possible. Hence Britain, 
with its big coal deposits and vast coastal and international merchant 
marine, had an advantage in building up a prototype for an “energy 
sector”, which in turn helped it gain the power over the industrial trade 
goods market that gave it such an edge over its colonies and competitors. 
Later on, the railway, which, like the steam engine, had itself been born in 
coal mines, also proved key to energy transport; in fact, the first intercity 
railways were coal-carrying lines.104 Oil pipelines later turned out to be 
almost 100 times cheaper still per unit cost,105 and electricity transport 
via high-voltage lines was, of course, even cheaper. 

Under the colonialist drive to assimilate “upstream” resources, 
nascent European “energy sector” actors took over other continents’ 
coalfields and hydrocarbon reserves, which were usually developed 
only insofar as they were controlled by British, Dutch, German, 
French, Belgian or Russian financial groups. In the two decades 
before the First World War, international oil companies appropriated 
almost all main oil reserves globally. Before the oil shocks of the 
1970s, the major international oil companies still owned 61 per cent 
of property rights over crude oil produced in non-socialist countries. 
Subsequent nationalizations little affected this tendency toward 
centralized control.106 Before and after, the state remained crucial 
to the maintenance of the global “upstream” of energy sources: it is 
estimated that between 1976 and 2007 the US military alone spent an 
average of US$ 225 billion per year solely on oil supply protection 
in the Persian Gulf.107 Reciprocally, military activities themselves are 
highly dependent on oil, including – as the US war against Iraq and 
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its aftermath demonstrated – those that periodically destroy capital 
so that accumulation can make a fresh start.

On the downstream side, tycoon John D. Rockefeller established 
dominance over the US oil industry early on by gaining a stranglehold 
over transport and distribution. Just as early coal companies had 
been transport companies, today’s oil companies control about one-
third of the tanker fleet as well as other maritime traffic, in addition 
to three-quarters of refinery capacity and distribution and virtually 
all exploration data. Other companies sought hegemony over large 
electrical networks and other energy distribution chains, further 
integrating energy not only with transport but also with finance. 
Starting early on, a company like General Electric (GE) made sure to 
keep its fingers in a variety of pies ranging from power distribution to 
electric motors and, eventually, nuclear plants. Thomas Edison himself, 
as a founder of one of GE’s parent companies, had been clear about 
the need for an integrated approach, realizing that entrenchment of 
electricity required distribution networks, political connections and 
serious finance as much as dynamos and light bulbs.108  In the mid-20th 
century, his business heir, Samuel Insull, served successively as vice 
chair of GE and organizer of Chicago Electric Power, where he placed 
his orders for power generation and distribution equipment with his 
old company. By the early 20th century, the bias toward monopoly had 
spread to the Soviet Union, whose leaders enthusiastically embraced 
the idea of giant, centralized electricity projects and exportable fossil 
fuel surpluses. All such trends, of course, fed the growth of corps of 
specialized technocrats and traders intent on their own survival and 
reproduction – another aspect of sectoralization.

The whole process brought the field of industrial energy under the 
sway of private and state firms that were to grow into some of the 
largest in the world.109 Even in the early 19th century, the big players 
in the UK’s Northeast coal trade were “among the largest firms in 
the country”,110 while in France in 1840, 11 out of the 20 firms with 
the largest capital were engaged in coal mining, in which a quarter 
of the 20 companies’ capital was concentrated. Today, seven of the 
world’s ten largest corporations belong to a distinguishable “energy 
sector” (two owned by the Communist Party of China) – a proportion 
inconceivable at the time of the emergence of the steam engine.111 
The oil industry alone extracts more than $2.3 trillion in oil and 
gas from the ground annually, making it the world’s most profitable 
enterprise.112 The overproduction and surpluses endemic to the fossil 
fuel industry – a symptom arising partly from the nature of Big-E 
Energy itself – has made planned demand essential, reinforcing 
solidarity among participants in the energy sector (see Box: “Energy 
and Planned Economies”).

The crowning touch to the emergence of an “energy sector” came 
in the 1980s when oil companies, branching out into coal, synthetic 
fuels, renewables and oil trading partly as a way of dealing with 
nationalization, started calling themselves “energy corporations”. 
While the phrase “energy distribution” had been used from the early 
20th century, and the terms “energy crisis” and “energy policy” since 
the 1970s, “energy politics”, “energy poverty”, “energy efficiency” 
and “energy sector” itself did not appear until a decade later.113
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Energy Networks and the 
Generalization of Consumption
If the emergence of a distinct energy sector was connected with the 
generalization of wage labour relations throughout whole societies, 
it was also tied to the expansion of networks that made a new type of 
mass consumption possible. Two networks were central: electricity and 
oil. As electric motors and oil-driven transport began to play a larger 
role in shaping life on the job, electricity-powered household devices 
and individualized internal combustion engines increasingly shaped 
time outside work. 

Moving beyond coal transport networks toward an all-encompassing 
system of alternating-current electricity lines was one part of the 
change. US corporations sought to profit from electricity distribution 
by buying up and merging regional electricity networks into larger, 
centralized grids whose load could then be distributed judiciously. 
By 1937, the New Deal government, which viewed lack of efficient 
transmission and distribution of electricity as one of industry’s main 
problems, was backing further consolidation. While total US commercial 
energy production expanded by a factor of only 1.8 between 1920 and 
1950, electricity production went up by a factor of 7.8. Between 1950 
and 1975 increases in electricity output continued to outpace overall 
growth.114 A lot of this growth went to industry and municipalities, 
but the more notable surge was in lighting homes and powering the 
millions of new electrical consumer goods – tiny, distributed energy 
converters – that extended the reach of centralized energy networks 
into the furthest corners of everyday life. If, between 1820 and 1870, 
coal had moved from being mainly a source of domestic heating toward 
being overwhelmingly devoted to manufacturing, the later 20th century, 
thanks partly to the new networks, saw its energy shifting somewhat 
back toward home use.

In Europe, network unification was slower and – at least at first – less 
oriented around the expansion of consumption. In Germany, electricity 
networks were controlled by steel magnates owning coal mines. In the 
UK, the state had reduced the original multitude of networks from 491 to 
144 by 1935, although there were still 43 different voltages in operation 
in that year. In France, the network was not unified until 1946. Mass 
electricity consumption on the US model developed belatedly. During 
the Depression of the 1930s, households were unable to pick up the slack 
in demand brought about by reduced industrial use, leading to excess 
capacity after 1935, although mass consumption began to surge after the 
Second World War.115 Only later were gigantic grids also assembled in 
many countries of the global South, generally to serve industry first and 
mass consumption second. The share of electricity in world consumption 
of commercial energy went from 12 per cent in 1950 to 16 per cent in 
1960, 22 per cent in 1972, and 25.5 per cent in 1979.116

The internal combustion engine and the infrastructure supporting it 
formed another part of the “electric-oil-auto complex”117 that impelled 
what geographer Matthew Huber calls the privatization of social space 
and reproductive work118 that occurred first in the US. The mid-20th 
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century development of suburbia was a vast, innovative means of 
simultaneously absorbing surplus capital, boosting demand and crafting 
a compromise between business and one segment of labour (the white, 
male one) – a compromise capable of meeting the “serious legitimation 
crisis of capitalist social relations” that loomed in the 1930s.119 But it 
entrenched fossil fuels even more deeply within the world of the family 
and the home. In 1935, the great bulk of the energy produced in the US 
was generated by cars, not thermal power stations.120

Key to the further build-up of an oil consumption network was the drop 
in its price relative to coal that materialized in the 1950s.121 Petroleum 
use quickly spread further through transport, electricity generation, and 
the chemical and agricultural industries, becoming the main source of 
thermal energy measured in value.122 The share of oil in world primary 
energy generation rose from one-quarter in 1949 to nearly one-half in 
1973.123 While coal generated almost all electricity in the early 1950s, the 
figure in 1973 was down to 48 per cent, subsequently rebounding to 69 
per cent in 1987 after the oil price surges of the 1970s.124 As expanding 
energy infrastructure facilitated the exploitation of labour, sped up the 
extraction of raw materials, and accelerated turnover in markets, most 
North Americans, and then Europeans, became captive clients of oil and 
car companies in addition to electric power and appliance firms. Via 
low prices, oil imperialism in the Middle East and elsewhere became 
tightly linked to the remaking of everyday life in almost all its aspects, 
forging links of dependency that, as the oil companies were well aware, 
would be hard to break when prices later rose. Today, North Americans 
use up to 50 barrels of oil equivalent per year per person.
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All economies are planned 
economies. The only question is 
who does what kind of planning, 
against what opposition, 
and with what unforeseen or 
disastrous results.

Planning is inherent in the very 
concept of a market economy. 
The notion of an “economy” was 
invented between the 1930s and 
1950s as a theoretical space 
of interaction whose output of 
goods and circulation of money 
and property could supposedly 
be centrally managed and 
made to “grow”, defined by 
statistics that imperialist states 
found useful in deciding how 
to relate to colonies and 
satellites. During the same 
period, economist Ronald 
Coase, later of the University of 
Chicago, wrote a classic article 
arguing that the central actor 
of the contemporary market – 
the corporation – was itself a 
haven of non-market planning 
devised in order to avoid certain 
“transaction costs” connected 
with market dealings.

This planning cannot but stretch 
far outside the boundaries 
of any individual firm. As the 
distinguished economist John 
Kenneth Galbraith put it in his 
classic The New Industrial State, 
the planning system for the US 
economy (which he estimated 
in the 1960s to consist of “at the 
most” 2,000 large corporations) 
has no truck whatsoever with 
the imaginary market economy 
of neoclassical economics. 
The large-scale technological 
networks, long lead times, and 
huge investments in product 
lines characteristic of the modern 
industrial system mean that 
corporations simply cannot 
survive unless they can exert 
sufficient long-term control over 
costs, prices, demand, supply, 
sources of finance and political 
discourse, as well as secure the 
“help and protection of the state” 
and foster “deeply symbiotic” 

relationships between private 
and public bureaucracies. 
For corporations to respect 
“sovereignty of the consumer”, 
“subordination of the firm to 
the market” or any other such 
neoclassical slogan would be 
fatal to themselves and to the 
system, which, Galbraith wrote, 
deploys “elaborate science and 
art to suppress market influences 
and make prices and amounts 
sold subject to the largest 
possible measure of control”.
 
Today’s global “free market”, 
as University of Missouri 
economist Michael Hudson 
points out, is also a form of 
central planning, but this time 
conducted “by the banks and 
high finance – by Wall Street, 
the City of London, Frankfurt, 
the Paris Bourse and centres 
further eastward”: 

“Their plan involves untaxing 
rentier income and wealth, 
headed by land-price gains . 
. . and financial deregulation. 
This shifts the allocation of 
capital out of the hands of 
government into those of 
the banking sector . . . The 
business plan of finance 
capital is to expand interest 
and amortization charges to 
the point where they absorb 
all disposable consumer 
income over and above 
essentials, all business cash 
flow and real estate rent over 
and above break-even costs, 
and government revenue 
over basic police and other 
necessary functions.”

Under this regime, the chief 
executive officers of the major 
corporations about which 
Galbraith wrote decades earlier 
are now “concerned mainly with 
financial strategy, not industrial 
engineering, labour relations or 
sales.” This “financialization of 
the economy,” Hudson goes on, 
“is more centralized than public 
planning by elected officials”: 

 “And whereas government 
planning tends to be long-
term, financial planning under 
neoliberalized conditions 
is hit-and-run. Whereas 
government planning is 
supposed to promote 
capital formation and full 
employment, today’s financial 
planning makes returns by 
stripping assets, inflating 
asset prices (the Bubble 
Economy) and minimizing 
the return to labour relative to 
rentier returns.”

Energy

The ubiquity of central planning 
in market economies is closely 
tied up with the dominance 
of  thermodynamic or Big-E 
Energy in their workings.

With the type of fossil-
fuelled production pioneered 
in the US by Henry Ford, 
heavy intervention by the 
state in all economic affairs 
became indispensable. Big 
banking and big government 
became “unavoidable”. 
Large oil, electricity and 
automotive corporations that 
financially, commercially and 
technologically dominated the 
energy chains of industrialized 
countries also had no choice 
but to “shape consumption to 
suit their own needs”. 

Some of this is reflected in well-
known corporate “conspiracies” 
such as General Motors’ buyout 
of supply contracts for dozens of 
US urban public transit systems 
in the 1930s and 1940s in order 
to destroy their infrastructure 
and promote car use and 
suburbia. Also often cited are 
efforts by oil companies to lure 
buyers into structuring their 
activities around the premise 
on low prices, then putting 
prices up once customers 
are dependent, or to charge 
customers for Middle East oil at 
higher Gulf of Mexico prices. 

Energy and Planned Economies

continued on next page . . .
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But the issue is far more 
serious than just a few 
“conspiracies”. Among fossil 
fuel corporations, large 
scale, sunk capital, network 
distribution and a tendency 
to overproduce means not 
only that supply anticipates 
demand, but also that demand 
planning is essential. In 1910, 
Europe had a 3.6 per cent 
surplus of coal, with its six 
most industrialized countries 
enjoying a 12 per cent cushion 
over consumption. Early on, 
oil companies’ need to create 
a market for the waste product 
of petroleum refining known 
as petrol or gasoline was 
met by helping make sure 
that automobile propulsion 
was organized around the 
substance, enabling them 
to levy a rent on an entire 
technological sysem and its 
infrastructure. In 1928, oil 
overproduction led to the 
Achnacarry Agreement, through 
which the major oil firms set 
global production quotas; in 
1931, Oklahoma and Texas 
had to declare martial law and 
call out the National Guard to 
enforce some scarcity in the 
market. This dynamic is related 
to the commitment of almost 
all states and international 
agencies to wildly-exaggerated 
forecasts of energy demand, 
although this commitment 
arises also partly as a result 
of the nature of Big-E Energy 
itself. Meanwhile, the fact that 
the ratio of so-called “known oil 
reserves” to output remained 
so stable over so many 
decades hints at some planning 
agreement that proceeds 
independently of what might 
or might not be in the ground; 
even “peak oil” has not proved 
to be an overwhelming obstacle 
to oil companies’ constructing 
paper “reserves” said to be 
extractable at reasonable cost.  

Even more important to so-
called market economies such 
as the US has been the more 
general 20th-century pattern 
of infrastructural, social or 

cultural planning promoting, 
for example, worker ownership 
of single-family suburban 
homes, automobiles, and the 
“multitude of other petroleum-
derived products that saturate 
everyday life”. This pattern 
was pursued as assiduously 
by state planners (such as 
New Deal visionaries in the 
1930s, or Robert Moses, who 
helped create an infrastructure 
biased toward middle-class 
automobility in New York) as 
by corporate bureaucracies. 
Since the time Winston Churchill 
was the British First Lord of the 
Admiralty, state planners have 
also been crucial in keeping the 
production of oil firms flowing 
to the military. As early as 
1913, Henri Deterding, an early 
Royal Dutch Shell chairman, 
had been able to say with 
some confidence that, with oil, 
“produce first and consumption 
will follow”, but succeeding 
industry figures have never 
lacked diligence in reinforcing 
the networks ensuring that 
consumption.

Electricity, too, has involved 
central planning ever since 
Thomas Edison grasped 
that the development of 
his inventions represented 
“not only a technique but a 
complete system” of finance, 
engineering, distribution and 
politics. In addition, as power 
networks were consolidated, 
the ratio between their 
capacity to produce and 
actual consumption at any 
particular moment needed 
to be managed for maximum 
efficiency. That meant not 
only that the consumption 
habits of different clients 
needed to be researched, 
but also that demand had to 
be stimulated during off-peak 
hours. Hydroelectric dams and 
wind and solar installations, 
because their generation of 
electricity is intermittent, also 
demand central planning when 
they are plugged into a grid, 
in order to make storage and 
demand smoothing possible. 

And nuclear energy, with its 
overwhelming safety costs and 
need for centralized command 
and control, renders the notion 
of coordination through “market 
mechanisms” ludicrous.

The economic centrality of 
energy also necessitates 
planning how to share out 
the pool of surplus created 
in labour-heavy sections of 
the economy among crucial 
labour-light, technology-heavy 
energy firms, particularly oil 
companies. At the very least, 
this requires informal extra-
market understandings, and at 
times, legislative action such 
as the US’s Sherman anti-trust 
law, which was aimed partly 
at preventing an oil monopoly 
from undermining the profits of 
all other companies, or state 
redistribution efforts such as the 
longstanding, hundred-billion 
dollar US military expenditures 
in the Middle East. Britain’s 
City of London financial district 
also continues to play a role 
as a planning centre for the 
redistribution of value taken 
from workers in other sectors to 
international energy companies.

Sources: 
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Industrial State, Penguin, London, 
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Michael Hudson, The Bubble and 
Beyond: Fictitious Capital, Debt 
Deflation and Global Crisis, Islet, 
2012; 
Jean-Claude Debeir, Jean Paul 
Deléage and Daniel Hémery, In the 
Servitude of Power: Energy and 
Civilization through the Ages, Zed, 
London, 1991; 
Matthew T. Huber, “Enforcing 
Scarcity: Oil, Violence, and the 
Making of the Market”, Annals 
of the Association of American 
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Cyborg Workers
“Every technology is a human world, a form of humanised 
nature, that unifies virtually every aspect of human 
endeavour. To construct a technology is not merely to 
deploy materials and techniques; it is also to construct 
social and economic alliances, to invent new legal 
principles for social relations, and to provide powerful 
new vehicles for culturally-provided myths . . . Technology, 
in short, is a mystifying force of the first order, and it is 
rivalled only by language in its potential . . . for suspending 
us in webs of significance that we ourselves create.”125 

Bryan Pfaffenberger, 1988

One way of telling the story of the rise of thermodynamic or 
Big-E Energy is to trace the ways that humans, land and machines 
powered by fossil fuels adapted to, fused with and changed each 
other, all evolving together into strange and constantly-shifting 
new composite forms. Three of the leading characters in the story 
can be imagined as the cyborg worker, the cyborg consumer and 
cyborg land.

As Karl Marx noted, the great coal-fired inventions of the early machine age 
“could be put into practice only because each inventor found a considerable 
number of skilled mechanical workers available,”126 a legacy of an earlier 
period of craft and workshop organization. Once set up, moreover, those 
machines could help their owners make the colossal profits that were now 
possible only through a symbiosis with human labourers, whose capacity 
to provide a work commodity – to be a “working body” available for 
management – had been developed over centuries of anti-commons agitation 
on the part of the state, as well as habituation to new divisions of labour and 
models of personhood and long exposure to propagandizing in the style of 
French philosopher René Descartes and his British contemporary Thomas 
Hobbes.127 Abstract, Big-E Energy could become a source of profits only if 
fused with abstract labour; both were fashioned and replenished through a 
continuing process of expropriation.

Yet in the process of “animating” the new machines, workers found 
themselves required to make still more adaptations. Workers had to 
adjust to machines’ increasing speed and relentless pace as well as their 
indifference to sunrise, sunset, heat, cold, rain, festivals and saints’ days. 
Because the new machines had to be worn out as quickly as possible 
(in order to get the most value out of them before obsolescence and 
lost profits loomed), labourers too had to be worked to the limit, and 
be ready to jump to new tasks when needed. In the ecstatic 1835 vision 
of Andrew Ure, one of the prophets of the industrial age: 

“How much more productive will industry be when it no 
longer depends on muscular efforts, which are by their nature 
inconstant and irregular, but deals only with mechanical 
guidelines, fingers and arms actuated with regularity and at 
high speed by an inexhaustible physical force”.128

Later in the century, industry consultants such as Frederick Winslow 
Taylor took this vision one step further by advocating the “enforced 
standardization” of worker movements, methods and conditions in order 
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to assure “faster work” and the complete transfer of control (or “mind”) 
from workers to management.129

All this gave rise to different kinds of body and different kinds of human. 
Whereas hand tools are extensions of the muscles, bones and nerves of 
individual humans, the workplace machines of the Industrial Revolution 
channeled through worker bodies an external, centralized Big-E Energy 
controlled by factory owners. Just as the body wielding the medieval 
plough or blacksmith’s hammer is different from the body tending the 
blast furnace, so too the body cranking the clothes mangle or cutting 
off a section of bamboo for a drinking cup on a walk through the forest 
is different from the body tending the spinning machine, and different 
again from the body putting windshields on a certain number of cars 
per day on an assembly line, the body assembling a certain number of 
circuit breakers every hour with small electric screwdrivers, or the body 
appended to the gigantic machines that came to be necessary in order 
to make factory machines themselves. The aggregate or plural “worker 
body” is different too. In medieval agriculture, landowners adding bodies 
to their workforce could not easily increase their surplus beyond a certain 
point, but the aggregate or plural industrial “worker body” assembled 
in particular places was able to grow much larger. Geographer Graham 
Zabel goes so far as to claim that without the commercialization of fossil 
fuels, human numbers could not have gone much beyond one billion.130

Both strength and other capacities were affected. Peasants the world 
over, however slight or emaciated, have always conceived of themselves 
as possessing a species of “strength” – defined in different ways in 
different local idioms – that inveterate city-dwellers, however well-
fed and muscular or inured to arduous factory labour, will always lack. 
In industrial centres, homegrown “strength” of this type, which is in 
many ways a skill,131 tends to be supplanted by an abstract, energetic 
or thermodynamic “strength” that leaves labourers dominated by, or 
competing with, the alien and massively superior power of fossil-fuelled 
machines. Workers’ activity is devalued or demoted as a result.

Similarly for other abilities. In advancing the cause of centralized 
control and accumulation, industrialism powered by Big-E Energy vastly 
accelerated a process of destruction of distributed knowledge and sui 
generis livelihood abilities. It might be an oversimplification to follow 
conventional histories and call this a process of simple “deskilling”. 
While vast, variegated reservoirs of specialized, locally-adapted abilities 
were indeed lost, the new machine-human hybrids did result in the 
development of others – new craft knowledges, informally transmitted, 
of the type that human-nonhuman interaction of any kind will always 
demand and stimulate;132 various mechanical, techie and nerd skills; 
and, pre-eminently and for the majority, the capacity to negotiate and 
survive mind- and body-numbing routines for a half-day and more at a 
stretch. Yet, in general, work practices were emptied of much of their 
previous variegated content and disengaged from “non-work” contexts, 
as many aspects of know-how were transferred to and circulated through 
machine hardware and machine routines and the bosses that managed 
them. Knowledge began to appear as just as alien a force as strength. 
Work in its non-industrial senses (see Box: “Keywords” above, and 
“Modern Conflicts over Work and Energy” below), with its knotted 
qualities, entanglements with embodied strength and particular skills, 
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and connections with specific, complete objects that are then used by 
workers themselves, or the people they know, tended to be simplified 
down, at least for business purposes, into a more standardized form.
For owners, after all, it was moments of labour-time that were the 
“elements of profit”,133 not the flourishing or necessarily even the 
survival of the worker. The competitive dynamic was to make each 
such moment produce more and more of a single result – to increase, 
year by year, the “normal” productivity of each second, so that the 
time period identified with the performance of any identifiable task 
continually dropped.134 As a tedious, gruelling or monotonous “working 
day” – to be endured or “gamed” – was divided off sharply from scarce 
“free time”, “leisure” or “reproduction”, intellectual or bodily interest 
in activities aimed at survival tended to be eroded – although there 
could of course never be a point at which all workers could become 
indifferent to every aspect of the “content” of their work, or the whole 
system would collapse. 

The same processes and distinctions can be traced in those parts of the 
human organism usually referred to as tools, machines, instruments 
or prostheses. Hand tools, used in the context of nonindustrial work 
or commons, are aids to survival, subsistence and enjoyment. While 
shoulder harnesses, wheelbarrows and hammers save effort and make 
up for biological weaknesses, those who use them outside the context 
of industrial production, like today’s do-it-yourselfers, almost never 
talk about their “efficiency”. For them, the point of a lever, pulley or 
chisel is not abstract. Nor is it open-ended productivity improvement. 
Rather, it is the performance of a particular, known, task for which only 
a certain amount of force, or “energy”, is appropriate (see “Modern 
Conflicts over Work and Energy” below). Nor is the point of such tools 
to wear them out as soon as possible before they become obsolete. On 
the contrary, the point is to preserve them, keep them bright, hold on 
to them for as long as possible. In that respect, DIY tools are much like 
musical instruments. Such tools, too, are made to be borrowed. Part of 
the pleasure of having them is to share them with friends that you trust. 

Fossil-fuelled factory and office machines are similar to such tools – or 
to crutches, or wheelchairs or other parts of the environment – to the 
limited degree that they become, in a sense, part of the human body – 
like nature, “one of the organs of its activity”135 – and enable people to 
do things it would be impossible to do without them. Just as the tool 
or the machine cannot work apart from human beings, human beings 
cannot survive without tools or machines. 

But there are, of course, differences. Karl Marx (and later Charlie 
Chaplin in the film Modern Times) liked to portray human beings 
as having become appendages to machines rather than having made 
machines into part of themselves, which is what ordinary tools had been. 
Marx went as far as to say that when employed by capital, industrial 
machines are like “vampires” attached to the throat of living labour, 
sucking out their strength and skill and leaving only a husk behind. 
Early worker-rebels against mechanization, including the Luddites of 
the early 19th century, who are sometimes misinterpreted as holding an 
ignorant prejudice against “inhuman” machines or innovation as such, 
tended to express the tool-machine difference in other ways. Business 
itself intermittently falls back on a sentimentalized mythology of human 
beings as containing some crucial “essence” separate from both tools 
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and machines, in alternation with a thermodynamic view of labour that 
assimilates humans to inanimate machines. Understanding that it needs 
human beings, not just machines, to make profits, business nevertheless 
wants to avoid discussing what kind of human/machine amalgam people 
actually want to be. The topic of “how to keep a space open for the purely 
human in an inhuman economic world” provides a welcome diversion. 
All such moves, which imply that what is distinctive about industrialism 
or its machines is that some “essential human being” bounded at the 
surface of the skin is in danger of being assaulted by undead or inhuman 
beings “outside” itself, make it harder to discern the real differences 
between tools in commons and machines in capital accumulation.136 

One of those genuine differences, of course, is that the machines are owned 
or managed by the manufacturer (or the stockholder, or the pension fund) 
rather than, say, the DIY-er, and function to maximize the extraction of 
surplus from workers. Their overriding purpose is to make a killing, not 
to make a living (to borrow journalist Andrew Nikiforuk’s neat phrase), 
and to do that they must facilitate the extraction of more and more surplus 
from the labourers to whom they are appended. The continual innovations 
they embody are distinct in this way from the innovations that ordinary 
tools embody. More than their feverish, thundering, inanimate activity, it is 
this involvement in a dynamic of competition, profitability and corporate 
survival that distinguishes industrial machines from ordinary tools and 
gives force to the vampire comparison. 

But another, related difference is that machines in industry, offices 
and commodity transport are hooked up to a non-organic energy 
source much larger than human muscles. This difference is qualitative 
as well as quantitative: such machines depend on Big-E Energy, the 
fungible, seemingly illimitable energy of thermodynamics, rather than 
the subsistence-directed little-e “energies” of specific commons tasks, 
which are limited by their entanglements with local biotic or hydrologic 
conditions and the necessities and characteristics of particular subsistence 
tasks. If there are limits to the amount of energy that can be run through 
industrial machines at any particular time, they are set by, roughly 
speaking, market/state coordination, not by democratic discussion. Its flow 
is centrally regulated by engineers, economists, politicians and ecologists, 
not by commoners. Abstract, quantifiable energy is part of the machine 
that helps constitute the cyborg worker just as the abstract, quantifiable 
labour of the cyborg worker is part of what constitutes that machine. The 
industrial cyborg worker, while on the job, accordingly ends up having 
different needs from the tool-constituted commoner.

Cyborg Consumers
 

“Our enormously productive economy demands that 
we make consumption our way of life, that we convert 
the buying and use of goods into rituals . . . We need 
things consumed, burned up, worn out, replaced, and 
discarded at an ever-increasing pace.”137 

Victor Lebow, Journal of Retailing, 1955

Before industrialism, British subjects who had been expropriated 
through, for example, the “dissolution of the monastic orders, the 
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confiscation of church lands, the abolution of the guilds and confiscation 
of their property, the forcible ejection of the population from the 
land through the transformation of tillage into pasture, enclosures 
of commons, etc.”138 still tended to prefer vagabondage, beggary or 
subsistence through piecework to regular wage labour, which to many 
of them seemed like slavery. In order to become integrated into a 
system in which their work could make others rich, they first had to be 
criminalized, made hungry, confined in workhouses, or inducted into a 
wage regime so meagre that they had to toil all the time just to survive 
from one day to the next. 

In mid-20th century North America and Europe, workers – or at least 
certain groups of white, male workers – were integrated into the evolving 
business system in a different way. They were now part of the structure 
through which demand for the tremendous productivity of industry was 
ensured and managed. They had to have enough wages to buy stuff. 
For a time, at least, keeping them on the job could not be a matter of 
reducing their salaries or subjecting them to the rigours of criminal 
law. It was more a question of transforming them into people with 
ever-growing needs for consumer goods, cars, suburban houses and, 
ultimately, “health services”, “nature services” and the provision of bank 
credit that went with the lot. They would need to stay at work to meet 
the need to consume. They had to “work at consuming” in the home and 
on the road as well as toil in the office or factory. Indeed, by the late 20th 
century, consumption began to be seen as inputs to a process by which 
individuals, considered as mini-corporations, manufactured themselves 
and made themselves and their homes worthy of speculative investment 
(and thus dissolvable in the case of bankruptcy, as a corporation is 
dissolvable).139 A new style of control over “worker bodies outside the 
workplace in the realm of social reproduction” had emerged in the form 
of a “material transformation of infrastructures of everyday existence” 
and a new mode of living, thinking, and feeling.140 

Big-E Energy was as crucial to this process as it was to manufacturing 
itself. The cyborg consumer animated by and fused with the 
thermodynamic energy from oil and electricity networks had become as 
crucial to accumulation as the cyborg worker. In many cases, they were 
the same person, each role supporting the other. And the ever-increasing 
amounts of Big-E Energy that each required had to be cheap to keep 
markets churning in the face of the cost of more and more automation. 
In the US, the entire financial and retail sectors, and the segments of the 
global economy that depended on them, subsequently became perilously 
tied to the speculative investment opportunities grounded in the pattern 
of residential property-ownership characteristic of the age of cheap oil.
 

Cyborg Plants, Cyborg Land
If cyborg workers and cyborg consumers are fusions of human bodies 
with fossil fuel-powered machines, cyborg plants are similar fusions of 
crops and trees with fossil fuels, heat engines and a diminishing reserve 
of fertile soil. As part of the process by which fossil-powered machines 
ultimately facilitate new forms of work and life organization that “reach 
all the way down” into the finest details of how human beings live their 
lives, so too fossil fuels and machines come to reshape and enter into a 
symbiosis with the innermost lives of plants and farm animals. 
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This happens on multiple fronts. Cyborg plants that produce large quantities 
of food for workers with a minimum of human tenders are crucial to modern 
industry’s continuing struggle to keep ordinary people divided from their 
own means of subsistence,141 yet supplied with food cheap enough to 
keep labour costs to a minimum.142 Mechanized, monocultural “factory 
farming” uses machine-friendly, high-yielding crop plants organized to 
maximize the human “nutrition” produced per unit of labour expended. 
If the political weakness of commoners in 16th-century Britain – making 
possible land tenure changes and the increased capitalization of farming 
– was one ingredient in the rise in agricultural productivity supporting the 
original industrial revolution,143 cyborg plants and cyborg land stepped up 
to play a big role in the turbo-charged mechanized production of the 20th 
century.144 Food regimes145 were integrated into fossil-based energy regimes. 
The Soviet Union, for example, used oil-enhanced agriculture to move 80 
million farmers into cities over its nearly 70-year existence.146 During the 
last two decades of the 20th century, similarly, historically-low food prices 
facilitated partly by applying Big-E Energy to cheap new lands were crucial 
in enabling the entry into the global labour pool of as many as one billion 
new workers from China, India and the former Soviet Union at a time of 
declining profits.147

Since “moments are the elements of profit” in industrial fields as well 
as industrial factories and transport systems, constant efforts have to 
be made to reduce both human and plant labour time needed to yield 
a certain output. Just as the proportion of labourers’ lives devoted to 
subsistence, “Saint Monday” and the like had to be cut to the bone 
in early industrial times, and the “working minute” of autoworkers 
accelerated from 45 to 57 seconds during the 20th century,148 so today 
wheat, rice, maize and other plants have to be bred or engineered to 
grow faster and to “waste” less of their metabolism on non-nutritional 
outputs, and have to be cultivated in patterns allowing for their quick 
planting and harvesting by oil-propelled machines. The same is true, 
of course, of livestock. While it took 73 days to bring a chicken to its 
“harvest weight” in 1955, by 2005 the figure had fallen to 42 days,149 
and in 2012, in some places, to only 28.150

Production is boosted partly through the application of fossil fuel-
derived nitrogen and petroleum-derived pesticides, herbicides, 
antibiotics and other agrochemicals. The coal-intensive Bosch-Haber 
fertilizer-manufacturing process that tripled crop yields during the 20th 
century now accounts for half the nitrogen in every human body.151 
Through mechanization and application of agrochemicals, French 
agricultural yields alone jumped three times between 1945 and 1975.152 
Overall, more than 20 per cent of world energy resources – most from 
the geologic past – now go into food production. 

By the postwar period, gains in labour productivity had become 
concentrated more in agriculture than in manufacturing. Between 1950 
and 1990, the labour productivity of agriculture in Western countries 
went up around 5.5 per cent per year, compared with only 3.5 per cent 
in manufacturing, reversing the 1850-1950 trend, which had seen labour 
productivity gains in industry outpacing those in agriculture by 0.7 per 
cent annually.153 The flip side of the approximately eightfold increase in the 
labour productivity of advanced capitalist agriculture over the period, of 
course, was profligate energy consumption.154 Between 1997 and 2002, the 
share of capital-intensive agriculture in overall US energy flow increases 
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rose to a surprising 80 per cent.155 Up to now, the capitalization associated 
with productivity gains has been largely concentrated in the North. As of 
1990, US wheat cultivation used only 0.5 per cent of the labour expended 
per unit of land area as China.156  Over 5.2 horsepower of machine capacity 
was installed per agricultural hectare in the North, compared with barely 
0.1 in the global South. Lower labour costs made much food production 
in the North “cheaper” than in the South,157 contributing to incentives to 
dump agricultural products there. 

In terms of energy output, all this capitalization is inefficient.158 
Cyborg plants’ production of food per energy unit is poor compared 
to other types of plant-human fusion. Machine-assisted rice plants in 
Louisiana or Italy produce less grain per unit of energy expended than 
muscle-tended rice plants in the Philippines or China.159 Machine-plant 
combinations in which the contribution of human bodies is low make 
less sense in energetic as well as ecological terms than human-plant 
combinations in which the contribution of human work is high.160 The 
point, however, is labour productivity and mass production. Raising 
maize is more than one hundred times more labour-productive with 
fossil-powered machines than by hand. Whereas an ancient Roman 
farmer might have put in 350 hours of work over a year in order to be able 
to harvest a tonne of wheat, a contemporary farmer in the US midwest 
can produce the same amount out of high-yielding varieties in an hour, 
provided all the proper inputs and machinery are cheaply available.161 

Recent pressures from finance capital have reinforced this logic. 
Having grown greatly in influence since the 1970s, the financial sector 
is now in a position to demand that agricultural enterprises keep 
boosting productivity in relation to an average rate of profit determined 
largely by non-agricultural enterprises, including financial institutions 
themselves. For this reason as well, cheap infusions of high-quality 
energy from the Carboniferous Era, as long as they can be maintained 
and applied effectively to the diminishing “soil frontier”, render 
increasingly unfavourable returns on energetic investment politically 
irrelevant. Cyborg crops will be regarded as “productive” as long as 
they can take advantage of a process of dispersion of the high-quality 
energy obtained through unequal exchange with extraction zones, an 
unsustainable relationship with the geologic past, and sufficient expanses 
of land and other aspects of extra-human nature that are not yet too 
degraded to support the weight of fossil-fuelled mechanical, chemical 
and chromosomic inputs.162

This degradation – and the inability of neoliberalism to counter it through 
expedients such as ecosystem service trading163 – may eventually 
prove devastating to cyborg plants and livestock and the accumulation 
regime they support. The blowbacks and exhaustions that have already 
resulted from the detailed reorganization or “subsumption”164 of the 
nonhuman world to capital are already helping to drive the costs of 
basic production too high for them to be of much help in countering 
falling profits in the industrial system. Because, as geographer Jason 
W. Moore points out, “capitalization can do its work only to the extent 
that a rising quantum of biophysical nature can attach to the same level 
of capital investment”, business may well run out of sufficiently pliant, 
uncapitalized extra-human nature to subsume through cyborg plants and 
the like before it runs out of stores of relatively uncapitalized “human 
nature” to proletarianize.165 
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Ruthless monoculturing, for example, exposes crops and trees to 
heightened risks from pests and the soil to risks of impoverishment, 
requiring further chemical inputs that in turn engender “superpests” 
and “superweeds”. Bosch-Haber ammonia, meanwhile, alters plant 
metabolism in ways that reduce protein, mineral and vitamin content and 
increase nitrogen pollution, all the while masking an underlying loss of 
soil fertility that is bound eventually to “bite back” hard. Re-engineering 
crops to enable them to flourish under the new chemical regimes – 
whether it involves conventional breeding, cloning, genetic manipulation 
or nanotechnological innovation – has numerous unforeseen and effects 
rivalling nuclear energy in their unpredictability, including on varieties 
planted elsewhere that have not yet been re-engineered.166 

Just as fossil-fuelled heat engines helped spread a decontextualized 
“labour time” understandable and measurable worldwide as a commodity 
that can produce anything, they helped homogenize “land” into an 
abstraction that, with the right mechanical and chemical inputs, could be 
treated according to the same centralized protocols in different locations 
across the globe. If applications of Big-E Energy to manufacturing 
contributed to the deskilling and alienation of workers, in agriculture they 
resulted in a loss of plants’ biodiversity and adaptability to different or 
changing environments. If peasant bodily “strength” was often outflanked 
by thermodynamic energy, the “strength” understood by many peasants 
to reside in the soil itself 167 was undermined as well, resulting in highly-
commodified food that they regarded as “weak” and unsustaining. “For 
total control,” observes US writer-farmer Wendell Berry, “we have given 
up health”.168 The parallels between the dynamics of land capitalization 
and the dynamics of labour capitalization are likely to extend much further 
than a Cartesian or mechanistic view of the nonhuman will allow. 

In the face of the productivity slowdowns that, on most accounts, are 
now afflicting all areas of industrial activity (accelerating the sometimes 
panicked, sometimes resigned tendency of many governments and 
corporations to grasp ever more desperately at the straw of financial 
engineering as a source of profit), renewed efforts are underway to increase 
the cyborg plant population of the global South via, for example, the 
multi-million-hectare “land grabs” currently being carried out by richer 
countries.169 While the cereal surpluses of the industrialized North have 
always stemmed, directly or indirectly, from the occupation of Southern 
mineral and agricultural regions, a new chapter in this skewed relationship 
is thus now being opened. With the bulk of cultivable global land now 
given over to grains for export, most crop plants have already become 
capital-intensive cyborgs plugged into global commodity circulation rather 
than symbionts connected with diverse commons regimes.

Modern Conflicts over Work  
and Energy
Wage labour became central to European conceptions of work only after 
a historical struggle full of “blood and fire” – encompassing, among other 
factors, the rise of Big-E Energy – lasting hundreds of years. Yet its very 
existence continues to depend on other kinds of work – the work of the 
home, the interactive work of maintaining commons, as well as, even 
more fundamentally, the work of what anthropologist David Graeber 
calls “baseline communism”, or “the understanding that, unless people 
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consider themselves enemies, if the need is considered great enough, 
or the cost considered reasonable enough, the principle of ‘from each 
according to their abilities, to each according to their needs’ will be 
assumed to apply”.170 Effective movements for a transition away from 
fossil fuels will acknowledge the continuing reality of both wage labour 
and these other kinds of work – which are invariably obscured in the 
simplistic narratives of newspaper editorials or International Monetary 
Fund research reports.

Before the 1400s, when many commons still remained unappropriated, to 
become a waged worker in Europe meant that you were no longer free. 
Even in the 1600s, wage labour was still often regarded as a form of slavery 
– so much so that the British Levellers movement for popular sovereignty 
excluded wage workers from the franchise as being insufficiently 
“independent”.171 An uncoerced wage labour market did not exist until 
the 1700s, and even then only some workers were able to win wage 
contracts. What Europeans now usually refer to as “work” emerged only 
through slavery,172 dispossession of land and other means of subsistence, 
disempowerment of women and their subjugation to the reproduction of 
the workforce, extermination of indigenous peoples, and unending efforts 
to divide and rule. 

It was not until around 1600 that waged jobs were even included in 
the meaning of the English word “work”. And only around 1750 did 
“work” become an abstract noun rather than a term referring to different 
concrete, countable, creative human deeds, tasks, efforts and duties. 
Only around the time of the steam engine, moreover, did the concept 
of commodifiable labour-power really come into its own: an abstract, 
ownable, saleable, homogeneous fluid that was standardized in units of 
time and that, according to the early 19th-century financial speculator 
David Ricardo, could even be treated as a measure of value. Yet other, 
conflicting meanings of “work” have continued to haunt the term down 
to the present day. 

This multiplicity is perhaps clearer in non-European language families. In 
Thai, for example, as in European languages, the word for “work” – in this 
case, ngaan – has come to denote “productive” waged labour. But ngaan 
also continues to signify a wide range of things that most contemporary 
Europeans call by other names – units of agricultural work, sui generis 
festivals, rituals, religio-agricultural practices, commons activities and 
other pursuits that have nothing to do with capital accumulation. Ngaan 
taengngaan is a wedding, ngaan sope a funeral, ngaan wat a temple fair, 
ngaan chalong pii mai a New Year’s celebration, and so on. 

The same holds for the majority of the world’s languages. As Ivan Illich 
noted in 1981:

“For the last three decades, the Ministry for Language 
Development in Jakarta tried to impose the one term 
bekerdja in lieu of half a dozen others used to designate 
productive jobs. [President] Sukarno had considered this 
monopoly of one term a necessary step for creating a Malay 
working class. The language planners got some compliance 
from journalists and union leaders. But the people continue 
to refer to what they do with different terms for pleasurable, 
or degrading, or tiresome, or bureaucratic actions – whether 
they are paid or not.”
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Even Spanish, in its Latin American usages, continues to reflect 
resistance to the colonization of conceptions of livelihood by industrial 
or commodified versions of work:

“All over Latin America, people find it easier to perform 
the paid task assigned to them than to grasp what the boss 
means by trabajo. For most toiling unemployed in Mexico, 
desempleado still means the unoccupied loafer on a well-
paid job, not the unemployed whom the economist means 
by the term.”173

Indeed, even the waged “work” most influenced by thermodynamic 
conceptions could never be done at all if not by people who resist, 
game and subvert it at every turn, changing its transformative ideal 
into an interactive reality. Just as money itself survives partly by being 
constantly decommodified,174 the many-sidedness of “work” implied by 
concepts such as ngaan remains an integral part of US assembly lines 
and Wuhan computer factories, as sociologists as diverse as Michael 
Burawoy, Paul Willis, Gerd Spittler and Slavoj Zizek have argued.175

A condition for capital accumulation, this multiplicity is at the same time 
a root of business crisis when it surfaces in the guises of what George 
Caffentzis calls “refusals of capitalist work” (or, in the colourful language 
business might prefer, idleness, sloth, foot-dragging, “backward-bending 
labour curves”, demand for shorter hours rather than more salary, and the 
like). Machines powered by Big-E Energy are often designed to neutralize 
such refusals, yet, as happened in the US in the 1960s and 1970s, fail to 
do so. It is no coincidence that the excuse made in the 1970s to certain 
groups of US workers on whom it was dawning that they would never 
achieve the place in the postwar white, male labour aristocracy that they 
had been implicitly promised was that an external “crisis” of not enough 
cheap (Big-E) Energy had broken out.

Energy Abstracted
The concept “energy” became abstract in much the same way and at 
more or less the same time as “work”. In the late 1600s, mathematician 
Gottfried Leibniz had already posited a pre-energy mechanical force 
concept, vis viva, mass times velocity squared, as an abstract magnitude 
conserved throughout the universe, “like money when it is changed”.176 
But it was only in the 1700s and 1800s that mechanical force and various 
other phenomena started to be commensurated with each other, bit by 
bit, in a diversity of practical and theoretical ways under an emerging 
energy concept: motion with heat, electricity, magnetism, light and so 
forth (see above). 

As with “work”, this trend has always contained and concealed its own 
nemesis. Big-E Energy has never represented anything other than a set 
of struggles and contradictions. Its traces will affect everything that 
comes after, but are themselves subject to being wrought into completely 
different shapes. 

To take a simple example, one characteristic of abstract, Big-E Energy 
is that there can never be enough of it. It is scarce in principle. Inside 
this Energy, however, remain the plural, vernacular, little-e “energies” 
out of which it was made. These are largely invisible to official eyes, 
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partly because there could be no generic name for them before Big-E 
Energy itself came along to oppose and assimilate them (see Box: 
“Oppositional Concepts and Their Double Edges”). Particular to specific 
household, commoning and “baseline communist” practices, these 
“energies” are in constant tension with Big-E Energy in that they tend to 
be self-limiting. There may sometimes be a dearth of them, but it is not 
the case that human beings are always impinging on them in a hostile, 
Cartesian or Malthusian way. They are not scarce, and the Second Law 
of Thermodynamics holds no terrors whatsoever for the hundreds of 
millions of people who rely predominantly on them. 

Take, for example, the attitude of a Southeast Asian villager using 
dead wood from a local common woodland in order to cook rice. She 
is unlikely to regard herself as using an abstract “Energy”. For her, it 
would be crazy, antisocial and disrespectful to use more wood than 
was just enough to cook the meal. Yet the wood is not in any way 
scarce, provided that the local woodland is treated and conserved by the 
community as a “dead wood commons”. If the villager can be induced 
to talk about “energy” at all, it is likely that it will be in the sense of 
something that promotes subsistence and well-being – heat for cooking, 
light for schoolchildren to read books by, possibly the odd refrigerator 
or TV – not an abstract potion limitless applications of which will make 
everyone richer and richer. In regions like Manggerai on the Indonesian 
island of Flores, fossil energy use is very low, but “energy” is simply 
not a very interesting issue for discussion compared to, say, mining 
conflicts, because there is usually felt to be enough.

Contrast the Southeast Asian villager with a government energy planner. 
For the planner, energy is abstract. It might be coal, wood, hydroelectric, 
nuclear; it might be used by a steel factory, a hospital, a bus fleet. From 
the planner’s point of view, there can never be enough of it, because 
its purpose – economic growth – is also abstract, as well as being in 
principle unlimited. This energy will always be scarce.

These two realities coexist. They interact with each other constantly. The 
planner’s reality has always been utterly dependent on the villager’s. Nor 
can the two realities be identified with the “past” and the “present”, nor 
with “no change” and “change”. Nor are they “different pathways” or 
“alternative trajectories” to each other. The villager’s little-e “energies” 
are no more an “alternative energy model” to be offered to the planner 
than the planner’s Big-E Energy is an “alternative energy model” to be 
offered to the villager. 

For the planner, the villager’s woodland will always represent, roughly 
speaking, either raw material to be transformed into Big-E Energy or 
an obstacle to be cleared out of the way so that a hydroelectric dam, 
oil refinery or wind farm can be erected. When the economy that the 
planner seeks to manage faces a crisis (and he himself faces possible 
redundancy), he may temporarily “discover” the virtues of the common 
woodland as a cheap “subsidy” that helps keep the villager’s labour 
on ice until a recovery becomes possible. This will do nothing more, 
however, than conceal the underlying contradiction for a time.177

For the villager, similarly, the planner’s Big-E Energy will always 
amount, roughly speaking, to a threat of extreme violence. In 
practice, the hydroelectric dam, oil refinery or wind farm that the 
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planner proposes to meet his abstract, hypothetical “energy demand” 
signifies privatization, fences, rifle butts, lawyers, migration, forced 
unemployment or modernized poverty – generally speaking, denial 
of the implicit “right to live” of both the villager and the woodland.178 

If the threat is fulfilled, the villager, like all survivors, will try to make 
do. Just as the planner is prepared to improvise in the face of his crisis by 
treating the villager’s woodland as an “emergency backup” for a system 
powered by Big-E Energy, so the villager will improvise in the face of hers 
by parasitizing the planner’s Big-E Energy for the maintenance of her own 
framework of little-e energies. If she is able to find a new home, she may, 
for example, steal or bargain for a modicum of grid electricity to keep her 
family going, or perhaps find a shifting livelihood as a street vendor with 
a bottled gas stove in the interstices of the fossil fuel transport network.179

Similar conflicted relationships arise between Big-E Energy and many 
practices of indigenous peoples that are also sometimes translated 
under the rubric of “energy”. For example, for the state energy planner, 
promoting domestic oil or coal extraction may be a part of providing 
“energy needs”. Yet for many indigenous peoples, including in Latin 
America, taking oil out of the ground actually interferes with, diminishes 
and blocks the energy associated with the earth, both in particular places 
and across the planet.

No Green Energy
Another way of putting the point is to say that the idea of a “green” 
Big-E Energy is, in some sense, a contradiction in terms. The Southeast 
Asian villager cannot offer an “energy alternative” to the state or 
corporate planner in terms that either party could ultimately find itself at 
peace with. An “Energy” that derives from fossil capital has an internal 
dynamic ultimately opposed to climatic stability and the maintenance of 
livable surroundings. This is so no matter how many efforts are made 
to “defossilize” it while keeping its abstract, accumulable character, 
as Jean Robert points out:

“We are no less enslaved whether the car runs on coal 
or hydrogen; whether the lightbulb shines because of 
water or wind. Neither the technocrat nor the ecocrat can 
lessen man’s slavishness as long as both cannot see the 
distinctions erased by energy. It would be a political act 
to stop looking at the wonderland that appears through 
‘energy’ glasses. Under the shield of such radical 
energetics, an economy in the true sense of ‘administration 
of one’s own house’ could flourish again … freed from 
the energy-entropy form of the obsession with scarcity.”180

The same holds true for the phrase “energy justice”. Little-e “energies” 
of various kinds may well hold out the possibility of justice, and so for 
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various indigenous “energies”. But Big-E Energy will always have an 
oppositional dynamic. This is why talk of “the right to development” 
or “greenhouse development rights” grates so harshly on the ears of 
many who have persistently been on the wrong end of “development” 
initiatives. It is a peculiar kind of “right” that can be enjoyed by some 
only if others cannot enjoy it.

Remembering the Back Story
“Nineteenth-century England,” writes anthropologist Alf Hornborg, 
“needed a usable theory of capital accumulation that attributed to 
industrial capital a generative force of its own and explained why 
Britain was getting so rich.” The stockbroker David Ricardo, among 
many others, helped spell out out this theory in economic treatises such 
as On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (1817). These 
then took their place among a larger set of attractive and superficially 
plausible “front stories” about capital accumulation generally. 

In industrialized societies, most everyone knows at least some of 
these stories by heart: Market Exchange is Equal Exchange, Machines 
Create Wealth, Growth Will Eventually Make Everyone’s Life Secure, 
Compound Interest is a Law of Nature, Riches are the Reward for Self-
Denial, Energy is a Tool, More Energy Means Progress, Correct Prices 
Will Ensure Sustainability, and so on. They are the collective creation of 
more than two centuries of proselytizing by philosophers, economists, 
historians and scientists, as well as political leaders and bureaucrats and 
technocrats of both left and right political persuasions. 

It is only to be expected that such “front stories” will be told, retold, and 
constantly rewritten and added to. They are crucial to the functioning of 
all industrial societies. But activists seeking a transition to saner energy 
practices cannot afford to avert their gaze from the “back stories” that lie 
behind them. They need to remember why machines cannot create new 
value by themselves; when what is represented as reciprocal exchange 
via the ideology of “market price” signifies appropriation and inequality; 
how growth increases the insecurity of the majority; and so forth. 

As much as anything else, they need to remember the violent back 
story of thermodynamic, Big-E Energy in all its complexity. This a tale 
featuring not only the enclosure of human lives and the land they depend 
on, but also the maintenance and continual re-emergence of practices of 
coping, accommodation and resistance. Thanks to Big-E Energy itself, 
many such practices can now, anachronistically, be referred to using the 
“oppositional concept” of little-e “energies” (see Box: “Oppositional 
Concepts and Their Double Edges”). Figure 1 depicted earlier provides 
one possible rough “preview” of such a back story. 
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It is part of the nature of 
what this report calls “little-e 
energies” that there has 
never been a standard term 
to describe them. Here, they 
have necessarily been defined 
in opposition to Big-E Energy, 
largely as being what Big-E 
Energy is not. Which is another 
way of saying that the term 
“little-e energies” begins to 
have a political use only toward 
the right-hand segment of the 
arrow on page 7. 

The term “little-e energies” 
accordingly carries risks 
of erecting unwholesome 
dualisms. To use it to describe 
a pre-19th century reality before 
fire, animal exertion, magnetism 
and wind were commensurated 
is to be as anachronistic 
as it would be to apply the 
contemporary Big-E Energy 
concept to the same period. 
Parasitic on Big-E Energy, the 
phrase “little-e energies” is by 
itself a poor tool for imagining 
either the past or future of 
energy, work and finance. 

Yet among urban-based 
Europeans, it is often hard to 
grasp the political and scientific 
biases in the concept of Big-E 
Energy without attempting 
at least a rough contrast 
between the energy practices 
that we know best and other 
practices that have generally 
had no generic name, and to 
which Big-E Energy opposes 
itself. Such a contrast may 
be a starting point toward a 
wider perspective. To modify 
a concept used by feminist 
biologist Donna Haraway, 
“little-e energies” is a reactive 
or “oppositional” term that 
“would simply bewilder anyone 
not preoccupied with the 
machines and consciousness 
of late capitalism”. 

A close analogy is the term 
“commons”. Like “little-e 

energies”, “commons” tends 
to be a term of political art and 
not of self-description. Most 
commons have never gone by 
that name. For most of history 
there was no need for such a 
generic term. The differences 
between the practices referred 
to – estover, minga, ejidos, 
locally-maintained irrigation 
systems, communal fields 
and pastures, traditions of 
gleaning or gathering or turf-
cutting or setting aside “pin 
money” or seeds, sharing 
software development, or even 
just maintaining considerate 
silence after dark – were more 
important. Even today, the vast 
majority of commoners would 
not recognize themselves in the 
word or in any of its translations. 
When they do – as, for instance, 
when Thai villagers and NGOs 
come to use the rather new, 
abstract vocabulary khong suan 
ruam (common thing) or paa 
chum chon (community forest) 
to designate a multitude of 
diverse agricultural, religious, 
political practices – it is usually 
for purposes of building 
movement alliances in new 
contexts of struggle. It was 
mainly in reaction to enclosure, 
the rise of industrial society, 
and the voraciousness of a 
business sector eager for 
wage labour that resistance 
reached for a generic term that 
unavoidably took on much of 
the abstract colouration of what 
was being contended with. In 
the mouths of many intellectuals 
today, “commons” is  a sort of 
anti-commodity or commodity 
foundation, a negative image of 
resources, a dark twin of private 
property (property without the 
“private”), an invitation to twee 
sentiment rather than a modern, 
multiple, internally diverse 
presence in its own right. 

Sometimes, rather than 
becoming an opposite pole for 
commodities, commons begin 

to be conflated with them. It 
is a staple of development 
discourse that commons are pre-
commodities, failed commodities, 
or an inadequate or incomplete 
type of property. There is no 
shortage of those who, reacting 
to such insults, attempt a highly-
formalized defence of commons 
using a capitalist idiom; to show 
that commons are defensible 
as the best kind of capitalist 
“resource management”. Not 
that there is never any basis for 
such excursions: indeed, many 
commons come to owe their 
form to their role supporting 
or defending profit-centred 
activities. 

Yet if the concept of commons 
partakes of reaction and 
cooptation, it can also 
constitute an affirmation, 
rallying point, and promise of 
liberation. In Latin America, for 
instance, “commons” has been, 
until very recently, a somewhat 
alien bit of jargon, less familiar 
than in Europe or Asia. Yet by 
2012, in the popular forum on 
the fringes of the Rio + 20 UN 
Conference on Environment 
and Development, “commons” 
was one concept that provided 
a rhetorical fulcrum for efforts to 
unify Latin American with Asian 
and African social movements 
against proposals for a new 
Green Economy issuing from 
the likes of the World Bank and 
the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature.

Sources: 
Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs 
and Women: The Reinvention of 
Nature, Free Association, London, 
1991, pp.155-56; 
George Caffentzis, “A Tale of Two 
Conferences: Globalization, the Crisis 
of Neoliberalism, and the Question 
of the Commons”, 2004, http://
www.commoner.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2010/12/caffentzis_a-tale-of-
two-conferences.pdf.

Oppositional Concepts and Their Double Edges
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As a whole, the political left has a poor record in seeing arrows like 
Figure 1 steadily and seeing them whole. It has found it hard to avoid 
fetishizing thermodynamic energy and overlooking its anti-commons 
political bias and foundation in crisis. Instead, it has tended to accept 
uncritically the “front story” that straightforwardly identifies Big-E 
Energy availability with the advance of “civilization”, inclusion and 
democracy. This was a narrative advanced in the 19th and 20th centuries 
not only by figures like philosopher Herbert Spencer, biologist Patrick 
Geddes and chemist Wilhelm Ostwald, but also by Vladimir Lenin in the 
Soviet Union and, in the US, New Deal leaders, author Lewis Mumford, 
and the technocratic movement. It continues to be told today.

Thus, for example, in the mid-20th century US, the story was repeated of 
(white, male) workers who had been able to extract so many concessions 
from business that they had finally escaped into a new middle class of 
relative comfort and security – one that some day, God willing, would 
be available to everyone thanks to energetic advances. But the tale 
failed to include a description of many of the things that had made the 
purported escape possible and would prevent others from making it: the 
unwaged character of the housework and child-raising that supported 
most workers, the continuing severe exploitation of people of other races, 
conflicts waged over oil, and so on. More generally, such front stories hid 
back stories of encroachment on and undermining of commons of many 
kinds in both South and North. In rural areas these prominently included 
the destruction, by extraction and industrial projects, of terrestrial and 
aquatic ecosystems as well as many self-provisioning capacities. In 
more urbanized areas they included the undermining of commons of 
mobility, time and care described by writers such as Ivan Illich, Kate 
Pickett and Richard Wilkinson.181 It was seldom mentioned, for example, 
that each kilometre of motorway built for the cyborg consumer reduced 
the ability of ordinary people to navigate spaces outside the office-
factory-suburbia circuit; or that increases in overall cyborg consumption, 
when accompanied by increases in inequality, reduced the capacity of a 
society to sustain overall health and well-being. Yet such front stories 
continue to dominate a great deal of historical and political thinking 
about energy, including naïve perspectives that identify “energy justice” 
with an impossible universal and equitable distribution of Big-E Energy.

This section has tried to explore a few aspects of the history of energy 
politics that are likely to be useful to understand when undertaking 
effective work toward an energy transition. It aims to pave the way for 
the last section, which will sketch some suggestions for strategy that 
both acknowledge the reality of arrows like that pictured in Figure 1, yet 
have potential to bend its trajectory in new directions. First, however, 
a closer look must be taken at the links between thermodynamic or 
Big-E Energy and state and corporate financial institutions, including 
investment banks, private equity firms, mutual funds, development 
banks, hedge funds, sovereign wealth funds, master limited partnerships, 
climate funds, oil companies and real estate investment trusts. This is 
the job of the next section, which will stress that finance, like energy, 
is not a “thing” – a pot of money or an ATM machine – but rather a 
complex historical and political process, a trajectory and a continuing 
social struggle.
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The Energy of Finance and  
the Finance of Energy

Like energy, finance has its own store of front stories and 
back stories. While the front stories tell of the evolution of 
increasingly sophisticated ways of safely managing flows 
of money, pricing risk and increasing the value of personal 

savings, the back stories are histories of many-stranded and generally 
violent struggles that, writ large, have pit (and continue to pit) those who 
would use finance as a means of accumulating wealth against those who 
would harness finance to support social relations and activities founded 
on the responsibility of all for each other’s welfare. Behind that narrative 
are other back stories of conflicts within and among numerous social 
movements over different strategies of accumulation and, conversely, over 
different means of opposing such strategies. Compromises abound (they 
are unavoidable), yet never entirely settle the inextricably-interwoven 
and constantly-erupting conflicts between finance-as-exploitation and 
finance-as-commoning. Each such compromise merely lays the ground 
for the next conflict. There is no end of history.

Activists on all sides duck and weave their way around obstacles, making 
use of what is at hand in attempts (some more successful than others) 
to construct the social and political relationships that might block or 
otherwise unsettle the other sides’ moves and assist in  “creating the 
world that they want”. Strategies and tactics are filched and reworked 
for purposes that are often the opposite of those for which they were 
first devised. The first fund set up specifically to invest in infrastructure, 
for example, was created not by venture capitalists out to make extra-
high “alpha” returns, but by trade unionists eager to direct private 
investment to companies with progressive labour relations,182 while 
microfinance, which originated in many cases out of struggles to redress 
power imbalances in access to finance, has now become a route through 
which big banks and private equity firms gain access to the savings of 
poorer people. 

None of this is really a surprise. Modern finance is not simply an 
ATM that provides cash, whether for windmills or coal-fired power 
stations or new Ipads. It is not a “thing” but a constantly changing set 
of relationships and social formations that are never entirely capitalist 
nor entirely of the commons, but rather aligned along a spectrum that 
is more or less capitalist and more or less commoning. Its trajectory is 
not fixed for all time: whether finance serves to accumulate wealth for 
the few or, conversely, to build mutuality is contingent on the relative 
organizing power of different social movements and the outcome of the 
struggles among them. For finance is never just coins and bills: it is a 
bundle of political, economic and social relationships whose internal 
conflicts create its direction of travel.

Recognizing this may help in evolving strategies beyond those that approach 
“energy finance” on the assumption that there are forms of finance that 
float free, on the one hand, from capitalism as “an institutionalized social 
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order”183 and, on the other, from the commons. No such spaces exist. Many 
millions of people around the world (perhaps even the majority) certainly 
rely on means of managing flows of money, such as tontines,184 savers clubs, 
friendly societies and other collectively-organized institutions, without 
seeking profit. But while they build upon (and build) social relationships 
that operate on a logic that differs from, and poses a potential challenge 
to, finance-as-accumulation, they are nonetheless deeply entangled with 
capitalist forms of profit-seeking. The money deposited in a not-for-profit 
community bank, for instance, will in most cases come from company 
wages. The contrary is also true: capital cannot escape the commons. 
Indeed, historically, it has always depended on non-commodified forms of 
care (for instance, women’s work in the home) to sustain its workforce and 
has (warily) relied, particularly in times of hardship and economic crisis, 
on workers being able to fall back on the social networks sustained by not-
for-profit forms of finance and other forms of collective provisioning.185 
In effect, the trajectory of capital is not separate from the trajectory of 
commoning: the opposing components rub up against and confront each 
other, reacting to create the overall direction of travel. The questions for 
progressive activists are how best to reinforce the role that commoning 
already plays in finance and how to take sides with certain vectors within 
the joint trajectory and against others.  

Out of the many back stories of finance, three examples may help to 
tease out the historical connections between energy and finance and 
indicate how those connections (and the struggles surrounding them) 
have shaped, and continue to shape, the trajectory of finance today. 
Such back stories may help activists set their own discussions around 
financing an energy transition into a broader perspective that refuses to 
reduce finance to inert pots of currency but instead insists on approaching 
it as politics. The first story involves the intimate links between modern 
finance and Big-E Energy – and describes how the political, social and 
bureaucratic challenges generated by the need to find funds to finance 
industrial expansion has spawned many of the corporate and financial 
institutions, instruments and practices that dominate finance today. The 
institutional forms that have emerged to pool and direct capital to the 
most profitable investments have also transformed capital itself, making 
it more mobile and intensifying its exploitative pressures on workers 
and the environment. 

A second story centres on efforts by capital to free itself from the 
constraints of geographically-specific local commons and struggles to 
keep finance tethered. A third sketches the impacts of financialization 
on the energy sector and places it in the broader context of the current 
financial crisis. 

Back Story 1: Big-E Energy, Finance 
and the Transformation of Capital
The history of modern finance is intimately intertwined with that of 
thermodynamic Energy. Indeed, it could not have been otherwise. Big-E 
Energy-organized economic activity survives only because sufficient 
surplus can be directed to building, maintaining, refurbishing and 
expanding the infrastructure of oil wells, coal mines, electricity grids, 
coal-fired power stations, wind farms and nuclear plants that fuel such 
activity and permit its constant growth. 
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The financial instruments that business and banks have cobbled together 
to raise funds for oil, gas and coal exploration are many and varied. 
For example, project finance (until recently the most widely used form 
of debt finance) began in the 1930s when a Dallas bank extended a 
nonrecourse loan to an oil and gas company seeking an off-balance 
sheet form of finance that would enable it to develop new fields without 
placing its core assets at risk.186 Oil and gas interests have since worked 
with financiers to create hybrid, derivative-based project finance deals 
in which the expected future income from a project is securititized 
and pre-sold to investors, a form of finance used to fund oil and gas 
expansion in Angola, Qatar and Mexico (and also by Enron to disguise 
its losses).187 The very first commodity index fund, devised in the early 
1990s by investment bank Goldman Sachs (a major financier of the 
oil and gas industry, raising $400 billion for energy companies and 
projects between 2003 and 2008) also involved oil and gas. The idea 
was to create a tool that would provide “clients that wanted to go drill 
oil wells but [who] needed some predictability of the price of oil” with 
a market for their oil at guaranteed prices.188 Similarly, the first credit 
default swap (an insurance bet of the kind that led to the collapse of 
insurance giant AIG in 2008) was engineered in 1994 to enable merchant 
bank JP Morgan to make a $4.8 billion loan to oil giant Exxon to cover 
Exxon’s potential liabilities from the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska, 
without requiring JP Morgan to set aside capital reserves against the 
loan.189 Energy firms were also behind the first ever weather-derivative 
trade, transacted in 1996 between energy trader Aquila Energy and 
utility company Consolidated Edison (ConEd). Weather trading is now 
a multi-billion dollar industry, with the energy sector making up over 
70 per cent of end users;190 the most active participants are reported to 
be “power marketers/utilities, hedge funds and banks”.191

But finance’s entangled relationship with thermodynamic or Big-E 
energy goes deeper than clever financial engineering. Historically, the 
voracious appetite of Big-E Energy for funds has played a key role in 
transforming capital, rendering it more mobile, increasing its competitive 
pressures and encouraging companies to squeeze more profit from 
the work of labour and nature. The rise of the joint stock company, in 
which the ownership of companies is separated from the management 
of production, is a case in point (see Box: “From Partnerships to Joint 
Stocks to MLPs”). 

Without joint stocks, Karl Marx commented in 1867, “the world would 
still be without railways” – it would simply have taken too long for 
any owner-capitalist acting alone to accumulate capital sufficient for 
the construction of a railway. By contrast, the centralization of capital 
mobilization through the joint stock form enabled the funds to be raised 
“in the twinkling of an eye”. But, as Marx recognized, joint stocks did 
more than extend the pool of available finance for industrial expansion. 
Describing joint stocks as an association not of individuals “but of 
capitals”,192 he warned that they represented the “abolition of capital as 
private property”.193 By separating ownership from management and by 
raising capital from the general public (albeit the moneyed public), they 
gave the appearance of being “social enterprises as distinct from private 
ones”.194 The identity of the owners was hidden: surplus was extracted 
not by identifiable owner-capitalists but by anonymous “capital”. As 
such, Marx argued, joint stock companies represented a significant 
extension of capitalist relations into society.195
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Just as fossil fuels made it 
possible for manufacturers to 
de-link energy use from specific, 
context-bound energy sources 
(for example, rural rivers and 
streams) and extract greater 
surplus by concentrating 
workers and production in 
large, urban factories, so 
the expansion of finance-
as-exploitation required the 
extrication of capital from the 
constraints of locally-specific 
webs of capital mobilization. 

At the outset of Britain’s 
industrial revolution in the 
18th century, capital was still 
relatively immobile. In the main, 
companies took the legal form 
of partnerships, each partner 
committing his or her capital for 
the duration of their partnership, 
each being liable should the 
enterprise fail, and each having 
decision-making rights in the 
management of the company. 

But from early 19th century, a 
number of pressures combined 
to bring about a shift – gradual 
in some sectors, more rapid in 
others – in the predominant legal 
form that companies took and the 
accompanying means through 
which they mobilised capital. 

One driver was the increasingly 
large amounts of money 
needed to expand industry. 
Railways, vital to opening up 
new markets and increasing the 
speed, volume and regularity of 
distribution, sucked up capital. 
Mining costs were also rising, 
as easily-exploitable surface 
seams of coal were exhausted, 
necessitating deeper pits and 
raising costs by as much as a 
hundred-fold. The costs of mill 
building also increased sharply 
with the shift to steam-powered, 
urban-based factories, as 
steam-powered mills cost three 
to four times more than water-
powered mills.  

The problem for business was 
not that there were insufficient 
savings in Britain to provide the 
extra investment, but that they 
were geographically-dispersed 
and that there were institutional 
barriers to obtaining them (not 
least the relatively-undeveloped 
state of stock markets and 
regional banks). 

The “solution” (opposed by 
many sectors of society, 
including businesses that had 
not yet industrialised) was 
a revival of the joint stock 
company, a form of corporate 
ownership that had first 
emerged in Holland in the 17th 
century as a way of financing 
risky overseas trades, but that 
had been strictly regulated in 
Britain following the South Sea 
Bubble in 1720. Under pressure 
from industry and would-be 
investors, the restrictions on 
forming joint stocks were eased 
in 1825 and all but removed 
twenty years later. 

A key feature of joint stocks 
was that ownership was 
separated from management. 
Unlike in partnerships, investors 
(although owners) have only 
a token say in the day-to-day 
operations of a company. 
Buying shares gets them only 
the contractual right to a share 
of the profits proportional to 
their investment. Consequently, 
capital could now compete 
as companies, less beholden 
to the wishes of individual 
investors. Investor’s losses 
were also limited to the nominal 
value of their paid-in capital, 
rather than jointly shared. 

Moreover, instead of having 
to commit their money for 
prolonged periods, investors 
were free to sell their shares at 
any time to anyone who would 
buy them. Investment was thus 
significantly liberated from the 

personal relationships and 
locked-in commitments that 
limited the size of the capital 
pool available to partnerships. 
Shareholders could now 
shift between investments 
with relative ease: one day, 
they might be “in” railroads, 
another “in” knitting mills, the 
determinant being the rate of 
return on their investment.

Joint stock companies enabled 
the pooling of capital necessary 
to construct the infrastructure to 
expand commerce and industry 
in Britain and elsewhere in the 
late 18th and 19th centuries. 
Joint stocks financed most 
of the canals in Britain and 
were the force behind the 
expansion of the railways, not 
only in Britain but also in other 
countries, notably Germany 
and the United States. As Alfred 
Chandler records in his history 
of business in the US, railway 
companies were the first private 
enterprises in the US to acquire 
large amounts of capital from 
outside their own immediate 
localities, a development 
that would not have been 
possible without the joint stocks 
mechanism.
 
But even as the number of joint 
stock companies rose, significant 
voices within established elites 
in both Britain and the US 
opposed the development. In 
1840, The Times railed against 
the separation of ownership from 
responsibility and warned of the 
threat to society when “money, 
the mere amount and value of 
the shares standing in the name 
of each” becomes “the sole 
bond of connection between . . . 
proprietors”. 

But, in the long term, such 
opposition proved ineffectual. 
By the turn of the 19th century, 
the joint stock company and 
capital markets were well on 

From Partnerships to Joint Stocks to Partnerships 
Again: The Unleashing of Capital

continued on next page . . .
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their way to becoming the 
main vehicles through which 
corporations operated and raised 
finance. In 1911, Republican 
educator Nicholas Murray Butler, 
President of Columbia University, 
hailed the joint stock corporation 
“the greatest single discovery of 
modern times”, more important 
even than steam and electricity. 
The histories of the two are in 
fact inseparable.

Back to Partnership

Today, businesses are again 
mutating as investors seek 
to create new institutional 
structures that will yield higher 
returns. To avoid the corporate 
governance and tax rules that 
apply to the traditional limited-
liability joint stock company, 
firms are evolving into new 
forms, massively increasing 
their returns to a select band of 
investors. 

The preferred vehicles are 
variants of a structure that was 
first imported into the US from 
Panama in the mid-1970s, 
the Limited Liability Company 
(LLC). LLCs provide the tax 
treatment of a partnership (thus 
avoiding corporation tax) yet 
also protect the partners from 
individual liability for company 
debts and litigation. 

Master Limited Partnerships 
(MLPs), the incarnation most 
favoured within the oil and gas 
industry, have been engineered 
to  bring still other benefits. 
Listed on the stock exchange, 
they combine the tax benefits 
of an LLC with the liquidity of 
publicly-traded securities. But 
their key feature (a condition of 
their exemption from corporation 
tax) is that they function as 
“pass-through” companies: 
whatever income they receive 
during a given year is paid out. 
Nothing is retained. 

As a result, many of the rules 
that protect shareholders in joint 
stock companies do not apply, 

and shareholders (known as 
unit holders) have very limited 
rights. MLP managers are thus 
freed from having to respond 
to shareholder resolutions 
over directors’ pay, human 
rights, environmental impacts 
or labour practices. Instead, 
as The Economist reports, the 
relationship between owners 
and managers is reduced to a 
single critical factor: “the ability 
of these sorts of entities to pay 
out large distributions”. Capital is 
freer to do its job as capital, less 
encumbered by the interference 
of shareholders or greenies.

With MLPs and other pass-
through companies (other forms 
include Business Development 
Corporations and Real Estate 
Investment Trusts) returning 
dividends that are typically 
double or triple the market 
average (a function of their 
exemption from corporation tax), 
investors are voting with their 
feet. In 2012, pass-throughs 
accounted for 9 per cent of US 
listed companies but attracted 
28 per cent of the equity raised; 

and recent research suggests 
that the LLC has now replaced 
the corporation as the most 
commonly formed new business 
entity in the United States. 

The trajectory is thus towards 
an increasingly close alignment 
between the interests of capital 
and piratical managers in search 
of alpha returns, with earnings 
being used to increase yield 
rather than being retained 
for investment in improved 
productivity, technological 
innovation or, God forbid, higher 
wages for workers. It is also a 
potential body blow to strategies 
of reform through using 
shareholder power to enforce 
corporate social responsibility.
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Today, joint stock companies dominate the corporate world, sucking in 
equity finance from not just the moneyed public but also from workers 
themselves through their pension funds, insurance policies, bank deposits 
and the like. With over US$10 trillion of workers’ pensions now invested 
in the world’s capital markets,196 the words of American lawyer and anti-
monopoly activist Louis Brandeis, written in 1914, remain relevant: “They 
control the people through the peoples’ own money . . . The fetters which 
bind the people are forged from the people’s own gold.”197

As a result of resistance to private ownership of energy generation and 
distribution, the role of joint stocks in raising energy finance diminished 
in many countries during much of the 20th century as states took railways, 
energy utilities and other sectors of industry into public ownership. 
This is turn led to the emergence of other forms of pooling to supply 
the finance for infrastructure development. The creation of multilateral 
development banks, such as the World Bank, is a case in point: indeed, 
without them, it is doubtful whether the roads, pipelines, electricity 
grids and other infrastructure could have been put in place to enable the 
worldwide expansion of Big-E Energy on the scale that has occurred 
since the Second World War. But capital has pushed back against state 
ownership, and infrastructure financing is again returning to the capital 
markets. In addition, pricing of energy has largely been deregulated, 
with prices being set through markets rather than by the state.  

One consequence of both these trends has been the increased used of 
derivatives (a form of finance that, like joint stocks, has been subject 
to periodic bans throughout history due to its tendency to encourage 
speculation and financial instability) by companies and financial 
institutions, nominally as a means of “pricing risk” but also as part of 
a wider project of transforming uncertainty into a commodity (see Box: 
“Enmeshed in Derivatives”).198 

The widespread use of derivatives is now creating what political 
economists Dick Bryan and Michael Rafferty have termed capital’s 
“third degree of separation”.199 The first degree (following Marx) 
involved the separation of humans from their means of livelihood 
through the commodification of labour “so that the owner controls 
production and capital competes as firms”. With “joint stock/limited 
liability”, a further separation took place, between company ownership 
and the management of production. The third degree is now underway, 
in which “capital ownership is separated from company ownership and 
capital competes as itself”. 

A defining feature of derivatives is that they separate the ownership of 
capital from the assets that underlie it. Consider the difference between 
the owner of shares in a company and the owner of an “option” on 
shares in a company. The shareowner has real ownership of part of 
the company, but the derivative owner has no such ownership rights: 
instead, the option gives its owner the right, but not the obligation, to 
buy or sell shares in that company at a particular time and at a particular 
price. More sophisticated versions of the derivative may link that right 
to, say, a movement up or down in interest rates. In effect, the derivative 
gives its owner exposure to the performance of a particular quantifiable 
attribute of the underlying asset, in this case the future price of a share 
and (in the more sophisticated version) the share’s price relative to future 
interest rates. Only the attribute, not the underlying asset, is traded and 
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Derivatives are not new: they 
date back centuries, although 
their use has frequently led to 
their being banned. However, 
when permitted, they have 
never been used as widely or in 
the volumes that they are used 
today. 

One proximate cause, at least 
within the energy sector, dates 
back to the 1980s. Prior to 
that, energy in the form of 
gas, coal and electricity was 
largely provided either by 
state monopolies at prices 
determined by the state with 
investment centrally planned by 
government bureaucracies, or 
by private monopolies subject 
to government oversight and 
regulation to protect users from 
excessive charges. But such 
systems of price control and price 
support were swept away during 
the 1980s as governments, North 
and South, embraced (or were 
forced by the International Money 
Fund to adopt) neoliberal market-
driven approaches to energy 
generation and distribution. 
In their place, ambitious 
programmes have been put in 
place to construct wholesale 
markets between generators and 
retail suppliers where the price 
of energy is supposed to reflect 
supply and demand rather than 
government regulation. 

In the case of oil, this “move 
to the market” began a 
decade earlier, when national 
oil companies in producing 
countries began to wrestle 
control of oil production from the 
hands of Western oil companies 
(see Box: “Never Let a Crisis Go 
to Waste”). The move broke the 
integrated control of production, 
refining, distribution and retail 
that the western oil companies 
had exercised and through which 
they had transferred their price 
risk from upstream production 
and refining to downstream 

distribution and retail. Instead of 
producing their own oil, they now 
had to buy oil from the national 
oil companies; and instead of the 
oil companies setting the price 
of oil, it was set (at least for a 
short period) by Organisation of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC). 

The bulk of the oil entering 
world markets was no longer 
purchased through cosy 
deals within and between oil 
companies, but by traders buying 
and selling at prices set by 
OPEC. To reduce their exposure 
to increased price volatility, the oil 
companies entered into long-term 
contracts with the oil producers; 
but, when OPEC tripled the price 
of oil in the late 1970s, the oil 
majors found they were getting 
locked into prices that were 
higher than those on the spot 
market, where prices were lower 
in part because of the increased 
availability of non-OPEC oil, 
whose production, by 1980, had 
overtaken that of OPEC. Spot 
market trading took off: by the 
mid-to-late 1980s, it accounted 
for 40-50 per cent of international 
oil trades, as against 5-8 per cent 
in the early 1970s.

Increased price volatility brought 
increased risk, and increased risk 
brought increased opportunity 
for profit. Wall Street and the 
City of London were quick to 
spot the potential, rapidly moving 
to develop derivative-based 
instruments that would transform 
“price risk management” in the 
energy sector (and others) into a 
tradeable commodity. 

It was no easy task. Traders 
recall “getting nowhere” to begin 
with, due in part to a lack of 
liquidity in the futures market 
beyond three months and in 
part to a lack of interest or 
understanding among market 
players. (Energy Risk magazine 

records the reaction of Shell 
executives to a derivatives sales 
pitch from Morgan Stanley as 
being one of “bafflement and 
confusion”.) But perseverance 
eventually paid off. In 1986, 
some 10 years after the first 
OPEC oil shock, Lawrence 
Kitchen, a trading manager at 
energy trader Koch Industries, 
took a leaf from the currency 
and interest rate markets, where 
instruments known as swaps 
were already widely used, and 
traded the first ever oil swap 
– through Chase Manhattan 
bank – with the airline Cathay 
Pacific. Under the deal, spot 
price payments were swapped 
for fixed rate payments, enabling 
Cathay to hedge against a rise in 
jet fuel prices.

The range of instruments 
employed by companies has 
expanded massively since 
Kitchen’s first oil swap. A 
bewildering array of oddly-named 
products – from swaptions 
to caps, floors, lookbacks, 
knockouts, Double Asians, swings 
and collars – are now available 
to market participants. Moreover, 
the risks that are now “managed” 
through derivatives have also 
expanded, criss-crossing sectors. 
Oil companies, for example, 
not only use specialised energy 
derivatives (such as oil swaps) 
to adjust their exposure to 
fluctuations in the prices of crude 
oil, refined products, natural gas, 
power and coal; they also make 
use of freight rate derivatives (to 
adjust their exposure to freight-
rate fluctuations); and interest 
rate and foreign exchange 
rate derivatives as part of their 
financing and cash management 
activities. Derivatives are also 
used to maximize debt for 
acquisition or project financing. 
Indeed, the daily activities of 
the vast majority of commercial 
power producers and end users 
in the North (and many in the 

Enmeshed in Derivatives
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South) are now enmeshed 
in derivatives of one sort or 
another. This applies as much 
to not-for-profit providers 
as to for-profit ones, and to 
fossil-fuel generators as to 
renewable generators. In the 
US, for example, the 930 not-
for-profit, member-owned 
energy co-operatives that make 
up the National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association (the 
largest electric utility network 
in the nation, servicing over 42 
million customers in 47 states 
and owning and maintaining 
42 per cent of the US electric 
distribution system) are major 
users of interest rate and 
currency swaps, both for 
price hedging and to increase 
the loan options available to 
their members. The use of 
derivatives is also widespread 
among wind, solar and other 
renewable energy providers in 
Western Europe, North America 
and Australia, according to a 
2011 survey by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit, which found 
that almost half of respondents 
used derivatives to transfer 
financial risk.
 
Many predict that derivative use 
will increase in the renewables 
sector, partly because the 
removal of many subsidies 
increases the risks, and partly 
because a range of new 
derivative products tailored to 
the industry (notably weather 
derivatives) are coming onto the 
market. Within the energy finance 
community, many practitioners 
are eagerly pushing for “solar 
securitization”, whereby the 
contracted revenue streams from 
a group of solar projects are 
bundled together and sold as a 
tradable, interest-bearing security. 

Commentators see such 
derivative-based securitisation 
as the best way for the solar 
industry to secure “access to a 
much broader pool of investors, 
ultimately helping to cut the 

long-term cost of capital, reduce 
levelized energy costs, and 
enhance liquidity in the solar 
project market”.

In Britain, meanwhile, all 
renewables are now locked in to 
the derivatives market whether 
they like it or not, since the 
government has replaced Feed-in 
Tariffs, which guarantee prices to 
producers, by derivative-based 
“contracts for difference” (CfDs), 
under which producers get a 
guaranteed price provided they 
can reach a power purchasing 
agreement with a distributor but 
must pay the difference to the 
government where the spot price 
exceeds the guaranteed price. 
One consequence, as David Toke 
of the University of Birmingham 
argues, is that smaller generators 
will be squeezed out of the market, 
both by the requirement to post 
large sums of collateral to cover 
possible “imbalances penalties” 
and because they will be unable 
to afford to employ the trading 
arm necessary to implement CfDs 
and put in place the necessary 
trading agreements. Price support 
in the form of a government-set 
guaranteed feed-in tariff has 
thus been transformed into a 
mechanism for profit-making and 
exclusion.
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(to repeat) the trade does not rely on actual ownership of the share whose 
future price is being traded. 

The very concept of “capital” is being reworked, since both “capital” 
(in the form of the derivative) and its ownership are “separated from the 
ownership of both direct physical assets and the legal representations 
of those assets”.200 Moreover, by creating the possibility for one form 
of capital (shares for example) to be tied to another (interest rates or 
foreign exchange rates) through a single contract, derivatives give 
their owners “exposure to several underlying asset values within one, 
combined form of capital”.201 And, because this capital is no longer 
embedded in ownership of the underlying asset, it can easily and (with 
computers) rapidly be transformed from one form of capital into another: 
a treasury bond, for example, “can be converted into a credit default 
swap and that into a foreign exchange option at virtually no cost and 
virtually instantaneously”.202

Taken as a system, argue Bryan and Rafferty, the millions of derivative 
contracts traded every day “involve a huge market process in which 
all different forms (and temporalities) of capital are priced against 
(commensurated with) each other”.203 As such, derivatives should be 
viewed as “metacapital”, whose distinctive role is to establish pricing 
relationships that “readily convert between different forms of asset” and 
enable their value to be compared over space and time. In effect, derivatives 
are commodities whose primary function is the commensuration of 
other commodities, allowing rates of return to be directly compared. 
And it is “in computing the value of assets, and thereby determining 
the benchmarks of asset performance” that derivatives have achieved 
a utility beyond their value in commodifying uncertainty or evading 
regulation. They have become the mechanism through which the market 
(however mistakenly) “judges or perceives fundamental value”, turning 
the very contestability of fundamental value into a tradable commodity. 204 
By permitting companies and investors “to continually verify the market 
value of their component ‘pieces’ of capital”, derivatives have taken 
“the logic of capital beyond the bottom line (annual profit rates) and into 
the details of each phase of production and distribution”. Competition 
between different forms of capital is consequently intensified, as money 
switches between asset types in search of the highest yield, profoundly 
influencing all forms of profit-driven finance, from government and 
corporate bonds to crowd-sourced finance. 

The consequences for labour are severe. Companies whose assets fail to 
meet profit-making benchmarks restructure by closing plants or pressing 
workers to produce more at lower cost. Instead of capital being embodied 
solely in owners (the first degree of separation) or in owners and managers 
(the second separation), “it is now also financial market participants such 
as derivative traders, corporate finance staff and financial companies 
(such as international banks and pension funds) that enforce the logic 
of capital.”205 It is “these agents of commensuration” that now decide 
the allocation and re-allocation of capital. Indeed, it is a measure of the 
central role now played by derivatives in disciplining capital accumulation 
that German energy conglomerate RWE now describes its derivatives 
trading arm, RWE Supply & Trading, as the “commercial heart” of the 
corporation, operating “more or less as a bank’s treasury function”.206 All 
commodity flows go through this entity, the strategy being to generate 
what RWE terms “vivid interaction” between the trading arms and “sales 
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and origination, principal investments and asset management”.207 The 
business model rests on the trading arm acting both as a mediator and “a 
facilitator to the other business and not only a business on its own”.208

The ways in which profit is now squeezed out of the circulation of capital 
has been transformed in the process, to the detriment of public welfare 
and the enrichment of the few, as the next “back stories” illustrate. 

Back Story 2: Distancing Finance
A second back story in finance, closely related to the first, centres on 
efforts by capital to free itself from the constraints of geographically-
specific local commons and of efforts by commoners to keep finance 
tethered. Capital has never been able to overcome such constraints more 
than partially – nor will it ever be able to. But this has not stopped it 
trying, with relative degrees of success and always against a varied 
background of resistance.

The constraints of tethering often get lost in the front story of capital’s 
progressive evolution from dark satanic mills to clean-tech, caring, 
compassionate corporatism. For while the mill owners of eighteenth-
century Britain were undoubtedly “rigid believers in complete mastery 
within their domain”,209 they were also almost all local people, not 
outsiders, and the finance for their mills was raised from their own savings 
and those of their immediate local circle of business partners and friends. 
In Glossop, a center of the Derbyshire cotton spinning industry, John 
Bennet and John Robinson were originally local clothiers; the Thornleys, 
local carpenters; the Shepleys, Lees, Shaws, Garlicks and Platts were 
sheep farmers from the neighbouring dales; the Wagstaffs and Hadfields 
freeholders from Whitfield; and the Sidebottoms freeholders from 
Hadfield.210 They had made their way in the world and, as the brutality of 
the early factory system attests, were prepared to go to extreme lengths 
to ensure that their investments (generally earned rather than inherited) 
paid off. But brutality has its constraints: it can generate fierce resistance, 
not least by workers but also by those outside the workforce whose 
livelihoods are threatened. 

Where capital is bound to a particular local commons and embedded 
in its local social networks, these limits are more pronounced than 
where it owes no allegiance to place. In such circumstances, “grinding 
despotism” is never the complete story, much as it may suit the narrative 
of the grand liberal progress of capitalism (and, indeed, the counter story 
of resistance to capital).211 Living and working in the same communities 
where their mills operated, they were known to their workers and 
ultimately shared the same commons in the event of hardship. If there 
was “trouble at t’ mill”, it would be the mill owner’s house that pitchfork-
bearing workers would march on. And while mill owners could rely on 
the local militia to put down such opposition, they could not rely on the 
authorities in the event that (as often happened) their business failed. 
As political economist David Harvie writes, relationships between 
workers and capital remained face-to-face and thus quite personal: “the 
industrious Victorian factory-owner would probably have spent almost 
as long each day stalking his satanic mill as his overworked ‘hands’. 
What’s more, his livelihood was on the line, just as theirs were. If his 
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business failed, his creditors wouldn’t spare his horse, his home or his 
wife’s silk.”212

While management and workers were certainly not “all in the same boat”, 
the identity of ownership and management and the embedding of the 
owner-manager in the local community limited (to an extent) the profit that 
could be squeezed from labour. Shrewd commonsense, if nothing else, led 
many to recognize the need for a degree of benevolence, albeit shrouded by 
the self-righteousness of “bettering” their employees. Richard Arkwright, 
for example, ran his mills on a 24-hour production schedule, with 12-hour 
working shifts and massive employment of children. Conditions were 
appalling. Nonetheless, he also put in place practices aimed at encouraging 
a sense of co-operation between management and workers, including 
bonuses, distinctive clothing for “prize workers”, and annual outings and 
dinners, practices that had been copied by numerous other mill owners 
by the end of the 18th century.213 And just the social responsibility reports 
of multinational companies today act as propaganda aimed at containing 
opposition to the companies’ practices, so the nineteenth century saw the 
publication of a spate of widely-read “mill fictions”, novels that sought 
to counter criticisms of the mill system (such as Mrs Gaskell’s classic 
“condition of England” novel Mary Barton) by transforming the portrayal 
of mill life from one of brutality into one of gritty loyalty of mill workers 
to their workplace and its culture. In J. Marshall Mather’s By Roaring 
Loom, for example, “an old weaver who has spent her working life in 
the mill returns to her looms after retirement: ‘hoo were as tender wi’em 
as if they’d been childer, nay flesh and blood were’nt i’it”.”214 It was, in 
part from these tales, in part from the realities of capital having to contain 
opposition through benevolence, that a further front story began to emerge, 
propagandized by social commentators such as Charles Babbage and 
Christian Socialist Arthur Helps. Industrial society was increasingly cast 
as “a kind of ‘family’ in which factory owners and managers exercised a 
kindly supervision and control over their children”.215

But “benevolence” and propaganda could only take capital so far, a 
constraint that continues today and will continue tomorrow. So long as 
owner-managers were embedded in particular local social networks, 
accumulation would always be more vulnerable to local resistance 
and the constraints of local allegiances than where no such ties 
existed. Untethering capital from allegiances and obligations (other 
than those determined by capital itself) to specific local commons, or 
at the very least loosening those ties, was thus a challenge that faced 
early industrialists and continues today. The joint stock company was 
one effort to overcome the problem, derivatives are another, and the 
severing of the face-to-face ties between borrower and lender through 
the creation of a secondary market in loans a third (see Box: “Never 
Let a Crisis Go to Waste”). Private equity is a fourth response (the 
giveaway is in the name). Not only are investors able to anonymize their 
investment entirely through the legal structure of the fund. In addition, 
the investment strategy of achieving high returns by rapidly “flipping” 
companies (restructuring them and then selling the investment) means 
that private equity funds rarely become linked even at a distance with 
any given community for more than a few years. High-speed trading, 
where investments only “touch the ground” for milliseconds, is a further 
example of efforts to distance capital from place.
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Indeed, what all such financial projects have in common is the 
disembedding of capital from specific local commons and its 
reembedding in social and political networks of power located elsewhere, 
where, on a personal level, capital confronts or hobnobs with capital 
alone – corporate boardrooms, stock exchanges, gentleman’s clubs, 
multilateral development banks, city trading rooms, philanthropic donor 
functions, rock festival VIP enclosures and the like. Such distancing 
has not only greatly increased the ability of capital to extract profits 
(investors who have no fear whatsoever of those affected by their 
investments are more likely to treat the investment solely as a pecuniary 
affair). It has also augmented its bargaining power over labour. For, just 
as labour’s power ultimately rests on workers being in a position to 
withdraw their labour, so companies rely on threats to move elsewhere 
to enforce the background conditions for their profitable operation: the 
fewer the social, political and economic allegiances that owners owe 
to particular communities, the more credible the threat and the more 
easily it is achieved.

Ultimately, however, capital can never evade entanglement with 
locally specific commons.216 To extract surplus value, it has to “touch 
the ground” somewhere, engendering the potential for resistance. 
Speeding up the time spent on the ground leads to the threat of capital 
controls to protect against the broad economic impacts of volatile flows 
of capital. Hiding behind anonymous front companies leads to calls for 
the disclosure of ownership. Even an energy trader using a computer 
programmed to extract profit from arbitraging minute differences in 
price by the microsecond, unconnected by personal relationship to any 

Innovations in the tools 
used by finance have rarely 
resulted from the mechanical 
implementation of some 
grand master plan or abstract 
economic theory. They are 
instead the outcome of 
“bricolage” – defined by the 
Centre for Research on Socio-
Cultural Change (CRESC), a 
British research network, as the 
“creative and resourceful use of 
materials at hand”. 

The form that innovation takes 
reflects improvisations made 
over time by individuals who spot 
the profit-making opportunities 
presented by specific events 
and capitalise on them through 
modifying everyday practices. 
Such events may come out of 

the blue (like Hurricane Katrina, 
quickly exploited by weather 
derivative traders to launch the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s 
Hurricane futures index); they 
may emerge from regulatory 
efforts to constrain finance (as 
one financier has put it, “every 
regulation is an opportunity for 
arbitrage”); or, again, they may 
be self-generated by traders 
themselves, for example through 
dedicated research to identify 
opportunities to capitalise on 
tax loopholes or arbitrage other 
regulatory regimes. 

The process is self-reinforcing. 
As the financial bricoleurs get 
to work, often using social 
networks of power that are 
outside the formal institutions 

of finance or the purview of 
regulators, their products 
become “the next event” from 
which still new structures can 
be fashioned. 

Two uses made by finance of 
the “oil crises” of the 1970s and 
early 1980s are illustrative. One 
relates to the transformation 
of loans into an asset class; 
the other to the construction of 
futures markets in oil and gas. 

From Loan to Asset Class

To spread risk and increase 
the size and volume of loans, 
bankers have long syndicated 
loans, with a lead lender inviting 
others to participate in a single 
loan. Loan syndication was 

Never Let a Crisis Go to Waste:  
Finance’s Response to OPEC

continued on next page . . .
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widely used to finance ships for 
the spice trade, wars and even the 
speculative purchase of tulip bulbs 
during the Dutch tulip bubble of 
the 17th century. Syndication was a 
critical component in the financing 
of railroads (key to expansion 
of commerce and of extraction) 
during the 19th century, enabling 
bankers to accommodate large 
customers who they otherwise 
could not handle. For the most 
part, however, loans were treated 
as illiquid, bilateral facilities entered 
into by a single bank and a single 
lender, to be held for their lifetime 
by the lender. Indeed, for much 
of the 20th century, syndication 
remained a specialist form of 
finance, entered into on an “as 
needs” basis. 

All that changed in the 1970s in 
the wake of the Organisation of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC)’s 1973 decision to cut 
oil exports to the United States 
for providing military aid to Israel 
in the Yom Kippur War. The oil 
embargo was lifted in 1974 but 
was followed by a series of price 
rises, which led to a quadrupling 
of the price of oil. Unable to 
absorb the increased income 
domestically, oil-producing 
countries deposited a flood of 
“petrodollars” in western banks, 
much of it in dollar-denominated 
accounts outside of the US. 
Awash with funds, the banks 
sought to increase their loans 
as fast they could. Loan officers 
were sent roaming the world in 
search of projects that could be 
financed, many of them in the 
energy sector and the majority 
too big for one bank to take 
on alone. Syndicated credit, 
combining old-style relationship 
banking (where the lender’s 
business relies on knowing the 
borrower) and publicly-traded 
debt (where the lender has no 
relationship with the borrower, 
only with other lenders) became 
the name of the game, increasing 
the complexity but also the pace 
at which deals could be put 
together. By the early 2000s, 
syndicated lending was supplying 

a third of all international loan 
financing: today, it is described 
by Euromoney Institutional 
Investor as “sitting at the heart of 
corporate finance”.

Countries in the global South 
were a particular target for 
lending, a trend that started 
before the oil crisis, as banks 
looked to increase the yields on 
their loans by backing higher 
risk investments in developing 
countries. Millions of dollars of 
loans were extended to Southern 
countries, either to pay for OPEC 
oil imports or to finance massive 
infrastructure programmes, 
particularly large dams, oil and 
gas exploration, and power plants. 
Syndicated loans to Southern 
governments exploded – from 
$5.5 billion in 1970 to $53.5 billion 
in 1980, with bank lending to 
Latin America and the Caribbean 
rising from $4.0 billion in 1970 to 
$32.7 billion in 1980. The region’s 
overall foreign debt shot up from 
$32.5 billion in 1970 to $242.8 
billion in 1980. Meanwhile, in the 
US, the 1973 oil shock led to the 
government introducing new tax 
breaks and other incentives for 
oil and gas companies, nominally 
to encourage greater “energy 
independence”, creating a frenzy 
of speculation in oil exploration 
and production. 

Energy lending came to be 
seen by bankers as a ticket to 
prosperity, and many banks 
sought to capitalize by setting up 
oil and gas departments, using 
syndicated loans to get around 
regulations limiting the credit they 
could extend to any one client. 
Small banks, particularly in oil 
and gas producing states such 
as Oklahoma and Texas, also 
scrambled to get into the oil-
lending game. 

One bank, Penn Square Bank in 
Oklahoma City, was particularly 
innovative in its approach. By 
1982, it had made over US$2 
billion dollars of loans to oil and 
gas companies. In a shift from the 
“originate to hold” to an “originate 

to distribute” model of banking, 
Penn Square largely financed 
these loans by selling participation 
in them to over 53 other banks, 
such as Continental Illinois 
National Bank and Trust Company 
of Chicago. Although Penn Square 
went spectacularly bankrupt, the 
loan resale model stuck: by the 
1990s, according to the New York 
Federal Reserve, lead banks were 
increasingly using the originate-to-
distribute model in their corporate 
lending business, selling larger 
portions of their loans, not only at 
the time of the loan origination but 
(as with Penn Square) also in the 
years after origination. 

A second oil price rise in 1981, 
coupled with the US Federal 
Reserve’s experimentations with 
monetarism, caused interest 
rates to rise and pushed many 
Southern governments and 
private sector borrowers over 
the edge. Unable to service 
their loans, they defaulted, 
precipitating an international 
debt crisis. In response, a 
secondary market in distressed 
loans quickly flourished, greatly 
facilitated by the breakdown in 
the “originate to hold” model 
of banking, since banks now 
combined the role both of loan 
brokers and traders, “creating 
a significantly more liquid and 
active secondary market”. Non-
banking lenders and institutional 
investors were soon attracted 
into the loan market. 

With these new entrants came 
a demand for new products 
that would provide liquidity, 
transferability and standardized 
documentation and procedures. 
It did not take long before the 
financial engineers hit on the idea 
of selling not only discounted non-
performing loans, but also good 
loans – and of bundling them 
together into products that would 
provide investors with an income 
stream from the repayment 
on the loans without exposure 
to the underlying liabilities. An 
alphabet soup of derivative-based 
instruments – CDOs (collaterised 

. . . continued from previous page.
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debt obligation), CLOs 
(collaterised loan obligations), 
ABSs (asset backed securities) 
and the like – hit the market in the 
1990s and 2000s. Loans were 
transformed into an asset class. 
Although CLOs temporarily fell out 
of favour after being fingered for 
their role in the near collapse of 
the international banking system 
in 2008, they have bounced back, 
not least because the high rates of 
return they offer. For every investor 
who was selling a CLO in 2011, 
ten investors were buying one.

Undermining OPEC

A similar story of opportunism 
emerges from finance’s 
involvement in efforts by 
Northern governments to contain 
the power of OPEC. 

Prior to 1973, one-sided oil 
concession agreements ensured 
that a cartel of the biggest 
western oil companies (the so-
called “seven sisters”) not only 
set how much oil was produced 
but the price at which it was sold. 
OPEC was born out of resistance 
by the producer countries to 
this racketeering, resulting in 
a (temporary) shift in price-
setting power away from the 
multinational oil companies. 

In response, the oil companies 
together with their financial allies 
established an international 
oil market, the International 
Petroleum Exchange, in 1980, 
quickly followed by a market in oil 
futures. Instead of OPEC setting 
the price, this task would in future 
be left to Wall Street, whose 
interests are more closely aligned 
with those of the oil majors. 

The move not only stimulated 
a period of financial innovation, 
including the emergence of new 
commodity funds linked to the 
price of oil, but, combined with 
the deregulation of controls on 
who could participate in futures 
markets, brought a flood of 
new speculative investors (from 
wealthy “high net worth” individuals 

to exchange traded funds, pension 
funds, sovereign wealth funds 
and hedge funds) into the oil and 
other commodity markets, binding 
finance still more closely to oil 
and gas interests. Oil companies 
also modified their accumulation 
strategies, establishing their 
own trading desks and deriving 
a significant part of their income 
from speculation in the oil futures 
markets. In 2005, for example, 
speculative energy trading 
accounted for one-fifth of oil 
multinational BP’s declared profits. 

The creation of derivative-
based instruments such as 
swaps has also led to increased 
hybridisation of oil markets. 
Oil is no longer bought solely 
as a physical commodity to 
power airplanes, ships, trucks 
and automobiles transporting 
oil-based goods, but also as a 
hedge against the dollar falling or 
conflict breaking out in the Middle 
East (when oil prices would rise 
and those of other assets would 
fall). Such hybridisation has not 
only expanded the scope for 
accumulation through speculation 
but has also extended the scope 
of impacts that result from even 
small movements in the price  
of oil.
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specific production site, is ultimately vulnerable to how such arbitrage 
plays out somewhere around the globe, with the ever-present potential 
to provoke resistance. The blackouts in California in 2000 that were 
caused by energy trading company Enron’s gaming of energy markets, 
including persuading power plants to shut down their power generation 
in order to push prices up, affected millions of households, causing 
deaths and bankrupting smaller businesses, and resulted in a state of 
emergency being declared. Commoners struck back, organizing to 
impose price caps that meant merchant generators could no longer 
generate profit by lowering their power output and putting power 
supplies at risk. Likewise, the oil and food price hikes in the late 
2000s, created in part by speculators flooding into the commodity 
markets, provoked riots in many countries, leading to pressure by 
social movements on legislators to introduce rules that would limit 
speculative trading. The responses have not ended speculation (many 
of the trading practices that Enron employed still continue, and 
commodity markets would not function without some speculators to 
act as counterparties to riskier trades) and energy markets are still 
being constructed around the globe. But that is not the point, which 
is that whatever technical, legal and political arrangements are put 
in place to distance capital from where its impacts on the commons 
are experienced, it can never evade the reactions generated by such 
impacts, which inevitably provoke responses, including commons-
oriented ones. However hard proponents of energy markets or 
commodity traders might try to promote a “front story” that blames 
the blackouts (or oil price hikes) on insufficient supplies of energy 
and the inefficiencies of public utilities, the violent back story of the 
assault on the right to energy for subsistence is a constant resource 
for those who would resist. 

Such resistance takes many forms. One is aimed at keeping finance 
embedded in face-to-face networks that restrain profit-making and 
the extraction of wealth from local commons. The history of wind 
energy development in Denmark, for example, is primarily a history 
of struggles to circumscribe investment in community projects, 
rather than how to expand the pool of investors. Numerous locally-
controlled, cooperative projects have now been established which 
are often cited as exemplars of decentralized and democratic energy 
solutions. However, as energy researcher and activist Kolya Abramsky 
records, community control of wind and other renewables has 
depended  “on a number of political and legal instruments in order to 
simultaneously enable certain (desirable) outcomes, while suppressing 
other (undesirable) outcomes” (see Box: “Wind Energy in Denmark: 
A Dialectic Between Decentralized and Centralized Structures”). 
Critically, “there were very tight legal restrictions that simply banned 
investors who lived more than a certain distance from a wind turbine 
from investing in the wind turbine project”. Laws were also introduced 
to cap what any individual investor could invest in a cooperative, 
and local banks were “legally obliged to provide easy and relatively 
simple cheap credit to individuals and small rural cooperatives who 
wanted to establish individual wind turbines or small wind-farms in 
their localities”. Efforts to expand the pool of finance by easing the 
restrictions not only reduced the level of local investment but also led 
to larger investors getting a disproportionate share of the gains, to the 
detriment of community control. Clearly, there are strategic lessons 
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here for the many efforts worldwide to raise finance for community-
owned and operated renewables through crowd-sourcing from any 
would-be investor. 

The efforts of cooperatives and building societies in the 19th century 
to create means of financing that remained under the democratic, face-
to-face control of their members are also instructive: many building 
societies, for example, limited their membership to named savers and 
were bound by their constitutions to be wound up once they had served 
the purpose of providing members with housing, thus obviating the 
need to expand their operations and financial base.217 But (and here 
again there are strategic lessons to be learned) even the most carefully 
written constitution can be subverted. As the Rochdale Co-Operative 
discovered to its cost in 1859, external finance, especially from those 
who do not share the same political goals, can rapidly subvert or even 
destroy what has been built over many years of struggle. Seeking to 
purchase a new mill, the Cooperative sought outside investors: within 
three years, it had ceased to exist as a co-operative, its new investor 
members having outvoted its worker members and “converted the 
co-op to a conventional firm”.218

Denmark has a strong history 
of developing locally-controlled, 
cooperative and municipal 
renewable energy projects, 
especially wind energy 
enterprises that are often held 
up as examples of democratic, 
decentralized energy solutions 
to be emulated.

To a certain extent, they are 
exactly this. People who live 
in windy areas have managed 
to come together in voluntary 
associations (or in some cases 
individually) to benefit directly 
from wind turbine development. 
Many energy consumers have 
become energy producers. 
Many rural inhabitants have 
gained not only energy for 
themselves but also additional 
monetary income and a high 
level of expertise. 

This decentralized process has 
not been entirely self-standing. 
It has depended on several 

political and legal instruments 
to enable certain (desirable) 
outcomes, while at the same 
time suppressing other 
(undesirable) ones. 

Three pieces of legislation 
related to investment have been 
key. Tight legal restrictions were 
put in place that simply banned 
investors who lived more than 
a certain distance from a wind 
turbine from investing in it. A 
legal maximum limit was put on 
the amount of money that any 
individual investor could put 
into a cooperative. Local banks 
were legally obliged to provide 
easy, cheap and relatively 
simple, credit to individuals and 
small rural cooperatives who 
wanted to establish individual 
wind turbines or small wind-
farms in their localities. The 
effect of these three legal 
instruments combined was to 
provide substantial support for 
decentralized and democratic 

renewable energy use. 
But in the early 1990s, a new 
liberal government eased or 
lifted some of these restrictions, 
particularly those stipulating 
that investors had to live within 
the vicinity of the turbine and 
limiting the maximum level of 
investment. As a result, local 
investment was discouraged 
while larger investors started 
getting a disproportionate share 
of the gains. (Some of these 
changes have subsequently 
been partially reversed, following 
another change of government.) 

Another critical legal 
intervention that enabled the 
renewable energy sector to 
thrive was a ban on new-build 
coal-power stations. 

In addition, the establishment 
of a national wind energy 
testing centre, the RISO 
laboratory, boosted wind 
energy development.

Wind Energy in Denmark: A Dialectic Between 
Decentralized and Centralized Structures

continued on next page . . .
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Back Story 3: Overaccumulation, 
Financialization and Energy
The third back story sets energy and finance within the context of the 
2008 financial crisis and the mainstream response to it. Speculative 
bubbles, banking crises and crashes have characterized the history 
of capitalism and, like the 2008 crisis, arguably have their roots in 
what Marx identified as the long-term tendency of the rate of profit on 
investment to fall as businesses seek to raise productivity by investing 
in machinery or by expanding the scale of production, reducing 
the ratio of surplus value relative to total capital and thus exerting 
downward pressure on the rate of profit. The result can be a crisis of 
overaccumulation – too much money sloshing around the system in 
search of profitable outlets – and a tendency to seek extra profit from 
speculation and the expansion of credit.

The current crisis has brought to the fore a number of trends that have 
been bubbling away since the 1970s.219 Most obviously, the three 
decades and more since have witnessed an “unprecedented expansion 
of financial activities, rapid growth of financial profits, permeation 
of economy and society by financial relations and domination of 
economic policy by the concerns of the financial sector”.220 Non-
financial enterprises have themselves become increasingly involved 
in financial processes: small energy generators, as much as large 
energy conglomerates, for example, are now obliged to become futures 
and options traders in order to hedge their price risks, while many 
multinational companies finance even their wage bills by issuing 
commercial paper in open markets.221 With yields from conventional 
securities, such as stocks and shares, declining, companies are forced 
to keep their share prices up and boost quarterly returns in order to 
retain shareholders and attract new investors: workers are squeezed, 
factories are  “offshored” to low wage countries, investment in new 
plant and the deployment of new technologies deferred, and research 
and development budgets cut. Instead, funds are diverted to boosting 
“shareholder value”, not least by gaming the tax system and financial 
engineering. Here derivatives have played a major role “by saving 

Wind energy development in 
Denmark, then, was enabled by 
structure, policy and investment. 
The Danish system resulted 
from a complex dialectic 
between centralized structures 
designed and implemented at 
the national level (including legal 
and policy instruments aimed 
at enabling or suppressing 
certain types of investment, and 

setting up centralized research 
and testing facilities), and 
decentralized implementation 
of renewable energy projects. 
National political direction and 
legislative frameworks were key 
to the developments. 

The case of Denmark shows 
how rapidly a cherished, 
decentralized model of 

renewable energy can be 
created when there is a strong 
political will to do so, but also 
how quickly it can be destroyed 
– or at least substantially set 
back – when political shifts 
create an obstructive political 
and legal environment.

Kolya Abramsky
Energy Researcher

. . . continued from previous page.
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companies transaction costs, by giving the impression that risks are 
lower than in reality, by appearing to represent wealth that can be 
used as collateral for loans and by generating recorded profits based 
on speculation-driven prices”.222  Banks also shifted tack, using 
derivatives to shorten the period of circulation of capital (for example, 
by bundling up mortgages and selling them rather than waiting for 
them to be repaid)223 and earning their profits principally from fees, 
commissions, trading the products of money and other forms of 
what the Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change has termed 
“organized looting”.224 The period also saw more and more aspects 
of everyday life being mediated through the financial system, as the 
state withdrew from the provision of public services such as housing, 
education, health and pension provision, instead turning them over to 
the private sector.225

Such “financialization” is just one possible response to crises of 
accumulation. Others, around which many social movements have 
coalesced, emphasize reducing the power of financial markets 
through bringing the provision of public services back into public 
hands (the numerous referenda initiated by citizens throughout 
Germany over the remunicipalization of Germany’s energy sector 
being one example);226 banning derivatives and reducing the need 
for hedging against price risk by reintroducing price controls and 
price support; or exploring ways of taking pension funds out of 
financial markets and investing them directly in rebuilding local 
economies, as in the case of Enfield Council in North London,227 
or, as with the National Union of Metalworkers in South Africa, in 
community off-grid energy (see Box: “Building a Socially-Owned 
Renewable Energy Sector”). Pushing back against such campaigns, 
governments are imposing a new round of neoliberal austerity 
measures, privatizing anything that is left to privatize, slashing 
welfare and criminalizing those who oppose. 

Although rarely linked in discussions of the crisis, issues of energy and 
energy finance are part and parcel of such struggles, not least because 
stimulus programmes to increase investment in energy and other 
infrastructure form a key element, along with austerity, of capital’s 
response to the crisis. Many on the political left have welcomed such 
stimulus packages as evidence of a shift towards a new Keynesianism 
that would use more state action to manage demand. But far from 
constituting a retreat from neoliberalism or a renewed state commitment 
to meeting “unmet development needs” (a constant refrain is the plight of 
the 1.3 billion people in the world who have no access to electricity), the 
planned infrastructure spending is better viewed as yet another attempt 
to satisfy the insatiable demand of investors for “yield”. Central to all 
the stimulus programmes is a push to leverage private sector investment, 
on the grounds that states are not in a position, after the financial crisis, 
to meet the huge costs involved. As with other austerity-promoting 
arguments, this claim is highly contested. 

Considerable untapped pools of public money exist in many countries, 
notably public pension funds for state employees, that could be used 
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The National Union of 
Metalworkers of South Africa 
(NUMSA) organizes and 
represents workers in a range 
of industrial sectors connected 
to energy: the electric power 
sector; energy-intensive 
industries, such as steel, 
chrome and other smelters; 
the automobile, engineering 
and manufacturing sectors; 
and factories that manufacture 
and assemble renewable 
energy infrastructures, such as 
solar water heaters and small 
wind turbines. At its recent 
Special National Congress, 
the union decided to begin 
organizing workers in other 
sectors including mining, 
petrochemicals, petrol refining 
and certain branches of 
transport. 

NUMSA is the largest trade 
union in South Africa, and is 
still growing. It has a strong 
commitment to working on 
climate change, and in 2012 
passed two groundbreaking 
resolutions, one on “climate 
change and class struggle”,  
the other on “building a  
socially-owned renewable 
energy sector in South Africa”. 

The second resolution poses 
the question of how to build 
a renewable energy sector 
under social-ownership. It 
rejects the way in which current 
processes are handing the 
expanding renewable energy 
sector over to private (mainly 
foreign) companies. It is based 
on an understanding that it 
is not enough to have the 
occasional socially-owned 
energy project: rather, the 
entire renewable energy sector 
(as well as the energy sector 

itself) needs to move in this 
direction. The resolution does 
stipulate, however, the need 
for a mix of different forms of 
ownership in the renewable 
energy sector in the very initial 
stages, including cooperative, 
community, municipal and 
state-ownership (via parastatal 
companies), and advocates 
cooperation and coordination 
among these different forms. The 
key premises, however, are that 
these different units should be 
controlled democratically, and 
that the aim of energy production 
should be to serve people’s basic 
needs, not to generate profit. 

NUMSA is aware that building 
a socially-owned renewable 
energy sector will require 
huge amounts of money. 
Rather than appealing to the 
private sector, it is discussing 
how workers’ own money – 
their pension funds – can be 
invested. This is very important, 
as pension funds constitute 
a great source of wealth for 
workers. The pension fund to 
which most NUMSA members 
contribute has already made 
significant decisions to move 
into renewable energy, and 
discussions are underway 
on the importance of social-
ownership. 

Importantly, NUMSA’s approach 
towards renewable energy 
is not divorced from wider 
South African struggles for 
control of the country’s wealth, 
for instance, the struggle to 
nationalize the coal mines. 
NUMSA has called for part of 
the wealth that nationalization 
would bring to be channelled 
into funding a socially-owned 
renewable energy sector. 

This would mix central 
ownership in the coal sector 
(with participatory democratic 
control) with funding for a range 
of decentralized and centralized 
ownership and control 
structures within the renewable 
energy sector. 

NUMSA is also linking 
discussions of ownership 
structures in the renewable 
energy sector to the 
question of  ownership in 
energy intensive sectors 
(especially the smelters) with 
a view to nationalizing them. 
It also strives to make cheap, 
affordable electricity a basic 
constitutional right. 

NUMSA, together with the Food 
and Agricultural Workers Union 
(FAWU), is also striving for land 
reform. Although motivated 
by other reasons, land reform 
is nonetheless essential if 
poorer rural communities are to 
benefit from decentralized rural 
renewable energy solutions. 
Critically, NUMSA does 
not favour decentralized or 
centralized renewable energy 
solutions per se, but rather 
advocates an integrated energy 
system that serves NUMSA’s 
wider goals of political and 
economic transformation 
towards socialism.

Kolya Abramsky
Energy researcher 

Source: 
This box draws on experience working 
on energy issues with NUMSA 
between 2011-2013. It has been 
written in an individual capacity, and 
does not claim to represent NUMSA. 
For further information, see www.
numsa.org.za. 

Building a Socially-Owned Renewable Energy Sector

for public sector investment in infrastructure.228 Governments could 
also restore their depleted coffers by abandoning the low-tax regimes 
imposed through neoliberal structural adjustment programmes, or by 
clamping down on tax evasion and capital flight.  But such policies would 
mean dismantling the political and economic alliances that underpin 
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the current relationship between the dominant elements of the state and 
private sectors, a relationship in which state power is brought to bear 
not to restrain accumulation but to enable it, be it through privatization, 
intervention, regulation or, indeed, deregulation.229

Indeed, the stimulus programmes seem primarily aimed at absorbing 
overaccumulations of capital, with profound implications for what gets 
financed, who has access to it, and who will pay the long-term price 
when (as is inevitable) the bubble bursts. Understanding the back story 
of how financialization has played out in the energy sector may therefore 
help activists seeking to build alliances with those campaigning on the 
impacts of financialized capital, not least austerity. Indeed, which side of 
the “coffers are bare” argument one stands on is key both to the trajectory 
of austerity as a response to financialization and the trajectory of energy.

Financialization has affected countries and sectors of the economy in 
different ways, which have themselves shifted over time.230 But within the 
energy sector, some broad responses are clear. As might be expected, one 
has been speculation. Although many energy companies regularly claim 
that their derivative trades are purely for hedging purposes, research in 2012 
by a team of accountants at the Kellogg School of Management and the 
Indian School of Business suggests otherwise.231 The researchers examined 
the corporate filings of 87 oil and gas companies and found that “more than 
six out of every ten firms studied” use derivatives “for purposes other than 
managing risks”, notably to boost their earnings, even at the cost of greater 
price volatility, “so that they can meet analysts’ projections”. A 2010 study of 
twelve of Norway’s hydro utilities also reveals that their hedging strategies 
were a source of “substantial profit” for the companies.232 

But focusing on speculation alone misses the broader trajectory of 
financialization. While speculation is used by energy companies in an 
attempt (often unsuccessful) to boost profits, capital has not simply 
abandoned production for the realm of finance.233 Rather, the day-to-
day operations of energy generation, distribution and consumption have 
been sliced and diced to become points at which profit can be extracted 
through financial engineering. Finance has, in effect, become internal to 
production, not separate from it. Assets – from shares to loans to power 
stations or oil wells – become building blocks for the construction of 
intricate webs of derivative transactions. 

Thus a power plant ceases to be just a generator of electricity: from the 
moment that it is conceived as a “project” that requires finance though its 
construction and operation, it becomes a generator of multiple financial 
instruments, criss-crossing sectors and commodities, that anyone, not just 
the owner of the plant, can buy and sell. Raising the finance to build the plant 
no longer involves (as it did in the past) going to a bank (or even a group 
of banks) and seeking a loan, which then remains on the banks’ books until 
it is repaid. Instead the loan is distributed via what the New York Federal 
Reserve has called “a daisy-chain of non-bank financial intermediaries”,234 

each making use of derivative-based instruments to complete their part of the 
deal and taking fees at each step in the process as the loan is sliced, diced, 
packaged and repackaged into numerous new products,235 each product in 
itself a building block for more derivative-based trades. 

To obtain the loan, the power plant owner will need to satisfy the bank 
that the future income stream from selling the plant’s electricity will 
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be sufficient to service the debt. It may do this through entering into a 
long-term power purchasing agreement with a buyer, guaranteeing the 
price it received for the energy it produces; in which case, a credit default 
swap serves to insure against the counterparty to the agreement going 
bankrupt. Or it may buy a derivative-based put option that gives the 
generator the right to sell its power output for a given price, no matter 
what happens to the overall market price in the future.236 As for the loan 
itself, it is generally no longer held by the originating bank or syndicate 
of banks but securitized, again using derivative-based instruments. In 
the first step in the process, the loan (or the right to the repayments) is 
typically sold to a “warehouse” bank, which pools it with other such 
loans. The pooled loans are then sold to an administrator, usually a 
subsidiary of a large commercial or investment bank, which then creates 
a special purpose vehicle (SPV) to hold the loans. The SPV then issues 
derivative-based securities (known as Collaterized Loan Obligations 
(CLOs)237 that give investors the right to the income from the loans 
(but not to the underlying assets) against its portfolio of loans, which 
are subsequently sold by an underwriter, typically an investment bank, 
to investors.238 Along the way, further derivatives, in the form of credit 
default swaps, are often used to “enhance” the creditworthiness of the 
loans and thus the rating of the bundled loan portfolio.

Once built and operating, the power plant offers further opportunities 
for derivative dealing. Indeed, as long-term fixed-price contracts 
increasingly give way in many jurisdictions to market-based pricing in 
which prices change minute by minute and “units of virtual energy . . . 
fly around cyberspace from counterparty to counterparty”,239 derivatives 
have become part and parcel of energy generation and distribution. 
Futures and options are now regularly used to lock in the price that the 
operator receives for the electricity produced, along with other more 
complex cross-commodity options that hedge adverse power and fuel 
market movements, such as “spark spreads”,24 0 which give the purchaser 
exposure to the price difference between the price of electricity sold by 
generators and the price of the fuels used to generate it.241

In fact, viewed through the lens of derivative traders, power plants are a 
spread option and electricity is a “compound option”, that is, an option 
on an option (or as one commentator puts it, “energy from a power plant 
is an option on the capacity [of the plant], which itself is an option on the 
input fuels”).242 The bill-paying public, too, become a “human revenue 
stream”243 whose monthly payments can be targeted for securitization, a 
practice that has been used particularly where electricity utilities themselves 
have a poor credit rating but where their revenue streams, if packaged into 
a separate company, receive a higher rating, against which funds can then 
be leveraged. The practice was widespread in the late 1990s in the US.244

Alternatively, the money received from securitization can be used to 
pay out larger dividends to shareholders, as the UK’s Thames Water 
did in 2007.245 And, beyond the power plant and the utility, the energy 
supplied generates the possibility of still more derivative-based contracts 
as manufacturers produce goods and seek to hedge against their own 
price and currency risks. Indeed, anthropologists Edward LiPuma 
and Benjamin Lee calculate that a $250 million contract involving 
manufacturing in multiple jurisdictions and transactions in several 
currencies could be used to construct nearly a half a billion dollars in 
derivatives trading, just for the purpose of hedging risks.246
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Beyond the use of derivatives and other forms of financial engineering 
to create multiple points at which profit can be extracted, governments, 
finance, infrastructure companies, private equity funds, sovereign 
wealth funds, banks, environmentalists, oil and gas companies and 
hedge funds are also constructing the subsidies, fiscal incentives, 
capital markets, regulatory regimes and other support systems 
necessary to transform “infrastructure” into another new asset class. 
This has implications for the penetration of private interests into the 
public realm that go far beyond past privatization programmes. To 
attract infrastructure investors, for example, a menu of new subsidy or 
corporate welfare mechanisms has been rolled out, from public-private 
partnerships247 to new financial products aimed at “de-risking” private 
sector investment in infrastructure, including energy projects (see 
Box: “Building Markets and Subsidies”). The Indian Government has 
initiated an $11 billion fund to provide debt finance through tax-free 
infrastructure bonds248 and a range of tax breaks.249 Other countries 
are competing to put in place similar “investor-friendly” infrastructure 
regimes. In the Philippines, which is seeking to attract $10 billion a 
year from private sector infrastructure investors,250 the government 
recently announced that it would guarantee all infrastructure 
przojects built on a Public-Private Partnership (PPP) basis against 
“regulatory risk”,251 that is, the risk that future environmental or social 
regulations might undermine the profitability of investments. This, of 
course, amounts not only to a promise to divert taxpayer money to 
construction companies, but also to an indirect commitment by the 
state to undermine the promulgation or enforcement of environmental 
or public-interest laws – and, ultimately, to fight citizen efforts to 
defend community subsistence and survival wherever they threaten 
corporate encroachments. 

In Indonesia, similarly, the government has set up a fund to compensate 
investors who “lose out” from “unpredictable government policy 
changes”.252 Meanwhile environmentalists are teaming up with 
investors, financiers and multinational development banks to put in 
place government-backed guarantees under which the public would 
take the first losses on securitized renewable energy bonds, considered 
by investors to be high risk instruments. Far from there being no money 
in the public coffers, it would appear that there are considerable sums 
available – provided they are directed at enabling private companies 
profitably to enter the energy “infrastructure space”.

To bring in investment, a “pensions grab” has also been unleashed. In 
many countries, laws preventing public pension funds from investing 
in riskier financial assets, such as infrastructure projects, are being 
overturned. South Africa and Nigeria have already rewritten their 
pension laws, while a number of other countries are planning to do so. 
Investors predict that the changes in South Africa’s legislation could 
lead to a ten-fold surge in pension fund investments in hedge funds 
and private equity funds, a high proportion of which (it is hoped) will 
make its way to infrastructure development. China has also opened the 
way for insurance companies not only to invest in private equity funds, 
but also to raise private equity funds253 themselves, generating what 
Private Equity International describes as “another rich vein of capital 
to potentially tap into on the fundraising trail”.254 In India, controls 
limiting investments in infrastructure by foreign pension funds have 
been loosened and further deregulation is expected.255
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The implications for working people are profound. In countries 
where pension funds are already allowed to invest in riskier assets, 
workers have seen their retirement benefits slashed to make up for 
the massive shortfalls (over US$1 trillion in the US) incurred through 
fund managers having chased high-risk “alpha” returns.256 In the US, a 
study by Dean Baker of the Centre for Economic and Policy Research 
reveals that public sector workers are some $850 billion poorer today 
as a result of their pensions being invested in stocks and exposed 
to mortgage-backed securities than they would have been if fund 
managers had invested in safer Treasury bonds.257  

The fund management industry’s response to pension shortfalls has not 
been to shift towards safer investments but to lobby (successfully in a 
number of states) for “reforms” that would require public pension funds 
to seek higher returns by investing in “alternative investment” vehicles 
such as hedge funds and private equity funds: by law, workers’ money is 
thus to be committed to investments that place workers’ future benefits 
at risk while ensuring a steady flow of hefty fees to already well-paid 
fund managers. Great news for Wall Street and the City of London: not 
good news for the mass of ordinary working and unemployed people. 

The push to transform 
infrastructure into an asset 
class is inseparable from a 
wider project, as yet far from 
complete, whose purpose is to 
enshrine markets, rather than 
democratically-accountable 
decision-making, as the means 
through which infrastructure 
is not only financed but its 
disposition decided. 

US investment bank Goldman 
Sachs, one of the original 
architects of infrastructure 
funds, whose alumni now hold 
key positions in many of the 
world’s most powerful policy-
making institutions, is explicit 
about the agenda. In a paper 
modestly entitled Building the 
World, it identifies private-
sector financing of infrastructure 
as both a driver of financial 
innovation and a builder of 
capital markets, stimulating the 
dismantling of “current onerous 
restrictions on investments”, 
the growth of derivative-based 
products, and the opening up of 
developing-country economies 
to foreign banks.  

But the core of Goldman 
Sachs’ proposals for Building 
the World, shared by most 
private equity infrastructure 
fund investors and promoters, 
is the role it envisages for 
the state. On the one hand, it 
demands that “governmental 
interference” be kept “at a 
minimum”, while, on the other, 
it envisages its entire political 
project being underwritten 
by the continuation (and 
extension) of a raft of state 
subsidies in the form of 
“public/private partnerships, 
government credit guarantees, 
and coinvestment by 
governments”, not to mention 
the use of sovereign wealth 
funds, tax holidays and tax 
breaks for projects domiciled in 
tax havens.

The cost to the public of 
public-private partnerships 
(PPPs) in the UK has been 
huge, while the private sector 
has walked away with large 
profits. In developing countries, 
projects have frequently failed 
to deliver promised services 

while hiking prices for health 
care, transport, energy and 
water far beyond what poorer 
people can pay. Despite this, 
the World Bank and other 
multilateral development banks 
are pushing for a new wave of 
PPPs in developing countries 
– and many governments are 
obliging, with the Philippines, 
India, Mexico and Brazil, 
among others, all recently 
announcing new programmes. 

Indeed, the deepening and 
extension of PPP programmes 
is a major reason why many 
investors (ever alert to public 
subsidies that might be 
captured for private profit) 
are investing in private equity 
infrastructure funds and other 
means of tapping the giant 
public ATM that PPP-backed 
infrastructure development has 
created. 

And when the bills finally come 
in, it will be the poorest people 
in the world who suffer through 
cuts in public services to pay 
the hidden debt.

Building Markets and Subsidies
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Behind the push to transform infrastructure into an asset class is a 
quest for high yields. Private-sector investors, whether fund managers 
or companies or high net worth individuals, are not charities: they 
invest where they can make profits and are very clear about this. In 
Europe and the US, this typically means returns of 10-15 per cent on 
energy infrastructure projects.258 For developing countries, the profits 
demanded are often twice that or more (the US-based private equity 
fund Emerging Capital Partners (ECP) reports returns of 300 per cent 
on its investment portfolio, which includes a number of energy-related 
investments).259 

This has a number of consequences that puts the trajectory of private 
sector infrastructure development on a collision course with positive 
economic and social justice outcomes. One is that privately-financed 
and -managed infrastructure is hardwired for social and economic 
exclusion. Only those who can afford to pay get to enjoy its benefits: 
the rest, in the jargon of economists, are “rationed out of the market”. 
As the International Energy Agency acknowledges, this makes private 
sector financing unsuited to electrification programmes that are aimed 
at reaching the poor.260 To which one might add that it is also unsuited 
to the demands of a transition away from fossil fuels, for which patient, 
sustained, predictable and ensured streams of finance are needed, not 
finance that rapidly shifts from one sector to another in search of 
higher rates of return.

The drive for easily- and quickly-realisable profit also skews the type of 
energy projects that get financed. While the International Energy Agency 
promotes off-grid, decentralized energy systems as the most effective 
means of extending access to electricity, the dynamic of institutional 
investment is towards large, on-grid projects. In North America, for 
example, utility-scale projects such as wind farms and solar parks get 
the lion’s share of finance. Among the projects financed in 2013 were 
the MidAmerican Renewables’ 681 MW Solar Star photovoltaic project 
in California, at US$ 2.5 billion, and EDF’s Blackspring Ridge wind 
farm Phase One, at 299 MW and US$ 588 million, in Alberta, Canada.261

 
Institutional investors need to invest at such a scale in order to reduce 
their transaction costs: as Mary Wenzel, Wells Fargo’s senior vice-
president and director of environmental affairs, candidly admits, “We 
can’t do a lot of small investments.”262   Project finance deals under 
at least $100 million do not even get considered by the majority of 
institutional investors.263 

Pension funds are averse to direct investments in renewable energy 
projects, both because they are relatively illiquid (that is, they are not 
easy to sell without incurring unacceptable losses if unexpected cash 
needs arise) and because they require a fine-grained knowledge of local 
particularities, which most investors (other than the largest funds) do not 
have. Energy efficiency schemes are similarly viewed as “too difficult” 
by many investors: they are deemed “too scattered, too small, and too 
technical – all for comparatively low returns”264  – and they provide no 
asset that can be used as security. (Financial engineers are working on 
this, however: one proposal is to “transform energy efficiency into a 
tradable commodity by bundling [energy efficiency] projects and using 
them as hedging instruments against the volatility of fuel prices”,265 an 
approach briefly implemented by Enron in the late 1990s). 
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Small-scale decommodified energy projects, controlled by local people 
for local people, are thus unlikely to feature in the portfolios of the 
pension funds and other institutional investors. Indeed, revenues from 
remote microgrid projects are currently too small to attract the big 
investment funds (currently the revenue stream globally stands at just 
US$3 billion and, though it is expected to grow to more than $8 billion 
by 2020, the sums involved are small beer in comparison to global 
revenues from large-scale projects). Direct investments in off-grid 
schemes are likely to remain a niche field. 

More likely, investors will plump for investing in companies that 
manufacture or design such off-grid schemes, hoping to benefit from 
publicly-funded contracts for off-grid village electrification, university 
and hospital schemes or from companies adopting off-grid technologies 
for commodity extraction (remote mines that need a source of power) 
or to lower their energy costs (while still maintaining fossil fuels as a 
backup). “Remote military” uses of off-grid structures are also seen a 
potential market.266

 
Overall, the direction of travel is profoundly undemocratic. Key 
decisions relating to infrastructure investment become the prerogative 
of small elite of private investors and companies located in a small 
number of countries, all of them in the North. Detailed research by 
the US-based Climate Policy Institute suggests that only 120-150 
institutional investors are large enough to invest directly in projects. 
Most of the funds they handle are concentrated in just six countries, all 
in the North, or (in the case of insurance funds) in a small number of 
companies in each region.267

Put another way, a clique of perhaps a few thousand fund managers 
predominantly based in Northern financial centres will decide what 
projects get finance and what projects do not, and thus (if energy 
policy is left to the market) the direction of future energy generation 
and use globally. The infrastructure favoured is that which maximizes 
profits. If poorer people feature at all in the discussions of investors 
and developers, it is almost exclusively as providers of labour time (the 
UK’s Department for International Development is explicit that a prime 
“benefit” of bringing electricity to poorer communities is to extend their 
working day)268 or as obstacles to be removed.

Even if the interests of private-sector developers could be brought into 
alignment with those of the general public, however, the demands of 
investors for above-market profits make private equity a poor source of 
funding for essential infrastructure. One reason is that it is too fickle. To 
avert catastrophic climate change, for example, sustained, predictable and 
assured streams of finance are needed to fund the transition away from fossil 
fuels. But private equity investors remain invested only so long as their 
investment achieves or exceeds its benchmark growth rates. Clean Tech 
funds, which until recently accounted for some 10 per cent of private equity 
energy investment and had been enjoying a boom, began to falter in 2009, 
with investment in the sector declining by 30 per cent in the third quarter 
of 2010. Many predict that the bubble will soon burst – at which point, the 
financing will dry up as investors move to other, more profitable sectors.

Indeed, private equity is a prime example of what US economist James 
Crotty has termed “impatient finance”. Private equity funds do not 
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just bring finance to a company; they also bring a culture and a set of 
financial priorities that are centred on enhancing short-term shareholder 
value. Even after the funds have been disinvested, this culture tends 
to remain, not least because attracting and retaining future investment 
depends on showing healthy returns to shareholders.

As infrastructure becomes more firmly entrenched as an asset class, one 
consequence is thus likely be a progressive financialization of companies 
throughout the entire supply chain – from the companies that build 
infrastructure to those that service them. The means through which future 
shareholder value will be boosted and extracted remains to be seen. But, if 
past history is a guide, layoffs, casualization of labour, share buybacks and 
the increasing use of speculative financial instruments are likely to feature 
prominently, along with intensified efforts to erect new derivative-based 
markets (for example, in carbon and ecosystem services) through which new 
rents can be sought from infrastructure projects. The trajectory that energy 
and finance takes will never be entirely settled. But it will depend on the 
struggles between finance-as-accumulation and finance-as-commoning. As 
the final section explores, the question for activists is which side they want 
to be on. For one thing is certain: they cannot remain neutral. Whatever 
position they take will affect the trajectory one way or another. 
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“Decentralized” renewable energy 
solutions may have regressive 
effects – such as dispossession of 
rural communities – when capital 
accumulation is the ultimate goal. 
 
Furthermore, different actors 
have very unequal abilities 
to develop and make use of 
“decentralized” energy solutions. 
Wind energy in Mexico illustrates 
these processes. 

Over the past eight years, the 
development of wind energy in 
the country, mainly in the Isthmus 
of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, and to 
a lesser extent in Baja California, 
has attracted vast amounts of 
capital, resulting in a massive 
expansion of the sector. Most of 
the project developers are foreign 
multinationals; since the first pilot 
project in 1994, 13 large wind 
parks have been built. These 
are mainly owned by Spanish, 
Danish, Italian, French and other 
foreign companies (although one 
is owned by the Mexican public 
power company, CFE). They rely 
on turbines manufactured outside 
of the country; virtually no turbine 
production capacity exists 
within Mexico, as the country’s 
free trade agreements are not 
conducive to this. 

An important, though not 
immediate, legacy of the 1910 
Mexican Revolution was the 
nationalization of the country’s 
oil and electricity industries in the 
1930s and 1960s respectively. 
But recent neoliberal changes, 
especially following Mexico’s 
signing of the North American 

Free Trade Agreement in 1994 
and its various debt crises, 
have undermined the state’s 
presence in these sectors. The 
number of exceptions to state 
power generation that are now 
permissible has increased. This 
has created the conditions for 
shifting generating capacity from 
being a national or public asset 
to being a source of private 
sector accumulation. About half 
of Mexico’s electricity generation 
capacity is now in private hands. 

Renewable energies, wind in 
particular, have proved to be the 
perfect vehicle for driving this 
back-door privatization. “Self-
supply” generation has been 
critical. This is no longer limited 
to genuine self-supply, but also 
includes private sector producer-
consumer consortia. Wind 
energy projects that produce 
electricity for the public grid are 
allocated via competitive bidding 
rounds in which preferred bidders 
are selected and long-term 
Power Purchasing Agreements 
(PPAs) awarded. The bidders are 
transnational companies, such as 
Iberdrola, Enel and Acciona. 

The main instigators of wind 
projects have been private 
companies working with 
multilateral financial institutions. 
These assume the roles of project 
developers, project funders and 
consumers of the electricity 
generated. The 250 MW Eurus 
wind park is typical, developed 
by Spanish company Acciona 
Energy and supplying electricity 
to Mexican cement company 

Cemex. The main financial 
actors in the area include the 
World Bank Group’s International 
Finance Corporation (IFC); 
regional and national institutions 
such as the Clean Technology 
Fund managed by the Inter-
American Development Bank 
(IADB); the Mexican Development 
Bank, Nacional Financiera; 
Germany’s private sector 
development finance arm DEG; 
France’s equivalent Proparco; the 
Export-Import Bank of the United 
States; and Spain’s Instituto de 
Crédito Oficial; as well as private 
sector commercial banks such as 
BBVA and Banco Espirito Santo. 

The indigenous communities that 
own the land on which the wind 
projects are built are mostly critical 
of them. This is for many reasons: 

• lack of Free, Prior and 
Informed Consent, which 
is compulsory in Mexican 
development projects; 

• irregular, delayed and false 
information provided by 
companies and politicians; 

• manipulation and coercion 
used to obtain extremely 
imbalanced land-lease 
contracts drafted to benefit 
corporations at the expense of 
indigenous communities;  

• the overly long-term nature of 
the contracts, amounting to an 
inter-generational lock-in; 

• negative social and cultural 
impacts caused by company 
operators that divide collective 
community structures; 

“Decentralized” Wind Energy in Mexico: Private-Sector 
Profits on the Back of Indigenous Communities 
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• unfair economic remuneration 
and lack of local economic 
benefits from highly-profitable 
ventures; 

• failure to honour contracts, or 
to honour them completely and 
on time; 

• negative territorial and 
environmental impacts, 
resulting in negative economic 
impacts; 

• negative impacts on 
subsistence crop cultivation, 
livestock raising and grazing, 
and the consequent impacts on 
food security; 

• little or no technology transfer 
to the local population; 

• very few permanent jobs 
created by the projects, most of 
them going anyway to people 
from outside the country;  

• little or no benefit to the 
communities from the electricity 
generated by the wind projects, 
who as domestic consumers 
have paid a high price for their 
electricity for many years, and 
many of whom are involved in 
struggles against high tariffs 
and encounter repression as a 
result.

Consequently, many communities 
affected by wind energy projects 
have put up well-organized, and 
increasingly successful, mass-
based resistance, especially 
indigenous organizations of 
fishing and peasant communities. 
The specific struggles vary from 
community to community, from 
wind project to wind project, 

as do their organizational 
processes. 

Local and national governments, 
collaborating with the companies 
and local thugs, have come 
down hard on local communities. 
People have been beaten and 
targeted with tear gas. Rubber 
and live bullets have been fired at 
protesters, killing several people. 
Numerous leaders and other 
activists have been arrested or 
received death threats and have 
had to go into hiding. Resistance 
has blocked one major project, 
Marena Renewables, for the 
time being, although construction 
might start at any time. 

One community, where no park 
has yet been built, is striving to 
establish its own, community-
controlled wind park. However, 
it is facing great difficulties, and 
has had to resort to taking the 
utility company, CFE, to court for 
discriminating against it.

High levels of community 
discontent and resistance have 
thrown Mexico’s wind energy 
sector into crisis. There is a 
growing recognition that the 
current policy is failing, despite 
the installation of more than one 
thousand turbines. Importantly, 
there is a widespread feeling that 
both local and national politicians 
are siding with multinational 
capital in the conflict, 
undermining people’s confidence 
in existing political parties and 
processes. Some communities 
did not support any political 
party in the last local elections, 

instead defending traditional 
governance structures. They are 
facing very tough repression as 
a result. At the national level, a 
new political administration came 
to power in 2013 and has now 
embarked on an in-depth reform 
of the energy sector, which is 
likely to give even more power to 
multinationals. 

Mexico’s experience illustrates 
that the policy framework is key 
to the form that the development 
of wind energy takes. It can be 
one that supports multinational 
capital against communities – or 
one that supports communities 
and workers against capital; a 
policy framework that complies 
with international law – or 
one that violates it. A strong 
interventionist state politics is 
necessary. Failure to support 
communities actively can 
undermine people’s confidence 
in political structures still further, 
leading to potential political 
instability, as already seems to 
be occurring in Mexico.

Kolya Abramsky
Energy researcher 

Source: 
This information is drawn from 
interviews with community leaders, 
policy makers, lawyers and those 
developing community-based 
alternatives made during two visits 
to Mexico. For more information, see 
http://tierrayterritorio.wordpress.com/.
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“The computerization and robotization of factories and 
offices in Western Europe, North America and Japan 
has been accompanied by a process of ‘globalization’ 
and ‘new enclosures’ . . . Instead of a decline, there 
has been a great expansion of factory production 
throughout many regions of the planet.”

George Caffentzis269

Much of the 2000-2008 surge in the rate of emissions 
increase – from around one per cent to over three per cent 
– was due to global investors moving in a big way into 
dirty, coal-fired production in coastal China, as part of a 

sweeping globalization of production that saw foreign direct investment 
(FDI) quintuple worldwide between 1990 and 2009.270 Between 2000 
and 2006, 55 per cent of total global growth of carbon dioxide emissions 
occurred in China; by 2007, five years after China had overtaken the 
US as the world’s leading destination of FDI and six years after its 
admission into the WTO and the full liberalization of investment rules, 
the share had risen to two thirds.271

By the 2000s, more than half of the goods exported from China were 
produced by joint ventures or – increasingly – wholly foreign-owned 
companies (up from a figure of 0.1 per cent during the 1980s). The 
more high-tech the products became, moreover, the more foreign capital 
dominated, with 99.4 per cent of computer exports produced by partly 
or wholly foreign-owned firms by 2002. Between 2002 and 2005, the 
share of emissions growth in China directly attributable to the presence 
of foreign investment rose from one-third to one-half.272 According to 
one estimate, some 48 per cent of total Chinese emissions between 
2002 and 2008 were caused directly by the production of commodities 
shipped overseas273 – and this does not count emissions caused by the 
construction of factories producing export goods, highways built to 
connect industrial zones, apartment buildings accommodating workers, 
or any other infrastructural project geared to the expansion of the export 
sector, nor emissions from economic activities indirectly stimulated by 
the export boom.

The emissions surge cannot be explained, in other words, by a boom in 
household consumption, “changing lifestyles”, a “growing population” 
or any official attempt to expand energy infrastructure and other services 
to the poorest.274 On the contrary: the FDI-fuelled growth of coastal 
industry has been associated with an explosion of protest among the 
poor both in the cities and the countryside, as pollution spreads, land is 
seized and subsistence undermined.275

Why has moving to fossil-intensive production in China been such an 
advantage for so many investors?  It is not that corporate investment is 
fleeing jurisdictions with costly carbon regulation so that the industries 
it supports can burn fossil fuels with impunity.276 Historically, the 

Interlude: China as a New 
“Chimney of the World”
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costs of complying with environmental regulation have seldom been a 
significant factor in investment decisions,277 and there is little reason to 
believe that carbon regulation is any different. In fact, existing carbon 
regulation –  primarily in the shape of carbon trading schemes such as 
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme – exerts even less of this kind of 
influence. Not only does it fail to penalize large corporate emitters and 
traders in globalized commodities; it disproportionately rewards them 
while undermining innovation in competing forms of energy.

Nor was the surge of investment in fossil-heavy industry in coastal China 
simply a response to the  demands of “Western consumers”. True, it 
is primarily Western workers who consume most of the cheap goods 
exported from China.278 Yet it is ludicrous to suggest that emissions are 
being caused to zoom across oceans by workers “standing in front of 
shelves and picking cheap Chinese commodities rather than expensive 
domestic ones”.279 If Wal-Mart280 and other outlets for cheap Chinese 
wage goods have helped allow business to get away with cutting 
workers’ wages in industrialized countries and increasing the interest 
on the credit pushed on them, that was hardly labour’s idea. Indeed, 
labour movements have tended to resist the export of manufacturing 
jobs. Many environmental activists’ simplistic assumption that the “root 
cause” of climate-damaging activities is “Western overconsumption” or 
“consumerism” is unhelpful insofar as it renders invisible actors whose 
decisions matter more: corporate owners, managers and investors.281

The Fossil Capital Hypothesis
Rather than being due to “consumerism” or a flight from regulation, the 
recent flow of investment to fossil-intensive plant in coastal China is 
more plausibly explained by what Swedish sociologist Andreas Malm, 
in a pathbreaking article on which this section is based, calls the “fossil 
capital hypothesis”. According to this hypothesis, capital that is free to 
invest across national borders, and capable of carrying productivity-
preserving technology and management and technical expertise to 
new locations, “will relocate factories to situations where labor power 
is cheap and disciplined – where the rate of surplus-value promises to 
be largest – by means of new rounds of massive consumption of fossil 
energy.”282

Globally-mobile industrial capital – provided that cheap, oil-fired 
worldwide container-shipping is available to convey goods to worldwide 
export markets – will choose sites above all according to whether they 
can provide an inexpensive, disciplined labour supply accustomed to 
long hours and intense work. This is precisely the sort of work portrayed 
by photographer Edward Burtynsky and cinematographer Peter Mettler 
in many of the Chinese scenes of Jennifer Baichwal’s memorable film 
“Manufactured Landscapes”. Such a country will remain a favoured 
destination for investment as long as it can offer a replenishable army 
of able workers whose wages are low (in 2002 manufacturing wages 
in China were around 3 per cent those of the US, 16 per cent those of 
Mexico, and 32 per cent those of Brazil; in 2008 they were still barely 
3 per cent of those in the Eurozone)283 and who do not show too many 
signs of rebellion or defiance. Almost by definition, it will be a low-
income country. Probably it will also be one in which – as in Britain in 
the 19th century – rural dwellers are leaving the land en masse – in the 
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Chinese case, an exodus encouraged by post-Maoist industrial policy. 
If the army of such workers retain some (preferably somewhat loose) 
links with their rural homes, which can continue to pick up some of the 
costs of their maintenance, keeping their cost down, or on which they 
can fall back in times of crisis, then so much the better; in this sense 
a “fossil economy” that relies on coal, oil or gas for the extraction of 
value from masses of labour will also need to continue to be a wood or 
biomass economy. (In the late 1970s, 90 per cent of energy consumption 
in the Chinese countryside was biomass, much from agricultural waste.)

The ideal host country will also have taxpayer-supported infrastructure 
in place. The reliable electric power required for putting vast stores 
of cheap labour to flexible use in making goods for rapidly-evolving, 
just-in-time export markets is especially important. By 2002, Chinese 
industry was absorbing more than 90 per cent of the energy the country 
derived from coal, three-quarters of which was burned in the generation 
of power and heat.284 In 2009, over 66 per cent of China’s electricity 
consumption went to industry, as compared with only 22 per cent in the 
US, 46 per cent in India and Brazil, 54 per cent in Mexico, 59 per cent in 
South Africa, 41 per cent in Germany, 42 per cent in Italy and Sweden, 47 
per cent in Finland, 27 per cent in France and 42 per cent in Thailand.285 
The host country’s state must also be willing to expand infrastructure 
continually to meet the needs of existing foreign investors and attract 
still more. Thus after 2002 China’s government built huge transmission 
lines to convey electricity from inland power plants to the industrial 
coast, simultaneously deregulating the coal market to encourage new coal 
mines of all types.286 China also fulfilled another key investor need by 
undertaking huge developments in fossil-based transport infrastructure to 
serve both domestic manufacturing and international trade.287 From the 
point of view of foreign-owned industry, China’s infrastructure remains 
greatly superior to that of many rival cheap-labour destinations for 
foreign investment, including Viet Nam, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, 
the Philippines, Cambodia, Burma and even Mexico.

The Case of Apple
The profit strategy employed by Apple – which, in 2011, gleaned over 
US$400,000 in profit per employee, more than Goldman Sachs, Exxon 
Mobil or Google – helps illustrate further advantages of investing in 
manufacturing in China.

Apple uses Chinese labour mainly through contractors. While the 
firm directly employs 43,000 people in the US and 20,000 abroad, an 
additional 700,000 engineer, build and assemble its iPads, iPhones and 
other devices abroad, as employees of Apple contractors. Many of these 
workers are located in China, not only because workers are cheap there, 
but also because they can be assembled in huge factories and housed 
close to the site. One installation belonging to Foxconn, one of Apple’s 
suppliers, boasts 230,000 employees, many working six days a week, 
up to 12 hours a day. Over a quarter of Foxconn’s work force lives in 
company barracks and many workers earn less than US$17 a day. The 
firm employs nearly 300 guards to direct foot traffic so workers are not 
crushed in doorway bottlenecks. According to Jennifer Rigoni, a former 
Apple worldwide supply demand manager, Foxconn can “hire 3,000 
people overnight” and put them in company dormitories.288
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The flexibility, diligence, skill and 24-hour availability of Chinese 
workers are also hard to match. It was a Chinese factory, for example, 
that Apple relied upon when it decided at the last minute to redesign 
the screen of its iPhone only weeks before the device was scheduled to 
be shipped to retailers. The replacement screens began arriving at the 
plant near midnight. Some 8,000 workers were immediately woken up 
and put to work on a 12-hour shift installing the screens. Within four 
days, the factory was making more than 10,000 iPhones daily. “There’s 
no American plant that can match that,” said one Apple executive. 

When Apple had needed a factory to cut panes of hardened glass 
manufactured in New York state into millions of tiny screens for 
the iPad, in addition, a Chinese bidder, with subsidies from Chinese 
taxpayers, began constructing a new wing for the purpose and assembled 
a warehouse of glass samples. The bidder also made engineers available 
at almost no cost, and made sure employees were available at on-site 
dormitories 24 hours a day. 

Additional advantages of Asian production, according to another Apple 
executive, include the fact that factories “can scale up and down faster” 
and that Asian supply chains for everything from rubber gaskets to 
custom-made screws “have surpassed what’s in the US”. 

The Multiple Connections with 
Emissions Increases
Offshored production will tend to involve an increase in overall 
greenhouse gas emissions for many reasons. First, the cheap 
infrastructure laid on for foreign investors is likely to involve relatively 
dirty fuels and relatively inefficient production processes. In China, coal 
cost six times less than cleaner-burning oil in 2008 per unit of energy 
produced – and of course still less than solar energy – while its energy 
production was unmatched in inefficiency outside of India. Even in 
2012, China’s carbon intensity per unit of GDP from fossil fuel use 
and cement production was more than double that of the US, Mexico 
or Japan and more than four times that of France.289

Second, offshored production will increase each commodity’s transport 
requirements. As the WTO adopted the slogan “made in the world”290 as 
justification for longer and longer supply chains, lengthy infrastructure 
corridors and container-shipping, and foreign investors expanded “dirty 
production” not only in China but also in other countries such as Mexico, 
South Africa, Indonesia and Viet Nam, more and more fossil energy has 
been expended in getting goods from one place to another. Whereas in 
1990, an estimated 20 per cent of all carbon dioxide emissions originated 
in the production of commodities consumed in a different country, by 
2008, the share had grown to 26 per cent.291

Third, even if energy production in cheap-labour countries such as 
China does not start out more fossil-intensive than its counterpart in the 
industrialized North, it may well become more so as the state scrambles 
to mobilize more and more cheap industrial energy to attract and keep 
foreign investment. According to the International Energy Agency 
(IEA), China’s energy sector carbon intensity increased from a figure 
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comparable to that of most of the industrialized world in 1990 – 2.57 
tonnes of CO2 emitted per tonne of oil equivalent – to a peak of 3.07 
tonnes in 2008, at the same time that overall energy supply went up more 
than 2.4 times. The energy sector of India (according to UNCTAD the 
second most important destination for foreign direct investment during 
2010–2012) has also become dirtier per unit of energy produced as it 
has expanded in absolute terms. Starting from a lower starting figure 
of 1.83, its carbon intensity, by 2010,292 was 2.34, at the same time 
that overall quantities of energy supplied went up by a factor of more 
than two and a quarter. Mexico has also shown an increase in intensity, 
from 2.17 in 1990 to 2.34 in 2010. By comparison, OECD energy 
sector carbon intensity has declined slightly, from 2.48 to 2.32, as its 
energy production increased by 19 per cent. Overall world intensity 
figures have been more or less level through the period – although for 
the key period 2000-2006, approximately 18 per cent of the growth in 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations stemmed from the “increasing carbon 
intensity of the global economy”.293 Considered from the perspective 
of the world economy as a whole, then, pockets of increased efficiency 
and “decarbonization” are failing to compensate in the slightest for the 
overall, globalization-influenced expansion of the fossil-dominated 
global energy sector. In October 2012, the IEA noted that coal use 
accounted for half the increased energy use of the prior decade, growing 
faster than all renewable energy sources put together.294

Nor does the global move toward computers and information technology 
necessarily herald a less fossil-dependent manufacturing regime. A laptop 
assembled in China requires 26.5 kilos of oil for every kilogramme of 
computer, and it is estimated that it takes 800 kilogrammes of fossil 
fuels to make one kilogramme of microchips. (By comparison, one 
kilogramme of automobile requires around one kilogramme of fossil 
fuels – although the lifetime emissions associated with cars are of course 
be much higher.)295

Fourth, as Andreas Malm suggests, other things being equal, investment 
will have incentives to continue moving away from locations where 
efficiency and decarbonization are on the rise to countries near the 
(shifting) current peak of carbon intensity in manufacturing: not to 
the poorest countries, where the infrastructure will be inadequate, 
nor to the richest, where rates of surplus extraction will be low, but to 
countries that are, for the time being, playing the role China has played 
in the last two decades. Of course, other things are usually not equal. 
The time it takes to transport goods from distant manufacturing sites 
to global markets may become a crippling disadvantage. The ability to 
innovate and customize products for particular markets may not turn 
out to be as “portable” as productivity is. Most important, labour can 
quickly become more expensive in sites such as China as strikes and 
other forms of resistance spread, at the same time that wages fall in the 
original country of investment. Pay and benefits for the average Chinese 
factory worker rose by 10 per cent a year between 2000 and 2005 and 
19 per cent annually between 2005 and 2010, according to the Boston 
Consulting Group.296 Strikes at Honda plants got Chinese workers a 47 
per cent pay rise in 2010, while the Apple-affiliated firm Foxconn had 
to double the wages it pays at Shenzen following a series of suicides. 
In Shenzen, Fushan and Dongguan, the monthly minimum wage for 
all industries tripled in the decade to 2013. In February 2014, Shenzen 
authorities were planning to raise it a further 13 per cent.297 At the same 
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time, the 2007-08 financial crisis and other factors such as the threat 
of new forms of mechanization such as robotics and 3-D printing have 
damaged the bargaining power of US labour relative to the financial and 
manufacturing sectors. Thus some investment is now moving back from 
China to the US. According to The Economist, by 2015, the savings that 
US manufacturers can make by moving to China may almost disappear. 
Yet locations such as Mexico and India will continue to offer great 
advantages, and overall incentives remain strong for industry to expand 
into regions where their carbon emissions will be high.

Fifth, growth in emissions attributable to globalization is not only 
unlikely to be compensated for by efficiency improvements in long-
industrialized countries, but actually to be funded partly by them. As 
The Corner House’s previous report Energy Alternatives: Surveying the 
Territory documented, under the dominant economic system, efficiency 
increases in one place or sector tend to feed into a logic of overall global 
economic expansion that can only make climate change worse.298 The 
vaunted “energy savings” being implemented around the world are part 
and parcel of a pathway of continuing overall growth of manufacturing 
emissions, including, often, increases in carbon intensity elsewhere.299
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“To reorient the world energy system involves reversing the 
extremely powerful dynamic which has emerged ever since 
the beginning of the industrial revolution. This challenge 
must be met in all its economic, ecological, technical, 
political, cultural and social dimensions. [Change] will not 
happen unless there is a profound reform of the way wealth 
is produced and shared out on our planet.”300

Jean-Claude Debeir, Jean-Paul Deleage  
and Daniel Hemery

“[A]ny meaningful action on climate change would 
at some point have to challenge the dynamics of fossil 
capital as a global phenomenon. That would require, first 
of all, a sober acknowledgment of the power relations 
permeating the continuous growth of CO2 emissions.”301 

Andreas Malm

This report has argued that energy and finance are not things 
but political processes, trajectories, aspects of social struggles 
constantly raging around the world, mobile constellations of 
shifting forces and vectors. What are the implications for action 

for those committed to democracy and a livable future?

The Ambiguities of Energy Finance
The question of energy finance is radically ambiguous. When 
campaigners talk about financing an energy transition, which energy 
are they talking about? The finance of Big-E Energy or the finance of 
little-e “energies”? And over what time period?

It makes a difference. While Big-E Energy and little-e “energies” have 
formed an interacting whole since the 19th century, they have contrasting 
characteristics that mean they are constantly at odds with each other 
(see Table 1 below and “Modern Conflicts over Work and Energy” 
above). A democratic, green, global Big-E Energy regime is more or 
less a contradiction in terms, whereas democratic, green little-e energy 
regimes are perfectly possible. Activists advocating finance for a Big-E 
“Energy alternative” will, sooner or later, find themselves in conflict 
with activists advocating finance for “alternatives” that give pride of 
place to little-e “energies”. Activists backing an “energy transition” that 
attempts merely to replace a few machines or fuels while extending a 
Big-E Energy regime will, sooner or later, find themselves at odds with 
activists who view the “energy transition” as a long-term transition away 
from the dominance of Big-E Energy. 

It will be a critical part of activist political strategy in coming years, 
in other words, not to treat “energy” as a neutral thing that has always 
been there and that human beings have always craved more and more 

Conclusion: Whose Side  
Are You On? 
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of. Energy is a particular historical phenomenon inextricably tied up 
with unequal exchange. It has important inbuilt political biases. If what 
sociologist Andreas Malm calls “fossil capitalism” has defined what we 
mean by “energy”, then merely to use the word uncritically is to make 
a commitment to certain assumptions about scarcity, foreclose certain 
alternative pathways, and cover up some of the most important issues 
that need to be discussed.

Nineteenth-century thermodynamics helped open up the possibility 
of imagining that fossil fuels were simply “one form of energy”, and 
therefore that they could be “replaced” by another form. The temptation 
remains strong today to think that maybe society can get the Big-E 
Energy it “needs” without coal, oil and gas – or something like them. 
What the history of Big-E Energy reveals, however, is that it’s more 
the other way around. The modern concept of energy came out of the 
use of fossil fuels – or, more precisely the way fossil fuels have been 
fused into machinery in the long battle capital has waged to continue to 
extract as much value as possible from ordinary people. Hence instead 
of asking questions like “How can we have energy in a post-fossil 
world?” it might be more fruitful to ask the question “Is a world that is 
so strongly defined (in part) by the modern concept of Big-E Energy a 
world that is desirable or will continue to be possible?”

Similarly, many activists have grown accustomed to thinking that 
perhaps the political problem with Big-E Energy is merely that it needs 
to be distributed fairly all over the world. But the history of Big-E 
Energy demonstrates that it is based on inequality, and that the more 
it dominates, the more inequality there will be. To interpret popular 
struggles over energy as if they were all about getting “equal shares” 
of Big-E Energy is to miss most of what is important about this politics 
today, and to overlook the most important opportunities for alliance-
building – in other words, to choose the wrong side in a cluster of 
increasingly bitter struggles.

Accordingly the most important and promising progressive alliances 
around energy in the future will not be among governments, corporations 
and NGOs who are hoping somehow to develop a “green” or “fair” Big-E 
Energy. Nor will they be formed by activists appending themselves to 
institutions that they may not fully understand, including international 
financial institutions, hedge funds, private equity firms, sovereign wealth 
funds and UN agencies, in the ungrounded hope that they may “control 
the damage” such institutions do. 

They are more likely to arise among those who are united in a refusal of, 
or resistance to, what energy theorist George Caffentzis calls “capitalist 
work” – from peasants or indigenous peoples fighting the enclosure of 
commons to urban dwellers who have had enough of falling wages, 
austerity and financial robbery. Such movements will be following 
strategies that superficially may seem different from each other. Some 
will be seeking to defend existing commons and sources of subsistence. 
Others will be constructing new commons and means of subsistence on 
the structures that Big-E Energy represent. Still others will be working 
ostensibly to make Big-E Energy itself fairer or more sustainable, while 
simultaneously undermining its dominance. Underneath, however, 
are commonalities that will likely emerge as more attention is paid to 
conflicts surrounding the development of the modern concepts of energy, 
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work and rural-urban relations over the past two centuries; the current 
terrain of enclosure, economic and financial crisis; and movements to 
elaborate and rebuild existing commons as well to create new ones on top 
of the structures associated with fossil energy practices. The result can 
be a more hard-headed, respectful understanding of how contemporary 
finance is related to energy and work that enables social movements 
to get tough in a less co-optable way with the interests that determine 
energy’s structure and logic. 

Common cause will need to be made with, and among, for example, 
anti-privatization movements, indigenous anti-extraction movements 
in the Andean region, movements demanding reparations for historical 
ecological damage, anti-austerity movements, land rights movements, 
Occupy, La Via Campesina, forward-looking trade unions, movements 
defending forest and water commons in South and Southeast Asia, 
movements creating new electricity commons in South Africa, Transition 
Towns in Europe, environmental justice communities in Southern 
California, and so forth.  

TABLE 1. 
Big-E Energy and little-e “energies:  
some persistent conflicts

Big-E Energy under growth regime Little-e “energies”

Permanently scarce Self-limiting

Cannot be equitably distributed Rough equality possible

Favours minority at expense of majority survival Safety net for majority

Closes out space for autonomy among both users 
and nonusers

Maintain spaces for autonomy

Large surpluses possible Large surpluses impossible

Ecological protection requires professional 
management of “limits”, with limited and 

temporary chances of success

Ecological protection not separated from or in 
necessary conflict with subsistence dynamic

Crises conceptualizable as deficiencies in 
technical management of quantified flows

Crises conceptualizable as the presence of or 
need for such management

Machines, commodified labour and capital as 
source of fertility (fertility as profit)

Earth as source of fertility or strength; industrial 
“productivity” as process of sterilization or 

destruction

Abstract, quantifiable, mobile, singular Concrete, qualitative, entangled, multiple

Nature as separate and as raw material; energy  
and life as (capitalist) ‘labour’

Nature as interlocutor, broader understanding  
of ‘work’
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Building on What Exists

“A person who thinks it possible to draw a blueprint for 
the ecological salvation of the human species does not 
understand the nature of evolution or even of history 
– which is that of permanent struggle in continuously 
novel forms.”302

Nicholas Georgescu-Roegan

One conclustion that may be drawn from the arrow pictured on page 
7 of this report’s introduction – and from what has followed – is that 
different energy (and financial) regimes are not the result of anyone’s 
adoption of an intellectual “model”, “system” or “alternative”. Rather, 
they are provisional, partial and internally-conflicted outcomes of 
continuing processes of struggle and violence. The way to contend 
with their destructive trajectories is not to rush to try to implement 
a comprehensive, preconceived alternative “model” or “system” – a 
strategy that would have negligible, unpredictable or counterproductive 
effects – but rather, through a careful examination of their dynamics, to 
find ways of intervening constructively and collectively in the continuing 
conflicts that define them. This is likely to be a more effective way 
of helping to shift the overall trajectory produced by the continuing 
encounters between fossil-powered business and the subsistence and 
survival-oriented practices of the commons.

Neither Big-E Energy nor little-e energies amounts to a “model” or a 
“system”. Nor is one an “alternative” to the other – as if the boxes in Table 
1 were items on a menu for God to choose among, depending on which 
tastes better (see Box: “Deconstructing ‘Alternatives’”). Accordingly, it 
would be worse than pointless to assume – as some have done – that the 
upshot of the distinction between Big- and little-e energies is that “little-e 
energies good, Big-E energy bad” (or vice versa). 

Even more demented would be to assume that the distinction between 
the two entailed a strategy of immediately shunning any manifestation 
of Big-E Energy and rallying behind any appearance of little-e energies. 
To say that the distinction between the two presupposes some sort of 
impossible “rejection” of the idea of Big-E Energy would be like saying 
that labour unions have no right to struggle unless they ignore history, 
abandon the idea of negotiating over wages and hours, and instead reject 
capitalist work forthwith, turning their backs on jobs and becoming 
self-provisioning organic farmers or hobos. It would be like saying that 
18th-century labourers drinking sweetened tea to keep awake had no 
right to challenge the slavery that produced the sugar on their tables, 
nor reluctant 21st-century airplane passengers the right to question the 
Keystone XL oil pipeline. 

The point of the distinction is, rather, precisely to take a longer, strategic 
view of how political power might be mobilized in coming energy 
struggles. It is to seek opportunities to begin to build more trust and 
mutual learning among all those who challenge, even in seemingly 
modest ways, the structures of wage labour and unequal exchange 
around which Big-E Energy was built, whether Colombian coal miners, 
Chinese software developers or Brazilian fishing communities. It is to 
search out roles for wind or solar power innovators that could, in the 
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long term, feed into, rather than thwart, movements for subsistence 
and autonomy. It is to envisage trajectories of liberation that help 
explode from within the processes that gave rise to Big-E, fossil Energy 
itself, as well as a financial system whose predations have achieved 
unprecedented levels.
 
One of the biggest steps toward the necessary alliance- and theory-
building is simply to recognize and listen to the wide base of movements 
already working effectively toward social and political transformation. 
To do so is already to abandon fantasies of revolutionizing energy, work 
and finance through technical plans executed by expert elites through a 
militarized political infrastructure, or finding a “secret lever” for radical 
change in prices, science, ethics or new machines. For such movements 
invariably start from respect for where people (and things) are, not from 
a belief that they can be instantly transformed into what one or another 
intellectual grouping might want them to be, based on its necessarily 
tiny body of experience. 

For elites, talk of “energy 
alternatives” or “finance 
alternatives” can sometimes 
open up the imagination. But 
such talk usually also partakes 
of the fantasy that action 
is the (successful or failed) 
implementation of elite plans.

The question “What’s your 
alternative?”, put to critics of the 
status quo, tends to come from 
people who have the luxury of 
regarding the status quo as a 
workable option. The global 

majority does not necessarily 
always have that luxury.
By and large, activists from the 
global South are far less likely 
to ask this particular question of 
anybody than their counterparts 
from the North, because they 
do not need to, and because 
they feel that to do so would 
be antisocial. They know that 
multiple answers to such 
questions are already incessantly 
being thrown up as sparks from 
the struggles in which they are 
engaged. They are not looking 

for the blueprint sought by many 
technocratic elites. It would be 
costly indeed for them to regard 
action as the fulfillment of the 
ideas of planners. Alliances 
come first; they have to.

Avoiding the question “What’s 
your alternative?”, with its elitist 
and Cartesian presumptions, 
might be good discipline for 
activists seeking new ways 
of working together. One 
provisional replacement might 
be: “Whose side are you on?”

Deconstructing “Alternatives”

Such a strategy sees the deepest and most far-reaching transformations 
rooted in materials present everywhere, not in the constructions of 
one or another intellectual class. These materials include, of course, 
the machines of the industrial revolution, which Karl Marx predicted 
would someday prove to be capital’s undoing, and which philosopher 
of labour Amy Wendling sees as “metaphors for and embodiments 
of the accumulated historical and scientific knowledge of the human 
species”303 and as things with which new, happier entanglements may 
someday be worked out. More broadly, they include the materials of 
everyday commons practices of both North and South: networks of 
self-provisioning, mutual help and respect, vast collections of knowhow 
regarding interaction with the non-human world, practices of innovation 
involving the most unexpected connections, all sorts of bodies of 
resistance to the accumulation imperative.

Such a strategy also enlists the most diverse groups, taking advantage of 
their different insights about the long-term trajectory of any collection 
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of actions that are taken, which may or may not go under the name of 
“reforms”, and may or may not involve decommodification. Political 
scientist Robert Albritton gives a flavour of the kind of thinking 
involved when he writes that activism in the area of contemporary 
finance should not be aimed merely at rescuing business and banks by 
“bursting specific bubbles”, but at better meeting “human needs through 
democratic controls”: 

“Insofar as reforms are effective they will not be reforms 
that aim to ‘recommodify money’ by freeing up money 
and financial markets; rather, they will be reforms that 
further decommodify money by increasing democratic 
control over it.”304

Not Trying to Build on What  
does not Exist
Building on what exists also involves being careful not to try to build 
on what does not exist. Another way of viewing the upshot of the arrow 
of page 7 is to survey critically various strategies followed by activists 
seeking finance for an energy transition that do not engage fully with 
its complex political realities, and are thus likely to be ineffective. It 
may be worthwhile to recapitulate a half dozen of these strategies and 
their shortcomings:

(1) Appealing to “economic rationality” as automatically adjusting 
itself to public opinion in a way that forces transformation in 
investment. Far from going green, global investors have, generally 
speaking, become “browner” in the years since global warming and 
energy injustice became the subject of so many noisy public debates 
and activist campaigns, and have merely stepped up their already 
profound commitment to practices associated with runaway climate 
change. It was, for example, after the Kyoto Protocol was signed, after 
financial institutions and countries such as Germany began to ramp 
up renewable energy investment and roll out plans for greening their 
economies, and after worries that oil production was entering a phase 
of decline became widespread that the rate of growth of global carbon 
dioxide emissions tripled.305 This spike could not have occurred without 
an overall acceleration in investment in dirty energy. Nor are there any 
signs that initiatives proposed to make finance more egalitarian, such as 
microfinance or post-2008 regulatory reforms, have in the end affected 
the widening gap between rich and poor.

(2) Appealing to “regulation” as a cure for all ills relating to energy 
finance. Regulation, as Italian political scientist Giondomenico Majone 
observes, has always been counterposed to public ownership.306 In the 
20th and 21st centuries, its role has been to help perpetuate a global system 
of extraction, industrial production, ever-accelerating transport, mass 
consumption and private profit. While regulation has occasionally helped 
to re-price renewable energy sources and defend local subsistence-oriented 
energy enclaves, there is no evidence to suggest that it is capable of 
restructuring the overall fossil-based patterns of accumulation that it has 
evolved to support. Nor is there any basis for suggesting that regulation 
could force the financial sector to prepare for a future without the profits 
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made possible by fossil-based manufacturing and transport or to relinquish 
its dependence on super-charged returns from advanced financial products, 
and instead to concentrate merely on modest, archaic forms of mediation 
and speculation, land investment, insurance or swindling. As political 
theorists Peter Bell and Thomas Sekine observe:

“It does not seem to us that today’s trade in derivatives 
is an anomaly that can be easily controlled by regulatory 
measures. For it reflects, in our view, the systemic malaise 
. . . of the post-Fordist economy in which idle funds 
routinely failed to be converted into real capital.”307 

Philosopher Paul Mattick Jr. adds pithily that since deregulation was 
not the cause of the recent financial crisis, but rather a “response to 
the pressure to speculate” deriving from falls in profits propelled by 
dynamics of mechanization, it is unreasonable to expect regulation to 
be the solution. 

Both before and after the 2008 financial crisis, the banking and shadow 
banking sectors have repeatedly converted attempts at financial 
regulation, including elements of the Basel III Accord, into fresh 
opportunities for innovation and profiteering.

(3) Appealing to “safeguards” and “standards” as a cure for ills 
relating to energy finance. Like regulation, safeguards and standards 
derive from a dynamic that nurtures both structural inequality and 
continued use of fossil fuels, but are even less capable of controlling 
systematic and accumulating damage to both human and non-human 
worlds. Originating in corporate initiatives belatedly and rather servilely 
reinforced by NGOs, they were never conceived as means of achieving 
the impossibilities of “green” or “democratic” Big-E Energy.

(4) Pushing the United Nations into addressing climate change 
and historical international economic inequalities by channeling 
funds to the global South for renewable energy developments to 
enable accelerated accumulation there. Assuming, incorrectly, that 
a democratic Big-E Energy is possible, this initiative has the effect 
of reinforcing and supplementing, rather than replacing, fossil-based 
patterns of energy use.309 Whether or not they were accompanied by 
continued use of coal, oil and gas, however, the new renewable energy 
sources would be of a magnitude and type to cause comparable damage. 
Like most mechanisms of “foreign aid”, in addition, the proposed 
financial flows would likely result ultimately in the transfer of wealth 
from poor to rich both nationally and internationally. But the issue is 
likely moot, since there is little sign that the political power exists to 
force institutions such as the new Green Climate Fund to set aside normal 
business considerations that put fossil fuels first. NGO efforts to get 
civil society representatives or observers nominated to, say, the Private 
Sector Advisory Group of the Green Climate Fund will, meanwhile, 
merely reinforce the credit of the mainstream pushing for the extension 
of Big-E Energy. 

(5) Looking for single catalysts, such as oil companies, multilateral 
development banks, specialist funds or new machines as the key to 
energy transformations. As this report has argued, fossil fuel use is so 
important to so many aspects of a modern accumulation pattern based 
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on extracting the most out of labour that it is unreasonable to expect 
such miracles. Profits and rents throughout current global systems of 
extraction, production, consumption and turnover are so dependent 
on fossil fuels that attempting to single out energy companies alone 
for fundamental change would be futile. Belated 2013 decisions by 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the World 
Bank, and the US Treasury Department to cut back on some funding 
for coal-fired power stations,310 constitute progress, yet the fact that 
the change came so slowly despite, in the World Bank’s case, a multi-
decade campaign, is more a victory for fossil-based production than 
otherwise. The World Bank has since continued to roll out destructive 
energy funding of other kinds. The appearance of private equity funds 
specializing in renewable energy – such as Hudson Clean Energy 
Partners and Bamboo Finance – does not by itself incentivize any 
change in production, consumption and circulation patterns modeled 
on the high inputs of Big-E Energy entrenched during the fossil fuel 
era. Nor is energy use associated with overall cycles of accumulation 
going to be affected much by machine-switching alone. As Harvard 
University economist Stephen A. Marglin observed many years ago, “the 
primary determinant of basic choices with respect to the organization of 
production has not been technology – exogenous and inexorable – but 
the exercise of power – endogenous and resistible.”311

(6) Introducing the “right to energy” as a centrepiece of energy 
policy. In addition to being vulnerable to being transformed into a 
“Trojan Horse” for the introduction of the relations of exploitation 
involved in Big-E Energy, this strategy conceals the need to take sides 
regarding that exploitation. Inviting the view that energy is a “thing” 
concerning which justice demands only that it be handed out fairly, it 
hides the relations among humans and non-humans that are implicated 
in all its forms.312
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